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In the course of the past 

several weeks it seems 

like rye spent as many 

hours as not thoroughly 

mired in monsters. The rea¬ 

son and resu It: for the first 

time since aooo's Deagon 

Annual #5 there's currently 

a special issue of Deacon 

magazine on the shelves. As 

many of my days have been 

filled with all manner of 

brutes and beasties, I could 

go on at great length about 

Deacon Pres mts: Mom ter 

Ecologies, but—aside from mentioning the contributions 

of sonic of the best-known and most gracious authors and 

designers in gaming—Til leave the product description to 

last month's Eirst Watch. 

Instead, I’d rather expand upon what ended up being one 

of the most interesting and insightful elements to come 

out of the ecology issue's production. When I asked the 

question “What's your favorite monster/' 1 didn't expect the 

caliber of responses I received, but it turns out that when 

you pose this question to the most experienced and accom¬ 

plished gamers in the world you get some truly fascinat¬ 

ing answers. To mention hut a few responses that went 

into Monster Ecologies, Rob Muntz related the origins of the 

beholder, China Mieviile explained what "trilateral symme¬ 

try" means to him, Margaret Weis offered her insight on the 

life of draconians, and you'll never guess which race topped 

R. A. Salvatore's list of favorites. 

So, haying interrogated gaming's celebrity circuit, I 

wanted to pass the question around the Paizo offices and 

give my fellow Deacon editors (and* yes. myself} a moment 

to gush about their favorite monsters. 

"Although I really enjoy throwing a wide variety of mon¬ 

sters at my players, nothing scares them more and gives 

me more delight than a lieh. There is just something 

about an undead spell caster with "supra-genius” intel¬ 

ligence (to use second-edition terminology) that lets the 

players know that they are in for an incredibly difficult 

fight. And thanks to its phylactery, even if they do manage 

to kill the fiend, it always seems to come back for more, 

making it the perfect recurring villain. Once, I even had 

the phylactery mixed in with the PCs' treasure, leaving 

them baffled as to why the lich kept appearing every¬ 

where they went. It did not take long until they started 

questioning every item they carried and destroying any¬ 

thing with even the faintest aura ofheerdmaney/' 

—Jason Bulmahn, Managing Editor, Deagon Magazine 

'Tin a fan of the classic monsters of D^D, especially those 

taken from real-world mythology. And nothing says 'classic' 

like the dragon. Of the ten core dragons, I love the ferocious 

beauty of the blue, the playful personality of the bronze, 

and the terrible majesty of the ever-iconic red." 

—Mike McArtor, Associate Editor, Deacon Magazine 

As foT my own favorite, Til say the beholder, although I 

could just as easily go with the mind flayer, sahuagin, rust 

monster, githyanki, drow, or any of dozens of others. I'm 

not trying to cheat and say all of these monsters are my 

favorites. Rather, I find myself drawn to the creatures that 

comprise D^D’s unique mythology. The creatures that 

aren't drawn whole cloth from ancient legends or far-flung 

myths, or if they were (11Ice Lire drow), have been so radically 

changed and elaborated upon as to make them completely 

unique offshoots from their fbJkloric roots. Ifs these inspi¬ 

rational creatures that make the jump from mere stat blocks 

and descriptive text to villains and menaces that authors, 

designers, and DMs want to tell stories abouL. And really, 

ifs the stories that make any monster cool. 
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tai Hoe lions! 
Regarding "The Return of the 

Madrons/’ in Deacon #354: this is 

wonderful! Although i really would 

like to run a campaign with modrons, 

the problem is I need the other half 

of the modron stats, too. Is there 

any chance that sometime in the 

near future the other modrons will 

be detailed? Could you guys really 

consider doing a Deacon #354 web 

enhancement like you did with the 

Hordelands? Please, please, please! I 

can’t run a modron campaign with¬ 

out them. Only because, you know, 

the players will eventually get higher 

level and be involved with the more 

powerful modrons. 

i'f there’s no chance for the other 

half of the modrons, what can I do to 

acquire them? Should I continue to 

wait until you guys do their stats or 

should I be horribly depressed? Many 

people love modrons and would 

really like' to have the complete list. 

Thank you. 

Luis Oyola 

Clad you liked the artide, Luk. As you 

can see,just the initial information and 

the five. base modrons took up fourteen 

pages, and pith the rune high-level hier¬ 

arch modrons—getting longer and lon¬ 

ger stat Hocks each—-doing all fourteen 

casks of; modrons froved far too expan¬ 

sive an undertaking for just one issue of 

the magazine. Thai’s ?iot to say you’ll 

never sec the rest, though. Tile Dungeon 

adventure, uDiplomacyf in issue #144, 

fmtured a tertian modron, and back in 

Deacon #341 we presented the madron's 

former leader, Primus, as a vestvm 

If you absolutely need ah the modrons 

no if, though, hack in 2001 with the 

release- of the Manual of the Planes 

there was a web enhancement detail¬ 

ing the entire mechanical race. While 

the modrons haw seen some changes 

since then and their stats are slightly 

out of date, the ha.se material is (here. 

You can find the Manual of the Planes 

web enhancement on the Wizards of the 

Coast website at wizards.com/defaulL 

asp ?x= d n d/we/2 ec 1 og 21 a. 

Greetings! First off, WOW what an 

issue! This is definitely one of the 

most solid issues of Deacon ever pro¬ 

duced! Keep up the good world I do 

have one question, however, that stems 

from your "Malcanthet, Queen of the 

Succubi” article. In it, you refer to two 

specific half-bends, the camhion and 

the alu-fiend. I vaguely remember 

those two from previous editions of 

DS^D. Are there any specific stats for 

these two half-fiends anywhere? If 

so could you please point me in the 

right direction and if not, could you 

kind folks at Dragon give us desiring 

gamers the stats we seek? 

Thank you again for such a great 

issue! Keep up the good work! 

Scott Robbins 

Statesville, NC 

In third edit ion, sddisfor both of these mon¬ 

sters arc best modeled hy simply applying 

the Mjf-fcnd template to a human and 

then giving them whatever class levels you 

want them to have* 

I was tempted to put in an altered set 

of abilities for alu-demons and camihVm.s 

(similar to how were handling lemoriaft 

haJf-fends in the Savage Tide Adventure 

Path over in Dungeon), hut in the end 

there just ivasiff enough room in the arti¬ 

cle.. Fortunately, the new adventure Expe¬ 

dition to the Demon web Pits features 

cambwijg and there's ce$&iafy room here 

for alu-demons! £0 what JhhoiFs are my 

“quick and dirty” rules for creating alu~ 

demons (drawing upon their first-edition 

incarnations) hy altering the half-fiend 

template, si ig h i ly. —jam es Ja cohs 

ALIDDEMON 

When a succubus gives birth to a child 

sired hy a burn an, the resulting off¬ 

spring is an alu-demon. 

Armor: Natural armor improves by 

44 instead of by +1, 

Full Attack: An alu-demon gains 

no claw or bite attack. She does gain 

a special touch attack usable once 

per round as a standard action* If she 

hits, she deals id6 points of negative 

energy damage plus additional dam¬ 

age equal to her Charisma bonus* She 

gains half’ of any damage dealt in this 

manner back as healing. 

Special Attacks: Alu-demons cannot 

smite good. 

Spell-Like Abilities: Replace dark¬ 

ness 3/day with charm person 3/day. 
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Take D8(D's magic system From your imagination to your game 

table! Wall off re, wall of ice, obscuring mist, and cloudkill—Gale 

Nine's line of 3D plastic gaming aids make perfect mark¬ 

ers ror some of the flashiest spelts in Dm). To introduce their 

new line of wall markers, Gate Force Nine {gf9.c0m) is giving away a slew' of 

gaming aids perfect for D^D, Mechwarrior, Herod ix, or whatever roleplaying or 

miniatures game you play! 

All you have to do for a chance to get yours is send an e-mail to contest@paizo, 

com with your address and the subject line “GF9 Contest" by May 31st. Well 

choose and announce one winner in August's issue, #358, and send off a box 

filled to the brim with markers for smoke, fire, ice, poison clouds, force fields, 

mystic energy, wa I Is of fi re, wa Us of ice, wal Is of smo ke, and m ore! T ry your luck 

today and you might be casting like a sorcerer tomorrow! 

GALE FORCE NINE CONTEST 

in pi*!if IBIS 

www.offworlddeslgns.com 

her and her minions in my next ses¬ 

sion, even though mv campaign is set 

in the Forgotten Realms, This arti¬ 

cle gave me the idea that she might 

be able to transcend the worlds by 

using some of her stored up power. 

I also want to congratulate whom¬ 

ever did the illustrations, as they 

were awesome, I hope you heep this 

section going for a while and j was 

kin da wondering if you guys could 

put in some FR deities as well? hove 

the magazine. Keep it up! 

Rob G. 

Mundelein, IL 

OOPS! 
Last month, we announced our fan¬ 

tastic Monty Python's Spamo/ot Grail 

Giveaway. Unfortunately, we printed 

the title incorrectly, our apologies 

for the mix-up. Monty Python's Spomoioi Grail Giveaway ends April 30, 2007. 

For additional contest details, visit us online at paizo.com/grailgiveaway. 

For ticketing and tour information for Spamtdof visit them online at 

montypythonsspamalotcom. 

SPAMAIOT 

Replace desecrate with detect thoughts 

3/day. Replace unholy Wight with 

su^estion 3/day. Replace {jotson with 

Jmty morph 3/day (humanoid form 

only). Replace contagion with dimen¬ 

sion door. 

Abilities; Str +2, Dex +4, Con +4, lut 

+2, Cha +6. 

LuhLh 
1 loved the Core Beliefs section of 

issue 350, about The Stern Lady her¬ 

self I neveT much cared for Wee Jas 

but after reading this I wanted to use 

I'm NOT /ANTI'RELIGION, 
ITU JUST ANTI-HYPOCRISY. 

GAMING ISAS 
ADDICTIVE AS SEX 

...but there's no 
orgasm to let you know 

when to stop. 

www.offworlddesigns.com 



FIRST WATCH PREVIEWS, NOTES, AND NEWS FOR GAMERS 

Open the pathway to the divine with 

Complete Qmmpivn, Authors Ed Stark, 

Chris Thomasson ■ ■ Ari Marmeib and Rhi- 

anrton Louve go into detail regarding ail 

tlie nonevil churches of the core D8(D 

pantheon, covering their goals, interests, 

and actions. New rules tor associations 

and organizations—as per the Payers 

Hcmdfroofc II—also make each of these 

world-spanning groups useful to char¬ 

acters of any class, or level. For instance, 

Tlioinasson describes Fetors new “secret 

service'' as the “covert ops who seek out 

undead menaces on die sly." Also count 

on tons of new prestige classes, feats, 

spells, and all the tools you need to cru¬ 

sade against the forces of evil. 

NEXT MONTH IN DRAGON 

Like the Draroriornicorc, Lords of Mad¬ 

ness, and Fkndish Codices before it, 

Dvqi.f of the Underdark covers the 

mindset and machinations of D'^D's 

most popular- villains; the draw. 

Aside from showcasing drew soci¬ 

ety in all its viciousness, authors 

Robert Schwalli, .Anthony Pryor, Ari 

Maxmell, and Greg Vaughan present 

dozens of new feats, spells, equip¬ 

ment, monsters, and prestige classes* 

DMs can also look forward to sample 

drew adventures including tactical 

encounters, magical locations, and 

details on FrelheTCinlu, from the 

original Vault of the Drew module (see 

Dragon #298). 

#356 

FERROUS DRAGONS 

by Eric Jansing and Kevin Bans? 

Five a IE-new dragons, chromium, 

cobalt, iron, nickel, and tungsten take 

wing, spreading dread and awe With 

steely Fangs and razored claws. 

CORE BELIEFS: HEXTOR 

by Sean K Reynolds 

Take up arms in the host of Hextor, 

Champion of Evil, Herald of Hell, 

and God of Tyranny, Uncover the 

sinister details of his cruel faiLh and 

the dread warriors who' war in his 

dark crusades* 

The new- Star Wars Saga Edition com¬ 

bines universe-building elements 

from Die Rmnge of fhe.Siffrj recent Stah 

Wars novels and games, and 2002Js 

Stai? Wars Revised Edition to create 

the definitive Star Wars roleplaying 

game* Author Rodney Thompson says 

the Lighter game mechanics “make 

character creation much more flexible, 

with more chokes to tailor characters, 

and combat is more streamlined, more 

fast-paced." Along with co-authors 

Owen KC. Stephens and Christopher 

Perkins, the new system promises to 

he easy enough for even padawans to 

use, but still full of die details and cin¬ 

ematic action jedi masters crave. 

THE CONFESSION 

by Paul Kemp 

A Forsaken acolyte seeks answers in 

this tale of absolution, Forgiveness, 

and demons. 

TOP 10 DRAGONS IN DScD 

Revisit 10 of the greatest menaces 

ever to terrorize D8tD lore. 

PLUS 

The Ecology of the Lin norm, Volo’s 

Guide, Dragonmarks, Savage Tidings, 

Class Acts, Comics—including Order 

of the Stick—and morel 
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reported by Shelly Btuir, Wiliam Christensen, and Mike L .Fitrgd 

TRUE DUNGEON 

Prepare yourself for the perils of Race Beneath Greyhawk, 

tills year's True Dungeon (truedungeon.com) adventure at 

Gen Con Indy (gencon.com)* Sponsored by Wizards of the 

Coast, this time around True Dungeon offers one module in 

two different formats, one being more combat*oriented and 

the other more puzzle-focused (both offered in either the 

traditional normal and hardcore modes). Players can look 

forward Lo larger dungeons and some varying environment 

types this year. JTm really proud of the many improvements 

for this year/' said True Dungeon coordinator/creator Jeff 

Martin. “Players will be better prepped, DMs will be better 

trained, the dungeon will be almost twice as large, our new 

tokens will look incredible, and we will have a few cool sur¬ 

prises. It will be our best event yet" 

Ofparticularnote, the folks at True Dungeon have improved 

this year's Treasure Tokens. Each heavy composite token is 

printed with a full-color illustration and feels like a gold 

piece. Available for preorder at their website, each pack con¬ 

tains 10 tokens {7 common, 2 uncommon, and 1 rare) and 

every 100th pack includes an “ultra rare" token. Of course, 

returning players can still use their Treasure Tokens from 

previous years. 

Tickets to True Dungeon sell for £34*50 apiece, and include 

a free bag of Treasure Tokens and one admission to th e 

True Dungeon tavern. Tickets can he pre-ordered (recom¬ 

mended, as the event sells out quickly) at the Gen Con 

website beginning May 7th. 

HEWN INTO THE LIVING ROCK 

Stonehenge has kept its mysteries for millennia, but five 

renowned game designers have taken a.craek at uncovering 

its secrets with: Titanic Games s Stonehenge, the world's first 

Anthology Board Game (titanic-games.com). 

Stonehenge includes a single board, 65 cards, and more 

than 200 game pieces that can be used to play five dif¬ 

ferent games, including Richard Borg's Arthurian show¬ 

down, James Ernest’s fire sale, Bruno Eaidutti's druidic 

election, Richard Garfield's magical convocation, and 

Mike S clinker's alien chariot race. 

"James (Ernest) mentioned an idea of his in which 

multiple game designers would agree on a set of pieces 

and make different board, games that worked with those 

pieces," said Mike Sclinker, Titanic Games Brand Man¬ 

ager* "Tile one thing everyone agreed on was that the 

game needed rocks.” 
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FIRST WATCH 

WALK THE PLANK 

Following in the footsteps 

of Torches ^ Pitchforks 

comes Green Renin's new¬ 

est standalone card game. 

Walk the PIrtnfe. In this fast- 

paced, trick-based, game a 

crewr of mutinous pirates 

squabbles over who will be 

the next captain, all wrhile 

avoiding their deceitful 

crewmates, a rapacious sea 

monster, and a fatal trip to 

the briny deep. With sim¬ 

ple rules, yet the potential 

for a great deal of strategy, 

it’ll take quick thinking 

and a little luck to avoid 

walking the plank. Find 

out more about Walk the 

Plank and what's new in the 

world of True20 gaming at 

green* onin.com. 

h 

FORCE or NATURE 

Gale Force Nine {gf9.c0m) 

has added three new mark¬ 

ers to its growing line of 

game tools and acces¬ 

sories, allowing gamers 

to realistically represent 

spell effects and hazards 

on the battlefield without 

setting the table on fire. 

The 5-inch-long Walls of 

Fire, Smoke, and Ice were 

inspired by existing GFg 

game accessories, includ¬ 

ing Fire, Force Field, Ice, 

and Mystic Energy mark¬ 

ers for WizKids’s HeroChx, 

"If there is a product 

you would like to see from 

GFq, please send us an e- 

mail," said John Kovaleski, 

President of GFp, on the 

site's forums. 

SEIZE THE THRONE 

This month, White Wolfs 

Exulted RPG enters the 

world of board games. 

Exalted: War of the Throne is 

a strategy game set in an 

anime- and wuxia-inspired 

fantasy world {white-wolf 

com/exalted). 

The game includes a 

fold-out board with a map 

of the Blessed Isle, 50 

Event and 35 Charm cards, 

diee, and five different 

"aspects" to play, each with 

unique powers, 

“War for the Throne seeks 

to strike a balance between 

the colorful setting of an 

involved roleplaying game 

and the simpli c ity of a board 

game/' said Ken ClifFe, the 

game's designer. 

PLASTIC PERILS 

Expanding its repertoire 

this June, Reaper Minia¬ 

tures debuts Legendary 

Encounters, individually 

sold pre-pain ted plastic 

miniatures made for fan¬ 

tasy roleplaying. Available 

as singles or in packs of 

three related monsters, 

the first run of Legend¬ 

ary Encounters features a 

Cave Troll, Ogre Chieftain, 

the Minotaur of the Maze, 

and legions of ores and 

skeletons. Check out more 

of these miniature men¬ 

aces at re ape rmini.com. 

Also, don’t forget Reap¬ 

er's annual miniatures 

and modeling convention, 

Reaper Con, happening in 

Denton, Texas this May. 

THIS MONTH IN DUNGEON #146 

SPAWN OF SEHAN 

by B. Matthew Conklin Ul, Astonn 

Dayant et. al. 

The Seeds of Sehan Campaign Arc 

continues with the heroes dosing in 

on the source of a dangerous drug 

that turns its victims into monstrous 

mutants. A D&fD adventure for 9th- 

level characters. 

ESCAPE FROM MEENLOCK 

PRISON 

by Tim and Eileen Connors 

A simple prisoner transfer gets 

complicated when the PCs arrive at 

a prison that's recently come under 

new management. A D^D adven¬ 

ture for ist-level characters. 

SERPENTS OF SCUTTIECQVE 

by Richard Pett and James Jacobs 

The Sea Wy wern-sets sail for Scuttle- 

cove, a city whose streets are more 

savage than the darkest jungle of 

the Isle of Dread. A Savage Tide 

Adventure Path scenario for 15th- 

Ievel characters, includes a backdrop 

of Scuttlecove and the murderous 

pirates, cannibalistic monks, and 

worse who make their home there. 
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A BOX FULL OF TROLL 

Troll Lord Games {tr Qlllord.com) 

is giving gamers a dose of nostal¬ 

gia with the release of the Castles Si 

Crusades Bask Set This introductory 

box set version of the rules-light 

game is designed for novice gamers, 

and includes Player Character and 

Castle Keepers' game boohs, screens, 

Character Reference sheets, and a 

set of uniq ue dice. 

More about Castles 8( Crusades can 

be found in issue 7 of the Crusader 

Journalj which features advice on 

keeping track of travel in your Cas¬ 

tles Ei Crusades game, a new take on 

Lhe sleep spell) and Episode One of 

Trolls; The Garlic Wars, a new comic 

strip chronicling a war between 

trolls and cake-loving skobhits. 

WHAT A DOWNER 

Get the whole story this month with 

Paizo Publishing's (palmcom) compi¬ 

lation of the first twenty-five segments 

of Downer, Dungeon's monthly comic 

featuring the dark-elf antihem 

“I wanted to do something with 

Downer that was a lot less Dragon- 

lance and a lot more Tank Girl," said 

cartoonist Kyle blunter concern¬ 

ing his inspiration for the comic. 

T wrote it like Td run a campaign: 

improvisation a l, chaotic, and by the 

seat of my pants.” 

As a bonus, the compilation includes 

a map of and article about Downer s 

Under dark home, Oubliette, and 115 

of Kyle's mini-monster drawings that 

appear interspersed throughout each 

month's issue of Dungeon. 

THE PRIVATEERS 

The pirates come ashore this month 

in Privateer Press's (privateerpress. 

com) Warmachine miniatures game* 

"We’ve never released an entire army 

all at once until now/' said Nathan 

Letsinger of Privateer Press. “You can 

start playing Warmadune with a whole 

army of pirates/' 

Among tire privateer miniatures 

are War caster Captain Fhinneus Shae, 

medic and cook Doc Killmgsworth, 

Lord Rockbottom (the shrewd “expe¬ 

dition financier”), and Bosun Grog- 

spar, a hook-wielding, explosives afi¬ 

cionado. “Some people on our forums 

speculate that the minis are modeled 

ailer the stall'of Privateer Press” said 

Nathan. “That, of course, is bollocks. 

Our financier doesn’t have a peg leg/' 

RPGA REPORT by ChrisTtfach 

Alter over 15 years of gaming in Lhe 

RPGA, I'vfi finally taken the lea pun d 

moved .1,000 miles from Milwau¬ 

kee, Wisconsin, out to rainy Renton, 

Washington, to take on the mantle 

of RPGA Content Manager, When I 

got here, 1 hit the ground rulining) 

heading out to Gen Con SoCul and 

diving right into programming for 

D&tD Experience. Finally, tilings 

have started to cool down, just in 

time for summer convention plan¬ 

ning 1 So, 1 j us l wanted to take this 

spare moment to introduce myself 

and whnl: T do. 

My job involves developing all 

the upcoming RPG A campaigns and 

managing the current ones, Since I 

climbed the RPGA chain from Lrv- 

ING Gic£YHawk, I have a unique 

perspective to offer and a long list 

of agenda items. Already, same of 

die many things fbe wanted to do— 

like a more open communication 

channel with players—have started 

to take shape. It s fulfilling to know 

that all the “if I was in charge" ideas 

can now come to the table. The days 

just lly by when you're doing some¬ 

thing you really enjoy. 

Speaking of ideas. I'd like Lo hear 

yours. A few short months ago, I 

was one of the guys dreaming of 

changes I d like to see implemented 

in my favorite organization, and I’m 

sure you have some great thoughts 

too! Head out to the RPGA message - 

boards on the Wizards of the Coast 

site or catch me in a monthly online 

RPGA chat The best way I know to 

share my dream of working here is 

to let you be a part of it. 

Also, check in with what's new and 

what’s in the works here at RPGA 

headquarters at rpga.com. 
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FIRST WATCH 

MASS EFFECT 

Every 50,000 years, an advanced race of mechanical beings 

descends upon the galaxy and destroys all advanced life forms 

and civilizations. The cycle is about to begin anew, and civi¬ 

lization’s extinction is nigh. The fate of the galaxy1 lies in the 

hands of Commander Shepard of the SS Normandy, and it’s 

your job to lead him and his crew into the depths of the galaxy 

to destroy the gathering menace of the mechanical horde. 

Mass Effect is a unique console RPG hi that everything 

from dialogue to combat is real-time. Yon control both your 

character and his crew, who act according to your choices, 

each bringing their own unique skills (from technical prow¬ 

ess to psionic powers) to the table. Perhaps the most excit¬ 

ing feature of Mass Effect is that the entire universe lies at 

your fingertips, and you can explore wherever you wish, from 

worlds teeming with strange life forms (all of which are fully 

voice-acted and rendered p h ot o-realis tic ally) to lonely aster¬ 

oids and abandoned vessels. For more on Mass Effect for the 

Xbox36o, check out massefFecLbioware.com, 

| ODIN SPHERE 

\ In Odin 

I out between the frozen 

1 Kingdom of Ragnamval 

I (a land of valkyries and 

I warriors) and the fairy 

j Kingdom of Ringford for 

j control over a powerful 

j relic—a cauldron that was once nsed 

| to conquer kingdoms. Elsewhere, 

I in the Kingdom of Titania, the 

l king's sorcerer Urzur plans to 

| fulfill an ancient prophecy 

j and bring about Armaged- 

I don by unleashing five hoT- 

j ride disasters upon the world, 

j The game begins with you 

I playing the battle-hardened val- 

| kyrie Gwendolyn, Demon Lord 

; Odin’s daughter. One by one, the 

[ game introduces other inextri- 

j cably tied heroes dedicated to 

j saving the world: Mercedes, a young queen; 

| Oswrald, die shadow knight; Velvet, a doom- 

j saying princess-in-hiding; and Cornelius, a 

j prince turned into a magical beast, 

j Odin Sphere is a side-scrolling action RPG for 

\ the PlayStation 2, featuring hand-dr awn artwork 

j in a colorful, anime style and frilly voiced dialogue. 

| For more into, check out atlus.com/odinsphere* 
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iDragon 

byjos.4 M (micro. by James jawhs. ami !■'. Wesley Schneider ■ fliusi ratal by Andrew Hnu 

Several years back, !Jr,h;ov printed "The Defini.- 

Live DfifD Soundtrack," an examination of liow to 

use music in rolephying Lhat included an exten¬ 

sive List of Qiematically useful songs. This is not that 

article. Anyone interested in genres or bands that oiler 

background music appropriate forD^D should refer to 
Dragon #275, 

It would be very easy-—useful even—for this article to 

he 'The Definitive D8{D Soundtrack El," updating the 

September 2000 article with seven more recent years 

of bands, songs, and soundtracks. But the problem with 

the last musical menu is that "definitive" does not mean 

“accessible,” and while many of its several hundred 

songs were and remain spot-on useful tools for D&D, it’s 

unlikely thal anyone has nil of these works, or even could 

find them if they were looking. 

Fortunately, in the last few years, modern technol¬ 

ogy has changed all that. 
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Dragon Mix: Hi 
Track Title 

‘fyerture^ . 

“Chevaliers de Sangreal1' 

iirpiiliss:' 
"Turks'Theme" 

Source 

The yth Voyage of Sinhad 

The Du Vinci Code 

Final Fantasy VII 

"Slaves to Rome” Gladiator 

-'At |mperor's Palace'' : JV|jj ‘ ^ : 

"Dorr't Waste Our Money” Hidalgo 

‘'Siik Fox Theme” ; .Me Empire . - _I{V- - • , '' 

"Crusaders” Kingdom of Heaven 

,fRonirT Th£: La#; Samurai 

"The Reptile Room" Lemony Socket's A Ser/es 

of Ufrfbrturrot^ Events 

'■Daniel's Mastadge" Siargm 

"The Orange Man" UnfrrenkaWe 

i ■§ mm 

Track Title 

"The Forest of the Dead /Graveyard" 

"Monk With Bdl” 

"Vampire Hunters” 

"Justin Calls Iris" 

"Down-tHe Pipe” m —B 

"Brand land” 

“Low Evil" 

"Tree of Life” 

“ju-On, Part 5” 

"The Raid tn Tarifa" 

"A [iook of Blood" ' • 

”The Method Works!1' 

“Threats" 
"Vorenus Made Evocati, Servilia's Curse” 

Army of Darkness 

Baraka 

Bram Stoker's Draada • ; 

Girniikrfe 

T^e Descent 

Enge/ 

The Fog of War 

The Fountain 

TheGrudge « - 'V 

Mtmfeli 

pGn^tpfiyffetfe ’ -■••'; - * 

Perfume 

The Silver Tree .. ” 

MODERN MUSICAL 
TECHNOLOGY 
A couple of years ago, acquiring a 

respectable music collection foT DS^D 

was difficult and expensive* You had 

to invest time scouring CD collec¬ 

tions searching for suitable themes 

or invest in new compilations based 

on recommendations alone. Those 

lucky enough to own large music col¬ 

lections faced the added problems of 

carrying numerous CDs when chang¬ 

ing the playing location, not to men¬ 

tion the distraction of organizing 

tracks while keeping the game fun 

and flowing at the same time. 

Fortunately in the last decade, 

music players and technology have 

been designed to manage large 

numbers of songs, making it easy 

to carry around whole collections 

in your pocket. Prices have also 

decreased, as online stores now 

make individual songs available, 

forgoing the need to buy whole CDs 

just to get one or two tracks. 

When choosing what tools to use 

in adding music a game, you Should 

keep two primary elements in mind: 

Capacity In all of the mediums dis¬ 

cussed later in this article, size matters. 

Obviously, more capacity means more 

music to playbuthowmuchis enough? 

In general, 1 gigabyte means approxi¬ 

mately 21 hours of' music, so a Liny 

256 megabyte device can hold 5 hours, 

while a 60 gigabyte player can. stae 

almost 55 days of continuous music. 

Thus, a small device or CD should be 

enough for even a 10-hour gaming 

marathon. If purchasing a portable 

player, or even just CDs or DVDs to 

house a campaign's playlist, buying 

from the smaller (and often cheaper) 

end of the scale often proves tootc 

than sufficient* 

Flexibility: Personalized playlists 

are the most useful way for DMs 

to add thematically appropriate 

music to their games. With a bit of 

foreknowledge about an upcom¬ 

ing adventure, a DM can compile a 

relevant playlist and easily transfer 

it to a CD, portable player, or other 

medium. Doing so allows a DM 

to start the music when the game 

starts and either leave it running, 

loop particular tacks, ox skip from 

theme to theme without expending 

a significant amount of game time* 

Numerous free downloads—several 

of which come standard with porta¬ 

ble players and online stores—allow 

users to manage thousands of tracks 

and quickly and easily make play¬ 

lists customized to their games. 

Overall, DMs should seek out easy- 

to-use programs and portable play¬ 

ers, appropriate to both their tech¬ 

nical prowess and the size of their 

playlists, as time not spent looking 

for a lost song is time spent gaining. 

MUSICAL 
INSTRUMENTS 
What follows are suggestions for 

several tools DMs might find use¬ 

ful in adding music to Dungeons 

S£ Dkaggns or other roleplaying 

games. It is not this article's inten¬ 

tion to review^ numerous different 

music players or MP3-download¬ 

ing services in detail* The options 

are numerous, with copious infor¬ 

mation on each available online 

and at electronics retailers. DMs 

are encouraged to consider the 

suggestions here then do their 

own research to make informed 

investments. 
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iDragon josemontero 

Track Title 

"Salazark: Theme" 

Source 

1 sb m I m I 
WM slUi 

'General Bethlehem' The Postman 

‘Lux Aefe.rn a” Requiem for u Drea m 

lRa—The Sun God,r 

"Pope V G ypsy Cadenza- 

J'AI Czpor-IL:" 

“England Prevails" 

The Red Vio/rn 

The Untouchables 

V for Vendetta (j 

Portable Players 
By far the most popular and versatile 

music storage devices, these tools are 

portable hard, drives engineered for 

playing music. Znnes, iPods, some 

cell phones, and a vast selection of 

other players allow you to transport 

hundreds, even thousands, of songs 

in personally customized play¬ 

lists. Simple to use, many ^ 

such players have a variety of 

accessories allowing them to 

connect to any radio, stereo 

system, or light-weight 

speaker dock Several 

also have other poten¬ 

tially useful features, 

like FM radios, voice recorders, and 

the ability to display pictures or play 

video (opening the door for a wide 

variety of digital props). The disad¬ 

vantage, though, is that some :of the 

larger and more complex players and 

their accessories can cost the same as 

a small stereo system. 

Digital CDs 
CDs have long been a standard for 

creating customized soundtracks, 

allowing you to copy songs and 

burn them to a compilation of your 

design. Depending on the type and 

size of CD used, though, such a col¬ 

lection might prove limited in the 

amount of music it can hold. Fortu¬ 

nately, new and more widely available 

formats for audio compression have 

significantly reduced the space used 

by musical files. In a digital format, 

the data used to represent a musical 

track uses about 1/12 of its original 

space, allowing such CDs to store 

about 15 hours of music instead of 

the usual 80 minutes. Using a write- 

able DVD increases this playtime to 

72 hours or more, depending on the 

type of DVD. The catch, though, is 

that a CD or DVD player capable of 

reading digital formats is required to 

play such disks. While such devices 

are not uncommon anymore, most 

older players probably can't read the 

digital tracks. 

Online Stores 
Online music stores like iTunes, 

Napster, MSN Music Store, or any 

of numerous other online retailers 

provide a great technological advan¬ 

tage for buying music, especially 

for those living in places where it 

is difficult to hnd wide varieties of 

music, like movie scores and game 

soundtracks. Many such 

services also allow 

nseTS to buy individual 

tracks, forgoing the 

need to buy a whole CD 

for one or two tracks. 

There axe many online 

music retailers but not all 

of them work in the same 

w^ays. Some allow you to 

buy only one song or album 

at a time, while others charge 

monthly fees allowing buyers 

to download as many tracks as they 

like. Users of such services should 

be conscious of compatibility issues, 

though. Some stores use digital 

rights management (DRM) in such 

a way that the music you download 

can only be played in compatible 

portable devices, meaning that 

if you don't have a compli¬ 

mentary device you will 

only be able to play the 

file in your computer,and 

some of the music acquired 

in this way might even expire 

if you cancel your subscription 

with your seller. Some stores that 

do business in these ways offer you 

a '‘burnable” option, which is less 

restrictive and a little more expen¬ 

sive than the subscription option, 

but which allow you to copy your 

music to CD. As such, potential buy¬ 

ers should carefully read the terms 

of service of any music retailer's site 

before buying. 

Also, while many online stores 

claim that; they have more than 1 mil¬ 

lion songs, it might still be difficult to 

find some specific albums. Even the 

best online stores can't claim to be 

all-inclusive, restricted by the absence 

of old, out of circulation, and just 

plain obscure songs. There's aLso die 
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concern of mistakenly purchasing the 

wrong song, as many tracks have the 

same titles—possibly even by the same 

artist* Fortunately, though, the music 

organizing programs that are fee 

downloads from many online stores 

allow users to import songs from their 

personal CDs, creating compilations 

with both new and old. tracks, 

DRAGON'S MIXES 
Presented throughout this article are 

a number of playlists compiled with 

specific themes and common adven¬ 

ture elements in mind. At numerous 

times during a campaign it's likely 

that a DM will need to set the tone 

for an encounter or establish a theme 

for a character. 'These playlists seek 

to provide a variety of useful tracks 

from which DMs can choose those 

most appropriate for their games. 

These playlists axe more than just 

lists:of suggestions, though* Each selec¬ 

tion is. available for download from the 

iMix section of the iTunes music store. 

For those with iTunes, merely go to 

the music store, click!Mixes under the 

“More in Mu sic "header, and search for 

iDragon. Among the results should be 

the following mixes: Battle, Dungeon, 

Heroes, Horror, Town, Villains, and 

Savage Tide. Within these seven playl¬ 

ists are more than one hundred sug¬ 

gested and. easily downloaded songs, 

of which those presented throughout 

this article axe merely sl sampling. 

If you like what you hear from die sc 

tracks, ifs a simple matter to search 

for more songs from the source 

soundtracks and composers. 

In the playlists, the tracks might 

be divided into two categories, both 

of particular use in DKrD games: 

ambient music and themes. 

Ambient Music: These pieces 

set the mood of an encounter and 

prove invaluable aids in detailing 

the tone of area, offering accompa¬ 

niment and unsaid details to a DM's 

description. If a group of adven¬ 

turers walks into town such back¬ 

ground music can convey specifics 

that words might not, suggesting a 

peaceful burg, a jaunty marketplace, 

a village in the trees, a downtrodden 

slum, or any of innumerable other 

communities. Such tracks are most 

useful when the dements of a song 

remain constant throughout, varying 

little in tempo or instruments as to 

not distract from the DM's descrip¬ 

tions. or player business. It's often 

most useful to allow such songs to 

play at low volume and loop in the 

background. While players won’t 

hear every moment Of a song—theft- 

attentions hypothetically being on 

the game—the thematically appro¬ 

priate noise fills any spare moment 

with additional details about what's 

going on in game. For lengthy 

encounters, such as a trek through a 

vast dungeon, DMs might chose sev¬ 

eral complimentary tracks and allow 

them to play one after another. 

The iMix playlists Battle,Dungeon,. 

Horror, .and Town primarily consist 

of ambiance fecks* 

Themes: Character themes make 

up some of the best-known musical 

pieces in the world. From Daxth Vad- 

er?s Imperial March to the James Bond 

Theme, these songs immediately bring 

to mind details and impressions 

about tile characters they represent* 

Unlike ambient music, which serves 

merely to set a general tone, themes 

axe meant to directly relate to a spe¬ 

cific game element. A DM can easily 

create his own themes for recurring 

characters, creatures, organizations, 

nations, locations, monsters, and so 

on, by choosing songs that specifi¬ 

cally match these games element and 

consistently playing them before 

and during encounters. Eventually, 

players will notice the connection 

between the game element and music 

and intuitively relate the two, allowing 

a DM to begin the encounter without 

the need to re-describe a character's 

personality or mood* 

Some themes can be prob¬ 

lematic, though* Unless a DM is 

playing the Star Wars Roleplaying 

Game, he has no reason to use the 

Imperial March, It’s simply too wpell 

known and breaks the verisimili¬ 

tude of an encounter, it's better to 

ott.c' pfe & check out 
&& eompletetbav /trade list 

tip o(6at 

hip pui //jin In 24 

Free Shipping 
■ on all orders over $75! 

We carry the laigest Variety Of D&D 
miniatures on the web! 

Booster packs and cases from 
every set including: 

Harbinger, Archfiends, Giants 
o? legend and more! 



iDragon jose montero 

instead use more obscure songs. 

That's not to say worse songs, but 

rather pieces that won't fill play¬ 

ers' minds with contradictory or 

distracting information. 

The iMix playlists Heroes and Vil¬ 

lains are made up primarily of tracks 

appropriate for use as themes. 

Example: The Savage Tide 
For those attempting to piece 

together a complete soundtrack for 

their campaign, presented here is 

an example playlist for Dl/n CEO ft's 

ongoing Savage Tide Adventure 

Path. This compilation dedicates a 

track to some of the major events 

and characters of the campaign, and 

can be downloaded via iTuncs along 

with the other iMixes. 

Of particular note, one might 

notice that closely related parts of 

the Adventure Path share similar 

sources and composers, connecting 

such locations and events musi¬ 

cally just as the adventures con¬ 

nect them narratively. DMs might 

consider drawing upon the works 

found on a single soundtrack or 

from an individual composer to tie 

together elements of Ills game in 

the same manner. 

r Dungeon Mix:The SavageTide 
Spoiler Whrfurrg; Do not read the following if you are playing the Savage Tide 

Adventure Path. 

Savage Tide Title Track Title 

2 The Lotus Dragons- “Tree of Life" 

3 Krakerfs Cove “Godzilla vs. Megaguiruf 

4 The Savage Tide "The Ferocious Lifeform" 

s leaving Sssserine: >' . . "Irtto The i oj;'' 

61 h e Sea Wyve rn “Th e Fa r S id e Of The Wo rid1' 

yTarioacnsr “Frog Darts’1 

8 The Sargasso ,lThe Galapagos’1 

9 The jsle of Dread - ■ :r-;SSa.rn‘||S&;c 

10 Farshore “Vahalla/Viking VictoryM 

ui Wrath;pfthe Qimap Gods , "SscrificiaI Process1 p:iT: 

m Dinosaur Fight 'Viking Heads" 

i'3‘ Phanaton-Village. “Religion*' ..... 1 

14 Battle for Farshore "The Fire Dragon" 

" i^TheiUghfles^Depths “Cave Pain tings" 

16 Against the Koprus “Mother Wend of’stave" 

ii 

“Tapir Hunt" 

“The Horns ofh!e!f- 

“Night Battle" 

18 Skin walkers 

.19 Scuttle cove ' . 

20 The Crimson Fleet 

21 Gaping.Maw “Six Demons” 

22 Divided s ire “Justin at Mr. Chins (Justin'sTheme}1 

23 Pazuma ■ “Fly Variations” 

24 Th e Wei I s of Darkness "Black B lizzardrJ 

i^The River Styx “Lost/Bridge/Gas Cave/Vin.es’' .. 

26 Iggwilv's Manor "Mutans Evae Nomen" 

27 the KSadrir. Court 

28 Shendikivri "The Lotus Eaters" 

29 Fha n atos “Thei Forest of the Dead/G raveya rdw 

30 Dcmogorgon "William’s Castle" 

“Thn Final Conflict” 2 . X .. 31/ Savage Tide::E hd .GreetM.- 

■‘Rome flight” m . 1- 

CINEMATIC 
SUGGESTIONS 
Incorporating music into role- 

playing can easily lend a dynamic 

undertone to the experience, very 

similar to that wdiich most movies 

try to inspire in their use of music. 

As both mediums are methods of 

storytelling, it shouldn't be surpris¬ 

ing that what works in one works 

well in the other. 

Interludes: A well-placed musi¬ 

cal interlude can invoke descrip¬ 

tions that even the glibbest DM or 

best-written boxed-text can’t convey. 

Giving a song several moments 

to simply play without additional 

de scrip tion allows PCs to imagine a 

character or location within the con¬ 

text of the music and sets the encoun¬ 

ter apart as something important and 

worthy of its own theme. 

Timing: One of the most diffi¬ 

cult tricks to use when employing 

music is timing a description with 

a piece of mu sic. Using a song that 

changes dramatically, a DM might 

match his narrative to para lid its 

variations. For example, -with a track 

that begins as a peaceful, pastoral 

piece, the DM might describe the 

rolling valley and peaceful farm¬ 

houses, but as the music becomes a 

more powerful march, the descrip¬ 

tion moves to reveal the army of 

black-armored soldiers marching 

over the hill. While it can be diffi¬ 

cult to find the perfect track for a 

campaign's major event, sometimes 

its better to instead let a particu¬ 

larly powerful song influence how 

to describe an encounter. 

Volume and Pacing: While many 

songs prove most useful when 

played as unobtrusive background 

noise,, occasion ally more climatic or 

action-packed events require music 

to take greater prominence. Crank¬ 

ing up the volume of a discordant 

song and nearly shouting over the 

noise drives, home chaotic in-gam.e 

events, while speaking in a rushed 

manner to fast-paced musical 

accompaniment can lend a. descrip¬ 

tion a sense of urgency, C 
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harity, chastity, generosity, humility, patience, temperance, and zeal—of all 

the gifts the powers of good have bestowed upon their children none, save the 

breath of life itself, offers greater proof of their infinite love and mercy. The 

seven saintly virtues echo across space and time, acting as clarion calls that 

reach into every corner of the cosmos, rousing the noblest, most transcendent parts of the 

mortal soul Heartening the weak during times of trouble and tribulation and girding the 

mighty for feats of heroics, the holy seven exist at the core of every community, holding it 

together in mays evil often finds impossible to understand—yet alone sunder. 

Those who embrace these virtues discover untold resources deep within themselves, an 

energy, a sustainingforee, which they may tap to stiffen their resolve and guide their actions. 

While obviously most appropriate for good characters and virtuous NPCs, devotees of the 

cleric domains presented here occasionally lose sight of the higher truths. The pious and 

good-hearted must remain vigilant, however. Even the most noble and generous of impulses, 

when taken to extremes, can lead a mortal or deity toward the path of darkness and ruin. 

, qJ&aritji 
Selfless and giving, clerics of charity 

believe every person suffers from a lack 

of something. Clerics of chanty devote 

themselves to filling needs, from, some¬ 

thing obvious like a street urchin dreaming of food 

and a warm bed to the subtle desires of a prince who 

needs reassurances of his ability to rule* Scorning their 

own wealth, clerics of charity always put the material 

needs of others above their own.. They regard even pre¬ 

cious magic items as but temporary possessions, ’will¬ 

ingly handing off such items to those they perceive with 

greater need. While their noble impulses do leave them 

vulnerable to liars with a sob story charitable clerics 

must struggle with an even greater flaw: sometimes, in 

their zeal, they offer help to those who neither need nor 

’want their interference. 

Granted Power: Once per day as a full-round action, 

you may reduce your hit points by up two times your class 

level and touch an ally to give him temporary hit points 

equal to that amount For instance, a 5th-level cleric can 

give up to 10 hit points to an ally. Your ally retains these 

temporary hit points for i minute per your class level and 

you cannot reclaim them or use healing magic to regain, 

them prematurely, even to save your own life. At the end of 

the effect you regain all the hit points you donated, even if 

your ally suffered injuries during this. time. 

Charity Domain Spells 
1 Goodbcrry: ad4 berries each cure 1 hp (max 8 

hp/24 hours), 

2 Aid: +1 on attack rolls and saves against fear, idS 

temporary hp +i/level (max +10). 

3 Create Food and Water: Feeds three humans 

(or one horse)/levei 

4 Imbue with Spell Ability: Transfer spell to subject. 

5 Cure Light Wounds, Mass: Cures idS damage +1/ 

level for many creatines* 

6 Heroes1 Feast: Food for one cxeature/levd cures 

and grants combat bonuses. 

7 RefugeM: Alters item to transport its possessor 

to you. 

S Mordenkainerfs Magnificent MansionDoor 

leads to extxadimensional mansion* 

9 Heal, Mass: As heal, but with several subjects. 

Cfiast% 
Pure of thought, body, and soul, clerics of 

chastity treat their whole selves as invio¬ 

late. Many believe strongly in the mantra 

“my body is my temple/' and most expand on Lhe idea to 

include their minds as well. Chaste clerics do not merely 

practice sexual abstinence, they seek to prevent any tiring 

“foreign" from entering their bodies. They do not have 
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HAL MACLEAN 

SEVEN SAINTLY DOMAINS 

VIRTUE IS ITS OWN REWARD 
Many of the deities found m existing campaign worlds might offer their worshipers access to one or more of these 

domains- Following are suggestions for which'of the core Dungeons % Dragons (and .the expanded pantheon pre¬ 

sented in the Complete Divine), Eberron, and Forgotten Realms deities might provide these domains to their clerics, 

Core D8(D Pantheon: H iatea, Peloq Rao* 

i T cy> - 

Eberron; Arawai’, Dof ArraN. 

Forgotten Realms: Eldath, IJmater, Sharindiar. 
. . .. IjjfJ ;; : : = : \==— .T 

. jgj\J|,'v . k'M 
Core D$D Pantheon: Kord, Rao. /uokeo. 

- - ... . ...• . 

' Eberron: Dol'Arrah, Silver. Fla me,. 

Forgotten Realms: Latnanden Seluhef Shafindlaf, 

; _ ? -M fin mSfiSsM tt.1. 

..... - = V ==V==L=:=_:= ? 

Patience 
Cote DSp Pantheon; Bah mu t, Wee Jas, Xan Vae, Zuoken, 

Eberron: BalirioT, the Becoming God, Undying Court. 

Forgotten Realms: Dugmafen Brightmantle, Deneir, Ubelas 

Enorethjyr, 

Tr. - . ....= :.:v :::.. 
emperanee - 

Core D$p Pantheon: Eh3onna? Heironeous, Rao, Sfeteeus. 

.. ,.-■.. : || v--..hpf ’ • 
Eberron: Bold re i,Q data h 

Forgotten Realms: flmater, Red Knight, Ciangeddin Silver- 
. . ... .. . . . - • ■ ‘ 

Core D8{D Parttheon: Bralm, Fharlanghn, Yondoiia. beard, Sloraeus StoneboneSjTyryUrogatan. 

f§| 
mm : Ebe rkm: Afgwa t, Oil a dfa ;;p 

Forgotten Realms: Cha u ntea / Cy r rol I alee, Ty m o r a. 

IT 
. Humility 

Core DStD Pantheon: Cyndor, Delleb, St Cuthbert: 

Eberron: A ra war, Undying Court. 

Forgotten Realms: Helm, llmaler.Tboth. 

Core Pantheon: Corelion Urethinan, Heironeous, 

Hextor, Kord, $t Cuthbert 

Eberrbn: Ddl Arrah. Dol Dorn, Silver Flame. 

Forgotten Realms: Arigbarradh, Hada Bri'gHtaxe, Hahali 

Celanil, Lathandau LurueTTorm. 

tattoos or piercings, and many practice strict vegetarian¬ 

ism or veganism. While clerics of chastity possess strong 

(some say overdeveloped) senses of seif they are not 

entirely self-absorbed. Seeking purity in the world—-not 

just in themselves—clerics of chastity attempt constantly 

to cleanse others of taint, both physical and mental They 

preach (and practice) that prevention precludes a- curer 

that a small amount of the former prevents the need For a 

great deal of the latter. While a cleric of chastity at her best 

makes tor a prime example of how remaining removed 

from certain temptations promotes a healthy life, at her 

worst a chaste cleric goes beyond maintaining her purity. 

When overzealous, a cleric of chastity becomes xenopho¬ 

bic to a ridiculous degree, not even allowing other crea¬ 

tures to speak to her—much less touch her—for fear of 

exposing herself to some land of taint. 

Granted Power: Once per day, you may dispel a single 

spell effect targeting you os a targeted disfd ?raicpc spell. 

Caster level equals your character level. 

Chastity Domain SpeEs 
1 Shield of Paith: Aura grants +2 or higher deflec¬ 

tion bonus* 

2 Restoration, Lesser: Dispels magical ability 

penalty or repairs ith| ability damage. 

3 Magic Vestment: Armor or shield gains +1 

enhancement per fouT levels. 

4 Spell Immu nity: Subj ect is imiriune to one s p ell 

per four levels. 

5 Break Enchantment Tree s s ubj ects from enchant¬ 

ments, alterations, curses, and petrification. 

6 B igb y's Interp o si n g Han d: Hand provid e s cover 

against one opponent. 

7 Repulsion: Creatures can't approach you. 

8 Antimagic Held: Negates magic within 10 ft. 

9 Mind Blank: Subject Is immune to mental/ 

emotional magic and scrying. 

Generosity 
Vigilant, watchful, and thoughtful, clerics 

of generosity put others1r needs ahead of 

their own. Whereas clerics of charity give 

freely without much regard to need, clerics of generos¬ 

ity keep ever-watchful eyes on their surroundings, tar¬ 

geting those most in need writh their gifts. A generous 

cleric does not, for example, give a hungry man a sin¬ 

gle fish—he teaches such a man how to fish. Clerics of 

generosity tend to hold back their giving a little more 

than clerics of charity, for they do not wish themselves to 

become needful. They do give more than they can truly 

afford when the need is great, but they do not practice 

such selfless gifting as their 'whims dictate. Every gift a 

generous cleric makes is carefully planned beforehand 

to perform die most good possible. At their best, clerics 

of generosity can maintain the livelihood of large groups 

of people through Lheir well-placed acts of giving. At 

their wbrst* generous clerics keep their eyes so trained 
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on helping the greatest number of needy possible that 

they sometimes overlook lesser, easierfto fix problems. A 

cleric of generosity, for example, might put into motion 

a plan that feeds an entire village 10 miles away even as a 

lone beggar starves to death nearby. 

Granted Power: Once per day, as an immediate action 

you may choose to cast a maximized conjuration (healing) 

spell without increasing the spell level or casting Lime, 
---"-- * r' 1 1 1 i     -——-—d 

Generosity Domain Spells 
1 Death Watch: Reveals how near death subjects 

within 30 ft. are. 

2 Shield Otherr: You take half of subject's damage. 

3 Detect Thoughts: Allows ‘listening” to sur¬ 

face thoughts. 

4 D is cm Lies: Reve als d elibe rate falseh oods. 

5 True SeeingM: Lets you see all things as they 

really axe. 

6 Prying Eyes: 1 d4+i/level floating eye s scout for you. 

7 Guards and Wards: Array of magic effects pro¬ 

tect area. 

8 Teleport Object: As tel&jjiQrt, but affects a 

touched object. 

9 Foresight: “Sixth sense” warns of impend¬ 

ing danger. 

Eumilitjj 
Self-effacing and penitent, clerics of humil¬ 

ity play down their contributions. More 

than any others, humble clerics call them¬ 

selves channels for their deities' awesome powers. Clerics 

of humility do not consider themselves more pious or in 

any way better than any other non-cleric followers of thdr 

deities, placing instead the decision of becoming clerics 

solely in the hands of those they worship. (While they do 

not themselves crave attention or seek the spotlight neither 

do clerics of humility stand by idly as the undeserving {and 

sometimes even, the deserving, if over-proud) call for credit 

or acclaim. Opposing pride and the lesser sins it spawns at 

every turn, humble clerics not only bow before their deities, 

but they also have the ability to force others to bow as well. 

Granted Power: You cast all divination spells at +1 

caster level. 

Humility Domain Spells 
1 Reduce Person: Humanoid creature halves in size. 

2 Hold Person: Paralyzes one humanoid for 1 

round/leveL 

3 Bestow Curse: —6 to an ability score; -4 on attack 

rolls, saves, and checks; or 50% chances of losing 

each action. 

4 Ray of Exhaustion: Ray makes subject exhausted. 

5 Enervation: Subject gains id4 negative levels. 

6 Waves of Fatigue: Several targets become fatigued. 

Conceived by early Christian leaders and made 

famous by Dante's Dishrce Comedy, the seven deadly 

sms each have .an opposing holy virtue. While the sms: 

themselves have remained relatively universal, their 
- 

Col lowin g 

sins, in order of severity from least to greatest, along 

with ttieir Corresponding holy virtues-, as defined by 

the Roman Catholic Church. 

Lust (Inappropriate desire) Chastity (purity) 

Gluttony (dyer-indulgence) Temperance 

Avarice (greed) Generosity (vigilance) 

Sloth (laziness) Zeal (enthusiasm') 

Wrath (a n ger) Patie nee (co m posu fe) 

Envy (jealousy) Charity (giving) 

Pride (vanity) Humility (humbleness) 

Dragon #323 presented domains based on the 

seven deadly,sins, which were later included in the 

. •Cpm’peridkiiTi. 

7 Symbol of Weaknes5M: Triggered rune weakens 

nearby creatures, 

8 Spell Turning: Reflect ldLpfo spell levels back at caster, 

9 Energy Drain: Subject gains 2dq negative levels. 

p||jj|r Firm, resolved, and composed, clerics of 

| patience devote themselves to serving as 

living examples of mortal perseverance. 

Often believers in predestination or fate, they advise that 

every event or action has a proper time, so attempting to 

rush an occurrence does nothing but cause frustration. 

There is a time to everything under the sun, and until 

that time comes the cleric of patience waits. These cler¬ 

ics frequently watch impassively—often to the annoyance 

of their impatient comrades—as events transpire around 

them, only to suddenly and purposefully act. Usually, 

when a cleric of patience finally moves, his actions create 

a far greater effect than they might have if performed ear¬ 

lier Sometimes these clerics become too patient, calmly 

watching as horrific events they could easily halt transpire 

unhindered. In other words, on rare occasions clerics of 

patience slip toward sloth and apathy. 

Granted Power: Once per day, as an immediate action, 

you may delay the effect of a spell that afreets you for 10 

rounds. You may choose to use this ability after you know 

the result of any saving throws for the spell (if any). 
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Patience Domain Spells 
1 S anctuary; Op pon ents can't attack you and you 

can’t attack. 

2 Delay Poison: Stops poison from banning sub¬ 

ject for 1 hour/level. 

3 Protection from Energy: Absorb 12 points/level 

of damage form one kind of energy. 

4 Slow: One subject/level takes only one action/ 

round, -2 to ACr -2 on attack rolls. 

5 Hold Monster: As hold person, but any creature, 

6 Bear's Endurance Mass: As fcrpfo strength, but 

affects one subject/level. 

7 Contingency17: Sets trigger conditions for 

another spell. 

S Sequester: Subject is invisible to sight and 

scrying; renders creature comatose. 

9 Time Stop: You act freely for idq-t-i rounds. 

Temperance 
Self-re strained and moderate, clerics of 

temperance indulge in every wonderful 

bounty the world provides—to a point. 

A temperate cleric happily consumes alcohol and. eats 

the most delicious foods with gleeful abandon, but 

be always stops before such indulgences can cause 

him any negative effects. There are no fat or drunken 

clerics of temperance. They lead by example, always 

practicing as they preach. Clerics of temperance rarely 

find many fans among the wealthy or those who wish 

to become wealthy, like adventurers. Speaking inces¬ 

santly against overindulgence, greed, and excess, cler¬ 

ics of temperance endlessly extol the benefits of the 

moderate life. When they themselves become intern' 

p crate about extolling the virtues of moderation, these 

clerics become absolutely intolerable to interact with. 

If they choose to act on their teachings of balance, the 

clerics of temperance who go bad attempt to physi¬ 

cally prevent those around them from ovcrindulgence, 

sometimes going so far as to shut down legitimate 

businesses that serve legal rices (such as taverns). 

Granted Power: When you prepare spells you immedi¬ 

ately heal i hit point per spell level of domain spells you 

still have prepared from the previous day. For example, 

if you did not cast your 2nd-level and ^th-level domain 

spells the previous day you heal back 6 hit points when 

preparing your spells. 

Temperance Domain Spells 
1 Remove Fear: Suppresses fear or gives +4 cm saves 

against fear for one subject + one per four levels. 

2 Calm Emotions: Calms creatures, negating 

emotion effects, 

3 Dispel Magic: Cancels spells and magical effects. 

It was bound to happen; 
Nodwick Has gone Hollywood/ 
Celebrating his appearance in the 
upcoming movie, ^Gamers Z 
Dorkness Rising” from Pead 
Gentlemen Productions, this fine 
collection completes the epic 
"Baphuma'al" storyline, and 
continues to deliver the laughs 
and legends that have made 
Nodwick a staple of fantasy 
humor/ So pian a road trip to la- 
la land this siwmer as Wodwick 
Goes Hollywood/* 

Ps238 starts off Its fourth 
year with yet another "learning 
experience" from the students 
at the first public school for 
superhero kids/ Join Tyler Caka 
Moon Shadow), emerald 
Gauntlet, The Plea, and all the 
other metahuman minors as they 
begin their legendary journeys. 
Save recess. Save the world, 
with "Afetf Another Learning 
Experience/* 

This summer, ES»SI2237[aH3 presents: 

Four gamers. No lives. Roll for initiative/ In 
their first 120-page collection, the guys from 
"Full Frontal Nerdity" bring you gaming gags, 
internet insanity, and comic collecting 

; catastrophes in the "3/g Bool: of Epic 
1 Fsflr This volume includes strips from the 

popular webcomic, as well as from Scrye and 
Comics Buyer's Guide/ 
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4 Neutralize Poison: Immunizes subject against 

poison, detoxifies venom in or on subject. 

5 Atonement11, x: Removes burden of misdeeds 

from subject. 

6 Greater Dispel Magic: As dispel magic, but up to 

+20 on check. 

7 Symbol of StunningM: Triggered rune stuns 

nearby creatures. 

8 Shield of Law1": +4 to AC, +4 resistance, and SR 

25 against chaotic spells, 

9 Iron Body: Your body becomes living iron. 

Zeal 
Confident and enthusiastic, clerics of zeal 

consider themselves living conduits of 

divine will and power. They believe theiT 

deity's teachings are universally applicable and always 

relevant to every situation. Clerics of zeal strive every 

moment to remain worthy of such a deity's trust—trust 

exhibited through the granting of spells and other obvi¬ 

ous manifestations of faith. Zealous clerics maintain that 

no tiring exceeds their grasp or that of their patron dei¬ 

ties, and with the aid of their deities they can achieve any¬ 

thing. Tliis almost impossible standard drives them to 

feats of unparalleled heroics and valoT, Ever ready to take 

the lead, to strike against the foes of their deities, clerics 

of zeal at their best act as the strong hand of their patrons 

in the mortal realm. At their worst, when consumed by 

arrogance, forgetting that the power comes from outside 

them, they put everyone around at risk with half-consid¬ 

ered schemes and a blithe confidence (some say overcon¬ 

fidence) in their ability to rise to the occasion. 

Granted Power: Once per day you may take 20 on a 

skill check without increasing the amount of time 

needed to make the check You cannot take 20 on checks 

for which you cannot normally take 20 (such as Balance 

or Climb checks), w 

Zeal Domain Spells 
1 Bless: Allies gain +1 on attack rolls and saves 

against fear, 

2 Consecrated Fills area with positive energy, 

making undead weaker. 

3 Helping Hand: Ghostly hand leads subject to you. 

4 Dismissal: Fotccs a creature to return to its 

native plane. 

5 Communed Deity answers one yes-or-no ques- 

tion/level. 

6 Dispel Magic, Greater: As dispel magic but up Lo 

+20 on the check, 

7 Holy Word: Kills, paralyzes, blinds or deafens 

nongood subjects. 

8 Holy AuraF: +4 to AC, +4 resistance, and SR 25 

against evil spells. 

9 Miradex: Request a deity's intercession. 

:=e=:e!^;.-7% 

m 
Choosing one of these doinalns declares your Intention to 

play a character who embodies 3 certain kind of good ness, a 

decision that certainly colors other aspects of his personal¬ 

ity. J ust ii ke any other dorna i n, these spell I Ests merely reflect 

a single aspect of your character's deity. 

The following examples demonstrate how a character 

with one of these traits might behave. 

Charity: A cleric of charity- gives freely. Such a character 

adventures for all the normal reasons, including the acquisi¬ 

tion of wealth, but the wealth he acquires rarely stays with 

him for long. Unless-a fellow character has an honest need, 

a cleric of charity never gives to another, ad venturer—only to. 

the truly needy (or the truly adept, at lying). 

Chastity: Because the game does not touch upon the 

activities that might cause a chaste character consternation, 

playing, a cleric of chastity is relatively easy. Such a character 

focuses on self protection, preparing more defensive spells 

than just the ones on her domain spell list. She might even 

take levels as an abjurer to heighten her protectiveness. 

Generosity: The generosity domain works well for those 

who wish to play a good guy schemer. While others scheme 

■ for purely.selfish reasons, a cleric of generosity's planning 

usually involves the most efficient way. of helping the great¬ 

est number of people. Such a character is a natural leader, 

particularly of a group with no actual power (such as rebels 

Intent on freeing, a kingdom from tyranny). 

Humility: While some clerics .strive constantly to remain 

ever humble* others work to counter pride and instill humil¬ 

ity in others. Such proactive clerics of humility make excel¬ 

lent use of the domain's spells, but they draw the fine at 

killing a proud foe—death does not redeem. 

Patience: Never hasty, a cleric of patience waits. A lot. He 

frequently delays in combat, watching as the battle unfolds; 

and moving at exactly the right time. Outside of combat, the 

patient cleric believes strongly in letting,events sort them¬ 

selves out, and he interferes only when he believes his actions 

might resolve a dispute or crisis. If he does not think he can' 

end a negative event with action, he remains inactive. 

Temperance: A cleric of temperance does all the things 

other characters do, but she Is .careful to not overdo any¬ 

thing. In battle, a temperate cleric does not kill when merely 

incapacitating suffices. She does not engorge herself with 

food, drink herself sick with alcohol, or overextend her 

finances with lavish spending. 

Zeal: A cleric of zeal feels enthusiasm for at I activities, from 

perform] rig'a religious service to smiting foes to cleaning 

stables. He is not necessarily optimistic or joyful, but he 

never lacks in intensity. 
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BLACK BLAST OK BEDLAM 
Foi?/ and htimjfymt], /Jut nrnfmr hrfmc j?on constantly melts 

arid rcforms, seemiTig fo dra\ri todi shapc from nujht tmres 

and dark talcs. It madderiiri^p s?!i'/is through doz¬ 

ens of monstrousfonns before solidifyiiu] itself into a 

slithering chon b/ob covered with spines and tentaded 

daws, with countless eyes wmimificj m vis&ns SW-os, 

Dartinejabove the monstrosity, a floating human skull 

cackles and screeches. 

BLACK BEAST OF BEDLAM CR 14 

Always CE Large outsider {Chaotic, Evi3, 

Extraplanar) 

Init +7; Senses darkvision 12Q ft,, low-light 

vision, scent, tremorsense 120 ft,; 

Listen +25, Spot +25 

Languages Abyssal, 

Common, Slaadi 

AC 26, touch 12, flat-footed 23; 

Dodge, Mobility 

(-1 size, +3 Dex, +14 natural) 

hp 142 (15 HD); DR 15/good and cold Iron or lawful and cold 

iron; fast healing 5 

Immune critical hits, electricity, flanking, light-effects, mind- 

affecting effects, paralysis, petrification, poison, polymorph, 

sleep, sonic+stunning 

Resist acid 10, fire 10, cold 10; SR 27 

Fort +14, Ref +12, Will +14 

Speed 60 ft, (12 squares), climb 60 ft.;.freed6m of movement 

Melee 2 daws +20 melee (2d6+6 plus corporeal instability) and 

bite +18 melee (2d8+3 plus corporeal instability) 

Space 10 ft,; Reach 10 ft. 

Base Atk -FlS: Grp +25 

Atk Options Combat Reflexes, Spring Attack 

Special Actions breath weapon, damning darkness, screeching skull 

Spell-like Abilities (CL 15th, melee touch +20, ranged touch +17): 

1 /day—bestow curse (DC 17), enervation, greater minsjMTy, 

/frscmfty (DC 20), nightmare (DC 20), phantasmal fo'Jjfcf (DC 

19), project Be (DC 22), shout (DC 17) 

3/day—confusion (DC 17), deeper dork ness, desecrate, detect 

good, detect law, major image (DC 18), ..shatter (DC 15), 

tongues, unhaltiw (DC 18) 

At will—dhguise-self {as humanoid only) 

Abilities Str 23, Dex 17, Con 21, Int 16, WEs 16, Cha 16 

SQ malleability, mockery 

Feats Blind FightBr Combat Reflexes0, Dodge0, Greater Spelt 

Focus (111 usio of Imp roved 1 n Ms tiye, i ro n Wi 11, Mob i I ity, 

Multi attack3, Spell Focus (Illusion), Spring Attack- 

Skills Balance +5, Bluff 421 (+29 to Imitate another)*, €limb+22,- 

Diplomacy+71 Disguise +21 (+23 to act in character), Escape 

Artist +11, Hide +17, Intimidate +23, Jump +28, Knowledge 

(religion) +21, Listen +25, Move Silently +21, Search +25, 

Sense Motive +21, Spot +25, Survival +3 (+5 when following 

tracks), Tumb!e-+29 

Advancement 16-22 HD (Large); 23-45 HD (Huge); 

or by character class; Favored Class fighter 

Freedom of Movement (Su) A black beast of bedlam gains the 

benefit of a contl nuous/rmfonro/ movement effect, as the spell 

cast by a 15th-! eve! cleric, if this effect is dispelled, the black beast 

can reactivate it as a free action. 

Corporeal Instability (Su) A black beast of bedlam's natural attacks 

can trigger a terrible transformation in Its targets. A living 

creature so struck must succeed on a DC 22 Fortitude save or 

become a spongy amorphous mass. Unless the victim manages 

to control the effect, its shape melts* flaws, writhes, and boils. 

The save DC 1$ Constitution-based. 

An affected .creature is unable to hold or use any item. 

Clothing, armor, rings, and helmets become useless. Large 

items worn or carried—armor, backpacks, and large shields, 

for example—hamper more than help, reducing the victim's 

Dexterity score by 4 and applying double.their normal armor 

check penalty. The target's base speed is reduced 10 feet or to 

one-quarter normal (whichever is worse), ft cannot burrow or fly, 

and its climb and swim speeds are reduced by half. The Victim 

cannot casts pells or use. magic items, it attacks in a pain-induced 

and uncontrollable rage- until no other creature it can see is 

left standing. Unable to distinguish friend from foe, it attacks 

available targets at random, but in its blind rage it takes a -4 

penalty on attack rolls and; every attack has a 50% mks-chance. 

Each round the victim spends in .an amorphous state, if 

takes 1 poinfbf Wisdom drain from mental shock; If the victim's 

Wisdom score falls to, 0, it becomes a chads beast (see page 3ft- 

of the Monster Manual), A victim can regain its own shape by 

taking a-standard action to attempt a DC 15 Charisma check 

(this check DC does not vary for bedlam beasts with different 

Hit Dice or ability scores), A success reestablishes the creature's- 

norma! form for 1 minute. On a failure, the victim can still repeat 

this check each round until successful. 
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Corporeal instability is not a disease or.-a curse and so is 

hard to. remove. A shapeehcrngv or sto/Tffsicin spell does not 

cure an afflicted creature but fixes its form for the duration 

of the spelt. A greater restoration, heolt or restoration spell 

removes the affliction (a separate restoration is necessary to 

restore any drained points of Wisdom)* 

Breath Weapon ($u) A black beast of bedlam has one kind of 

breath weapon: a 20-foot-radius doud of poisonous vapor, 

as the c/oudM spell (DC 22), Once a black beast breathes, it 

can't breathe again until ld4 rounds later. The save DC is 

Constitution-based. 

Damning Darkness (Sp) Once per day, as a standard action, a black 

beast of bedlam can create darkness, as the spell, except that 

those within the area of darkness also take unholy damage. 

Creatures of good alignment take 2d6 points of damage per 

round they remain In the darkness and creatures neither 

good or .evil take ldfi points of damage while in the darkness. 

Creatures get no saving throw, nor does spell resistance 

apply. Damning darkness counts as a 4th-1evel spell effect and 

counters or dispels any light spell of 4th or lower level. The 

black beast uses this ability as a 15th-level sorcerer. 

Screeching Skull (Ex) A black beast of bedlam retains the 

skull of its rnost recent victim as a grim trophy that floats 

around its shifting form. As a standard action, a black beast 

of bedlam ,can unleash a terrible screech through this skull 

that affects all living creatures other than outsiders within 

60 feet. An affected creature must succeed on a DC 20 Will 

save or become panicked for ld6 rounds and take 2 points of 

Wisdom damage. Once the black beast screeches, it cannot 

screech again for ld4 rounds. The save DC is Charisma- 

based, This is a sonic, mind-affecting fear effect. 

Malleability (Ex) No mortal magic can forcibly or permanently 

affect or fix a black beast of bedlam's form, A black beast 

has immunity to poison, sleept paralysis,, petrification, 

polymorph, and stunning effects. It is not subject to critical 

hits and, having no true front or back (even when Et appears 

to have them), cannot be flanked. 

Mockery (Ex) A bjfick beast of bedlam can mimic animal 

cries and voice's in any language and can make its voice to 

sound from anywhere within 30 feet. A black beast gains a 

+S racial bonus on Bluff checks made to imitate another 

creature's voice. 

Skills Black beasts of bedlam receive a +4 racial bonus on 

Listen, Search, and Spot checks and a +8: racial bonus on 

Climb, Escape Artist, Jump, and Tumble checks. 

Spawned from the in ad ness of deities, black beasts 

of bedlam are creatures of betrayal, deceit, paranoia, 

slaughter, and treachery. They are often found wander¬ 

ing the planes of chaos, seeking to sow madness wher¬ 

ever they can. 

Strategies u.nd Tactics 
Black beasts of bedlam pride themselves cm unpre¬ 

dictability. They axe as likely to strike out with their 
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spell-like abilities as charge into melee. They are not 

stupid, however, and do noL put themselves at a dis¬ 

advantage by allowing their chaotic nature to guide 

them into unwise tactics. Ultimately, their aim is to 

cause the most fear and mayhem as possible. 

A black beast of bedlam's natural weapons, as well as 

any weapons it wieldsy are treated as chao Lie-aligned 

and evil-aligned for the purpose of overcoming dam¬ 

age reduction. 

KeoJo^y 

As unnatural creatures, black beasts of bedlam serve no 

ecological purpose on any plane. They exist to spread 

discord, madness, and suffering wherever they travel 

They possess the uncanny ability to mimic sounds and 

throw their voices, which they often use to "replay” the 

voices of their victims. 

Environment: Black beasts ofbedlara often lurk below 

ground, in sewers, dungeons, crypts, and caverns, rarely 

venturing out into the bright light of day* 

Typical Physical Characteristics: Nothing about 

a black beast of bedlam can be described as typical, 

especially its appearance* Ever-changing in shape and 

apparent composition, in one moment a black beast 

might appear as an eye-covered tentacle ball and in the 

next it might Lake on an indescribable look without 

comparison. Most black beasts of bedlam have favorite 

forms they take on during combat and when interacting 

with others, but even then they rarely hold that shape for 

more than a minute at a time. 

Alignment: As insane sadists, black beasts of bedlam 

are paragons of chaotic evil, 

fypjcul Treasure 
Black beasts of bedlam have no use for trinkets or 

material goods and thus they almost never have any 

kind of treasure* 

Black Beast Lore 
Characters with ranks in Knowledge (the planes) can 

learn more about black beasts of bedlam. When a char¬ 

acter makes a successful skill check, the following lore is 

revealed, including the information from lower DCs* 

Knowledge {the planes) 

DC Result 

The touch of black beast of bedlam causes the 

victim's Form to shift and melt In a torrent of 

screams and agony. 
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CAVE KISH EH 
This imtt'ifi'fcc ci'eature hideously combines features of both 

spider and iofer. Fight kgs sprout from its ehitinous shell of 

overlapping plates. Its long snout drips a dear, .gooey jutisfrtnra. 

CAVE FISHER 

Usually M Medium magical beast 

Init +3; Senses blind, blindsight 60 ft,* Listen +10, 

Languages — 

AC 16, touch 13, flat-footed 13 

(+3 Dex, +3 natural) 

hp 25 (3 HD) 

Immune gaze attacks, illusions, visual effects 

Fort *6, Ref +6, Will +3 

Speed 10 ft. (2 squares), climb 20 ft. 

Melee 2 daws +7 (ld6+4) 

Ranged filament +6 touch (adhesive) 

Base Atk +3; Grp +7 

Special Actions drag, filament_ 

Abilities Str 19, Dex 16, Con 16, Int 3, WIs II, Cha 6 

5Q adhesive 

Feats Iron Will, Stealthy 

Skills Climb +20t Hide +9, Listen +10, Move Silently +5 

Advancement 4-6 HD (Medium); 7-9 HD (Large) 

Filament (Ex) A cave fisher can string out its strong, sticky 

filament to a length of 60 feet The filament can be dangled 

from a High le.dge or niche, or strung horizontally across a 

spot likely'to catch flying creatures. Approaching creatures 

must succeed on a DC 20 Spot check to notice a filament; 

otherwise they stumble into it and become stuck, A cave 

fisher can also fire its filament up to 60 feet away (no range 

increment). If the ft lament is currently deployed or severed, 

a cave fisher cannot use this attack. 

Reeling in an unattached 'filament is,a full-round action. 

A cave fisher can disconnect its filament as a free action and 

load a replacement as a move action. 

A filament has 12 hit points and hardness 5. It can be 

attacked by making a successful sunder attempt Attacking 

a cave fisher's filament does not provoke an attack of 

opportunity. If the filament is currently stuck to a target, 

the cave fisher takes a -4 penalty on its'opposed attack roll 

tb resist the sunder attempt. Severing a filament deals no 

damage tb a cave fish.en 

Adhesive (Ex) A cave fisher's adhesive coats its filament, and 

it can secrete adhesive from Its proboscis onto an object or 

helpless creature. A stuck creature can escape as a standard 

action with a successful DC 14 Escape Artist check or a DC 

18 Strength check. The check DCs are Co nsti tut ion-based, 

and the Strength check DC includes a +4 racial bonus. 

A cave fisher's adhesive can anchor its legs to a surface, 

granting a +4 bonus on drag attempts and a +4 bonus on 

checks made to resist being bull rushed. Secreting adhesive 

in this way is-a move action, but a cave fisher can free itself 

from that spot-as a free action, 

Alcoholic substances, Including cave fisher blood, can 

dissolve this adhesive, as can a special solvent secreted 

from its proboscis. 

Drag (Ex) Once a creature sticks to a cave fisher's filament, the 

filament fastens onto the opponent's body. The cave fisher 

attempts to drag the victim closer on its turn. This activity 

resembles the bull rush maneuver, except that the cave 

fisher drags Its victim 10 feet closer+1 footfbr each point by 

which its Strength check exceeds the victim's. If a cave fisher 

draws a creature to within 5 feet of itself rt pan make two 

daw attacks-with a +4 attack bonus in the-same round. 

Skills Caye fishers have a +8 racial bonus on Listen and Climb 

checks, A caye fisher can always choose to take 10 on Climb 

checks, even if rushed or threatened. 

The cave fisher is a hard-shelled, many-legged subter¬ 

ranean hunter. It traps prey with a highly adhesive fila¬ 

ment that extends from its proboscis. 

Strategies and Tactics 
While secured, to stony walls and corridors, a cave fisher 

waits for victims to blunder into its sticky filament. If 

a creature avoids the filament, the cave fisher silently 

reels the filament in, then shoots it with great speed and 

accuracy, continuing until it hits, Once reeled in, the 

cave fisher kills and dismembers prey with its pincers. 

Its apparent compound eyes are actually multiple 

eats that help locate pTey. A cave fisher typically fires 
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at the loudest sound—creatures moving silently might 

escape unnoticed. 

Ecology 

Cave fishers are nocturnal predators, hunting in small ter¬ 

ritories withi n a loo-yard-radius of their lair. They subsist 

on small, flying creatures—hats in particular* Humanoids 

are their favorite catch , although these opportunistic crea¬ 

tures attempt to trap bigger prey that they think they can 

overpower* Cave fishers never attack creatures larger than 

them selves, or anything in large groups that might come 

back to hunt them later. When local animals learn to avoid 

them, cave fishers relocate to a new area with more care¬ 

less prey. 

A cave fisher's self-preservation instinct ensures that 

it maintains a steady food supply, [t cuts prey into small 

pieces suitable for ingestion, adhering leftover prey to a 

wall for later consumption, A cave fisheT seeks the easi¬ 

est route for survival, using stealth and cunning to tap 

prey and avoid other predators, 

A typical cave fisher lives over 100 years* Every 20 years, 

a female emits a high-pitched keening, mating with the 

first male to answer the call and then killing him. In 

three days, she lays several eggs inside his corpse* The 

young hatch a month later, feeding on the carcass until 

fully grown and then leave to establish their own lairs. 

Environment; Cave fishers live underground, 

preferring dungeons and large caverns with high ledges 

•above well- traveled paths. 

Typical Physical Characteristics: A typical cave fisher 

is 7 feet long and weighs 300 pounds. 

Its front two legs end in powerful lobsterfike claws, 

while the other six spiderlike legs are used for climbing. 

A cave fisher’s filament ends in a sucker-head coated with 

its powerful adhesive. The filament is housed in a sort of 

complex organic which in an armored lump behind its 

head, where it also stores spares. A cave fishers solvent 

and adhesive are stored in frontal cavities* 

Alignment: Although some have been known to 

develop a nasty disposition, most cave fishers are simple 

hunters, more concerned about food than any form of 

morality. As such, most cave fishers are neutral. 

ty pical Treasure 
Although a cave fisher does not collect treasure, its lair If, 

strewn with the remains and belongings of its kills. Cave:<tt 

fishers are intelligent enough to realize that such trea- ^ 

sure attracts new prey, so they often leave these objects 

in plain view* A cave fisher has standard treasure for iLs 

Challenge Rating, about 600 gp* 

For Player Characters 
By diluting the adhesive, a cave fisherk filament can be 

made into very thin, strong rope (hardness 2,12 hit points, 

break DC 25* DC 20 Spot check to notice on the ground, 

cost 250 gp) with a DC 20 Craft (weaving) check* The diluted 

adhesive can be made with a DC 20 Craft (alchemy) skill 

check and can be applied to gloves and boots to greatly 

increase traction (+S bonus on Climb checks). 

A dead cave fisher's adhesive and solvent can be 

extracted fiom its cavities, but the substances lose their 

A vial of adhesive can be sold for 150 gp, while a vial of sol¬ 

vent goes for 25 gp. 

fresh cave fisher eggs contain a dangerous yet highly 

intoxicating substance. A single sip intoxicates a human¬ 

oid for hours and causes delusions and hallucinations 

(DC 12 Fortitude save or confused fOT ic4 hours; on a suc¬ 

cessful save, s/oiwd (as the spell) for itbj hours)* Drinking 

an entire egg is poisonous (Ingested, Fortitude DC 14, 

initial and secondary damage 2d6 Con). Eggs fetch 

100 gp on the open market but lose their potency and 

become worthless in ten days* 

Cave Fisher Lore 
Characters with ranks in Knowledge (arcana) can learn 

more about cave fishers. When a character makes a 

successfid skill check, the following lore is revealed, 

including the information from lower DCs* 

Knowledge (arcana) 

DC Result 

A cave fisher cart "reel in" prey using \t$ sticky 

filament, much like a fisherman catches fish* Cave 

fishers often string out their filaments and wait 

patiently to catch unwary creatures. 

A cave fisher's eggs are highly alcoholic, but also 

toxic* Its filament can be made into incredibly thin, 

resilient rope, while its adhesive can be harvested 

and applied to boots and gloves to improve climbing. 

I ANT DHAGON1 

GIANT DRAGONFLY CR 2 

Always N Large vermin 

Imt +5; Senses all-around vision, darkvision 60 ft; Listen -rO, Spot+4 

AC IS, touch 14, flat-footed 13 

(-1 size, +5 Dex, +4 natural) 

hp 22 (4 HD) 

Immune Hanking, mind-influencing effects 
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rhey axe capable of making hit-and-run 

attacks;t biting and retreating multiple 

times until their prey succumbs. They axe 

more curious than aggressive toward larger 

creatures and only attack if provoked* 

Ecology 

Giant dragonflies are integral to the ecosystems of 

many tropical areas* Consummate predators, they feed 

on smaller insects (including their mundane dragon- 

1 even birds, catching them on the wing. 

grace in flight that allows 

motion camouflage—the 

giant dragonfly is capable of maintaining 

its position relative to a landmark 

point so that to an observer it doesn't 

appear to be moving. Meganeura also 

use their superior flying skills in. intricate aerial 

courtship dances and battles, which can last for hours. 

Giant dragonflies normally live only a few mouths, 

but some rare varieties live for decades, growing con¬ 

tinuously throughout their life. These truly monstrous. 

meganeura frequently turn to preying on humanoids 

to supplement their diet of mammals and reptiles. 

Environment; Giant dragonflies prefer warm, wet 

environments such as tropical forests and marshes. In 

their larval stage, giant dragonflies are aquatic, so adult 

meganeura are rarely found more than 50 miles front a 

body of water. 

Typical Physical Characteristics; A giant dragon¬ 

fly typically has a wingspan of 12 feet and is about 80 

feet long. They weigh little more than 200 pounds, 

Meganeura are brightly colored, usually ranging from 

emerald green to metallic blue. 

Alignment Being utterly without intelligence, giant 

dragonflies are always neutral¬ 

ly pi c a) Tre as urt? 
Giant dragonflies have no use for treasure and rarely 

kill creatures known to keep it The hunting grounds 

of the largest advanced meganeura, however, might 

have up to 900 gold pieces worth of treasure, usually in 

the form of weapons and. armor left behind by human¬ 

oid prey* 

For Player Characters 

Speed S ft. (i square), fly 60 ft. (perfect) 

Melee bite +4 '(Id 8+3) 

Space 10 ft.; Reach 5 ft. 

Base Atk 4-3; Grp +9 

Special Actions motion camouflage 

Abilities Str 15, Dex 21, Con 12, !nt —, Wis 10, Cha 2 

SQ all around vision, mindless 

Feats Flyby Attack0 

Skills Move-Silently +9f Search 44, Spot +4 

Advancement 5-8 HD (Large), 9-12 HD (Huge) 

Motion Camouflage (Ex) A giant dragonfly moves in such a way 

to create the illusion that it is not moving, at all. Once per 

encounter, a,giant dragonfly may make a charge attack such 

that the-target gf the charge is flat-footed. 

All-Around Vision (Ex) A giant dragonfly's eyes wrap around its 

head, granting it a 44 bonus on all Search and Spot cheeks. 

In addition, a giant dragonfly cannot be flanked. 

Skills A giant dragonfly receives a +4 racial bonus on Move 

Silently checks* 

Fort 4-5, Ref +6, Will +1 

Giant dragonflies are dexterous aerial predators used as 

mounts by some swamp dwellers* Some sages refer to 

them as * meganeuraf due to the large network of blood 

vessels in their wings. 

Strategies and Tactics 
Being mindless,; giant dragonflies are not capable of com¬ 

plex strategy—swoop and bite are the extent of their tactics* 

Giant dragonflies are $.omcrimes used as mounts bv 

swamp-dwelling creatures. Player characters might 

acquire or tame these large insects for use as formida¬ 

ble flying steeds. A properly trained dragonfly mount is 

worth 4,000 gp cm the open market 

Carrying Capadty: A light load for a giant dragonfly is 

up to 122 pounds; a medium load, 123-266 pounds; and 

a heavy load, 267-400 pounds. A giant dragonfly can drag 

2,000- pounds. 
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Knowledge (nature) 

DC Result 

DUNGEON PHANTOM 
This 5pertraJ creature is a fivhfei mockery of life, iint/i bentrtnda 

broken liwhs, armm a>jd hWes s/idei} it] from its body, and cr 

head whose neck has dearly hem snapped, lifloats above 'the 

ground mith ma/'fce in its chad eyes. 

Giant dragonflies can move in 3 way so that they 

don't appear to be coming any closer. Those who 

study them often call them meganeura. 

DUNGEON PHANTOM CR 6 

Always NE Medium undead (incorporeal) 

Init +3; Senses darkvision 60 ft.; Listen +12, Spot +12 

Languages Common 

AC 16,touch 16, flat-footed 12; Dodge, Mobility 

(+4 Dex, +2 deflection) 

Miss Chance 50% (incorporeal) 

hp 52 (8 HD) 

Immune undead immunities 

Fo rt +2, Re f +6, Wi 11 +7 

Speed 30 ft* (6 squares);fly 50 ft. (perfect) 

Melee incorporeal touch +4 (ld6 plus ld4 Dexterity drain) 

Base Atk +4; Grp — 

Atk Options dexterity drain 

Special Actions reset traps, spawn traps, teleki netic manipulation 

Abilities Str— Dec 18, Con —, Int 21,Wis 12. ChaTb 

SQ incorporeal traits, treasure bond, +2 turn resistance, 

undead traits 

Feats Dodge, Improved Iiiitsa+iVe, Mobility 

Skills Craft +16 (trapmaking}, Disable Device +16, Hide +15, 

Knowledge (architecture and engineering) +16, Knowledge 

{dun geo nee ring) +16, Listen +12, Open Lock +15, Search 

+16, Spot +12 

Advancement 9-16 (Medium) 

Dexte rity D ra in (Su) Li vi n g. ere atu re s hit by a dun geo n 

phantom’s incorporeal touch attack must succeed on a DC 

16 Fortitude save; or take Id6 points of Dexterity drain. The 

save DC is Charisma-based. On each such successful attack, 

■the dungeon phantom gains 5 temporary hit points. 

Reset Traps (Su) A dungeon phantom can reset any trap as a 

standard action. Pit traps close, spent arrow traps, reload, 

poison gas traps refill their reservoirs. Those who encounter 

the same trap twice do not earn additional experience points 

for defeating the trap the second time. 

Spawn Traps (Su) As a standard action, a dungeon phantom 

can spawn a spectral trap anywhere Within 5G feet. These 

traps often occur in the same square >as an enemy, who 

automatically sets off the trap. Traps created in this way 

remain in place for up to 1 hour.These traps do not actually 

Giant Oragonfly Lore 
Characters with ranks in Knowledge (nature) can learn 

more about giant dragonflies. When a character makes 

a successful skill check, the following lore is revealed, 

including the information fromlo'wei DCs. 
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exist until sprung and as such they cannot be found 

(through the Search skill) or disarmed (through the Disable 

Device skill). Detect magic and other similar effects reveal 

a faint conjuration aura in the trap's square. Spells and 

effects that detect traps do not detect these spectral traps. 

A dungeon phantom can have a number of these traps in 

existence equal to its Intelligence-modifier. 

Traps spawned in this way can take on one of the three 

following forms, although others certainly exist (use CR 3 

as a guideline for any new traps). All of the attack values 

and save DCs for these traps-are Intelligence-based (attack 

bonus equals 1/2.HD + Int modifier, save DC = 10 + 1/2 HD 

+ tnt modifier). All of these traps have a location trigger. 

Arrow Trap; A hail of arrows trap springs into existence 

where the creature is standing (or when a creature first steps 

into the square). This trap fires ld6 arrows at the creature 

standing in the square, each attacking with a +9 ranged 

attack, bonus. These arrows deal ld8+2 points of damage 

each and deal x3 damage on a critical hit.These arrows seem 

to come from every direction at once. Once sprung, this trap 

and all of the arrows vanish. 

Elemental Trap: An elemental trap comes into being 

where the creature is standing (or when a creature 

first steps into the square). When triggered, this trap 

explodes into a 10-foot-radius burst of energy, dealing 

4d6 points of damage (acid, cold, electricity, or fire). A DC 

19 Reflex save results in half damage. Once sprung, this 

trap vanishes. 

Pit Trap: A 5-foot by 5-foot pit trap appears where the 

creature is standing (or when a creature first steps into 

the square). Those standing in the square fall down the 

60-foot deep pit, taking 6d6 points of damage. A DC 19 

reflex save avoids the pit. The pit remains until the spawned 

trap's duration expires. Those who fall-down the pit must 

find some way out or wait-for the duration to expiry (at 

which point they are returned to.the area above). The space 

this pit reaches into is extradimensional and does' not 

interfere with any chambers- beneath the one containing 

the pit. This space does not cause bags of holding or other 

extradimensional containers to rupture. 

Telekinetic Manipulation (Su): A dungeon phantom can 

use an effect similar to mage hand as-a free action every 

round,.all owing it tu affect objects on the Material Plane. 

It can use this ability to open doors, pick locks, craft traps, 

d Is a rm trsf psr a nd • pe rfo r m ot her la's ks th at require ca refu I 

manipulation. Although the use of this ability is a free 

action, u^ingiskills and taking other actions while using 

this ability take the standard amount of time. Telekinetic 

manipulation has no effect on Jiving creatures and cannot 

be used to effectively wield weapons (although' It can be 

used to trigger traps). 

Treasure Bond (Su) Each dungeon phantom fs bonded to 

one- particular Item (usually magic in nature). This- item 

represents all of the phantom's frustration and lost hopes, 

■As such, the phantom usually guards the item with near 

fanatical devotion, protecting it with its most deadly traps 

and guardians. The phantom always knows where its 

bonded item is, in terms of direction and distance, similar 

to the' spell locate object, so long as the item is still in the 

dungeon. Should a dungeon phantom's bonded item ever 

be destroyed or removed from the dungeon the phantom is 

\ m med lately, d estroyed. 

Often found loitering in long-forgotten tombs, bent on 

guarding their coveted treasure for all eternity; dungeon 

phantoms are a serious threat to any dungeon delver. 

Using cunning traps, both spectral-and real, these cursed, 

spirits can threaten explorers throughout an entire sub¬ 

terranean complex. 

Strategies and Tactics 

Dungeon phantoms are amazingly slolled at the 

construction of traps. As such, their lairs are usu¬ 

ally full of deadly contraptions, none of which can 

harm the phantom. In direct combat, the phantom 

uses its power to spawn traps while touching as many 

opponents as it can so as to. drain their Dexterity and 

increase the likelihood that one of their cunning con¬ 

traptions proves fatal. 

Ecology 

There are those who spend a good portion of their life 

in dungeons, looking for the next big prize. These poor 

souls become addicted to the Lhrill and the reward. To 

them, monsters are but nuisances and traps are simply 

deadly toys. Occasionally, these intrepid adventurers 

fall victim to the dangers of the dungeon, the ultimate 

treasure nearly within their grasp. These tortured 

souls linger on, becoming dungeon phantoms, beings 

bent upon securing-their home and preventing others 

from stealing the treasure they can never have. 

Environment: Dungeon phantoms are always 

found in trap^laden dungeons, although the form 

oi these dungeons can vary from musty caverns to 

ancient catacombs. 

Typical Physical Charadteristicsr Dungeon phantoms 

are as .tall as humans, with bodies twisted and broken, 

as if subjected to hundreds of traps. Since a dungeon 

phantom is incorporeal it is weightless. 

Alignment Dungeon phantoms hold all forms of life 

in contempt and consider them a threat to their trea¬ 

sure, making these undead neutral evil. 

T3P ieuJ Treasure 

A dungeon phantom always guards one particular 

treasure above all mothers. This item can take on any 

form, from a painring to a magic-sword. The item 

is usually worth at least 2,000 gp, although clever 

dungeon phantoms hide lesser treasures nearby, 

hoping to fool plunderers* 
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Knowledge (religion) 

DC Result 

16 Dungeon ptemtoms are horrible undead creahm 

££ with m affinity for Laps, possessing the ability to 

crate and repair them. This result reveals ail 

u ndbsd a fid I nco rporea] traits, 

21 Dungeon phantoms are said to be able to create 

spectral traps that can catch even the most skilled 

ROT GIANT 

, GIANT, HOT 
Before you. is an obese giant, nearly twice the height of a man, with 

a slightly hunched hack and pale lanky hair. Its skin is covered 

with oozing sores and bods, and in some places looks like it has 

rotted or been mien through, revealing the musde underneath* 

Dungeon Phantom Lore 
Characters with! ■ ranks in Knowledge (religion) can 

learn more about dungeon phantoms. When a charac¬ 

ter makes a successful skill cheek, the following lore is 

revealed, Including the information from lower DCs. 

explorer unawares. 

CR 8 

Usually GE Large Giant 

init +0; Senses low-light vision; Listen +7, Spot +7 

Aura decay (20 ft., DC 20) 

Languages Giant 

AC 20j touch 9, flat-footed 20 

(-1 size, +3 hide armor, +8' natural) 

hp 95 (10 HD) 

Immune acid, disease, poison 

Fort +12, Ref+3, Will +4 _ 

Spd 30 ft. (in hide armor, base-speed 40 -ft,) 

Melee halberd +13/+S {2d8+9 plus disease/*3} 

Ranged javelin +6 (Id8+6 plus disease) 

Space 10 ft.; Reach 10 ft. 

Base Atk *7; Grp -hl7 

Atk Options Power Attack 

Abilities Sir 22, Dex 11, Con 21T Int 10, Wrs 12, Cha 7 

5Q pus burst 

Feats Ability Focus (pus burst), Power Attack, Track, Weapon 

Focus (halberd) 

Skills Craft (any one) t2, Hide-1, Listen +7, Spot +7, Survival+1 

Advancement by character class; Favored Class fighter 

Po s ses s i o n s hi d e a r rn or, ha I be rd2 j avef i ri s. 

Aura of Decay (Su) A rot giant is surrounded by an aura- 

of foul air that carries the taint of Its rotting sickness. 

Any creature that begins a round within 20 feet of a 

rot giant must make a' DC 20 Fortitude save or be 

sickened until the beginning of its next round (at 

which point it might have to save 

again if the giant is still nearby)! 

Creatures immune to disease are 

immune to this effect. The save 

DC is Constitution-based, 

Disease (Ex): The weapons and 

natural attacks of. rot giants 

carry with them a deadly disease. 

Any creature harmed by such an 

attack risks contracting skin rift 

fever'—Fortitude DC 20, incubation 

period 1 day, damage ld‘6 Con and ld4 

Cha, This' disease causes painful tears 

to appear all over the infected creature's 



infected creature after the disease has dealt Constitution 

damage risks infection (at the same DC). This disease is 

especially virulent and requires the infected to succeed at 

3 consecutive Fortitude saves to overcome. The save DC is 

Constitution-based. 

Pus Burst (Ex) Whenever a rot giant is struck by a piecing or 

slashing weapon, its pus-filled boils explode in a jet of foul- 

smelling acidic gore. All creatures adjacent to the rot giant 

must make a DC 22 Reflex save'or take 2d6. points of add 

damage. Any creature that fails this reflex-save must make 

an additional DC 22 Fortitude save or be nauseated for ld4 

rounds. Creatures immune to disease or that do not need to 

breathe are immune to the nausea effect, but not to the acid 

damage.The save DC is Constitution-based. 

Rot giants are distant relatives of common hill giants, 

long ago blessed (or cursed) by a god of sickness and 

pestilence, A horrible rotting disease ravages their bod¬ 

ies, leaving rot giants in constant agony. The disease 

never consumes them, though, and they are trapped 

living in perpetual torment. 

Strategies and Tactics 
Rot giants do not throw rocks as do other giants, 

instead they fend to begin a fight hurling jav¬ 

elins at opponents. After an initial volley, the 

rot giants chaTge into melee with their halberds, 

relying upon their aura of decay to give them the 

combative edge. Rot giants are not stupid, and they 

often attack obvious spell casters Erst, provided they 

can reach them. 

Ecology 

Rot giants were once more like the other giants, but 

long ago Incabulous, a dark god of pestilence and dis^ 

ease, cursed them. This curse has become so much 

a part of their being that it would take magic on par 

wlLh a wirfi or miracle spell to undo it for a single rot 

giant, and even then it would invariably result in the 

giant's death. While the curse never kills the rot giant, 

its symptoms mean that the giant is in constant agony 

•from the time if is bom until the time it finally dies. 

Rot giants hunt lor food* eating just about anything 

they can kill, with little preference as to what it is. 

They will not, however, eat the flesh of other rot giants 

or the flesh of an undead creature. They supplement 

their diet with wild fruits and. vegetables, at times, 

but do not attempt to grow these foods. Because they 

have prodigious appetites, rot giaftts tend to overturnt 

areas fairly quickly and then move on. 

JEnvironment: Rot giants prefer to.live in temperate 

forests and hills covered with forests, although they 

are capable of surviving ju st about anyplace that sup¬ 

ports humanoid or giant life. They tend to lair in fairly 

shallow caves or caverns, otherwise building crude log 

cabins in secluded forest clearings. Rot giants tend to 

be most active during the day. 

Typical Physical Characteristics: Rot giants are 

incredibly obese for giants and have slightly stooped 

postures. They stand around 12 feeL tall and wreigh 

about 2,200 pounds. Females tend to be a few inches 

shorter and somewhat lighter. Rot giants have sallow 

skin and blond, platinum, or white hair. They are cov¬ 

ered with sores and boils that ooze a foul-smelling 

acidic puss and are inflicted with a skin condition that 

causes patches of skin to rot away, revealing the muscle 

structure underneath. Rot giants have a natural life 

span of about 150 years, although few make it to old age 

due to their violent lifestyle. 

Alignment: Rot giants are in constant pain and 

seek to inflict pain on as many other creatures as 

possible. They happily slaughter those creatures 

weaker than themselves,- and avoid or placate those 

creatures that are more powerful than themselves. 

Most rot giants are chaotic evil. 

Society 
Rot giants tend to live in extended families, with 

the strongest male making decisions for the group. 

All rot giants have independent spirits, however* 

so disputes over leadership are frequent and often 

incredibly brutaL Once a year or so, several of these 

extended families come together and the leaders 

make alliances and marriage arrangements at this 

time. Young female rot giants are treated like prop¬ 

erty to be traded, although when a female reaches 

adulthood she receives-, a bit of au tonomy. 

Rot giants tend, to avoid other giants—and gener¬ 

ally any other creature they feel could pose a serious, 

threat to them—while preying on weaker creatures 

indiscriminately. It is rare to End rot giants working 

with any other creatures because of this attitude. A 

tribe of:rot giants moving into an area usual ly sparks 

a large, pandemic that can wipe out entire nearby 

communities and often leads to crusades to drive out 

the plague bringers. 

Iypjcu 1 "Treasure 
Rot giants love treasure; which they often use to try to 

attract mor e victims dr as symbols of status when two 

families meet. They have standard treasure for their 

Challenge Ruling (.about 3.400 gp) made up almost 

entirely of coins and goods taken from victims. 

Rot Chants with Class Levels 
The favored class of a rot giant is fighter: life' is brutal 

for Lhemr and training for combat comes, naturally to 

most. Rot giant spcllcas.teis are rare, although they 

do occasionally produce clerics worshiping In c nim¬ 

bus < the same god of disease that cursed their race 
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in ages past, these clerics are well respected, by other 

rot giants and have access to the Death, Destruction, 

and Evil domains. 

Level Adjustment: +6 

Hot Oiant Lore: 

Characters with ranks in Knowledge (nature) can leam 

more about rot giants. When a character makes a success¬ 

ful skill check the following lore is revealedp including 

the information from lower DCs. 

Kn o w I ed ge (n at u re) 

DC Result 

Despite their sickEy appearance, rot giants are pow¬ 

erful combatants possessing great strength. Their 

touch carries with it a deadly disease. 

M The taint of obi T 

® ^ % sores and can. sicken any cres&ire tfel ' 

trt IV. Site TfeT - - - A 

33 When struck with a slashing or piercing weapon, 

the acidic puss from the giant's sores can burst 

forth,.showering those nearby. 

c OLEM .CANNON 

veringjigin t of iron and wood stands before you. A pum 

mkal smd / s.smisjour nos trite as ii iums nn its stouf 1 

on cylinder ■ ending in a h tead-itized hoi low occupies the < 

CANNON GOLEM CR 14 

Always N Large construct 

!nrt +1; Senses darkvision 60 ft, low-light vision; Listen 40, Spot 40 

Languages understands creator's orders 

AC 28, touch 10, flat-footed -28 

(-l.size, 4l Dex, +13 natural) 

hp 135 (19 HD); DR 10/adamantme 

immune construct traits, magic 

Fort 46, Ref 47, Will 46_ 

Speed 20 ft. (4 squares) 

Melee 2 slams 421 (2d649) 

Ranged cannon 413 (3d&4l3) 

Space 10 ft; Reach 10 ft. 

Base Atk 413; Grp +26 

Specia! Actions cannon, seIF-destruct 

Spell-like Abilities (CL 9th): 

■at wifi—-firebail (.DC 22} 

Abilities Sir 28, Dex 12, Con —* Int—, WisTD, Cha8 

SQ Construct traits 

Feats — 

Skills — 

Advancement 20-34 HD (.Large), 35-45 HD (Huge) 

Immunity to Magic (Ex) A cannon golem is immune to any spell 

or spell-like ability that allows spell resistance. In addition, 

certain spells and effects function differently against the 

creature, as noted below. 

Any magical attack against a cannon golem that deals 

more than 10 points of fire damage prevents the golem 

from using its cannon, fireball, or self-destruct abilities 

for 1 round. This .can be used to suppress its self-destruct 

ability after it has been initiated, delaying the effect for 1 

additional round. 

A warp wood or wood shape spell slows a cannon golem 

(as the slow spell) for 2 rounds, with no saving throw. 

Cannon (Ex) This construct gets its name from the cannon 

that occupies the center of its chest. Once per round, as 

3 standard action, the golem can fire a stone projectile 

as a ranged attack with a range increment of 200 feet. 

The cannon deals 3d6 points of damage plus 1-1/2 times 

the golem's Strength modifier (this is typically 3d6+13 

damage). This damage is affected by changes in the 

golem's size and Strength. The projectste shatters into 

dust and gravel upon impact 

In addition, if the golem has a foe grappled, it may use 

its cannon once per round in place o.f a damaging grapple 

attack. This requires a grapple check, with success dealing 

automatic cannon damage* 

Self-Destruct (Ex) A cannon golem can initiate a self-destruct 

as a full-round action. The golem issues forth a shower 

of smoke and sparks during this round. On Its following 

initiative it immediately explodes, sending out four spheres 

of destructive fire to strike targets up to of 1,200 feet away. 

The golem may aim these spheres with a ranged touch 

attack as its last act. IF a target is struck by one of these 

spheres it takes 2d6 points, of bludgeoning damage (no 

save) and receives no save against the sphere's fire damage 

(see below). If a targeted sphere misses its target, it simply 

explodes at the nearest corner of the target's space. The 

golem may aim more than one sphere at the same target. 

Once .a sphere reaches-its destination, It explodes in a 40- 

fo.ot-radius. spread, dealing 6cT6 points of fire damage to each 

creature m the area. A DC 23 Reflex -save.halves the damage* 

The save is Strength-based. If a creature is in the area of 

more than one sphere, it must save separately for each. Fire 

resistance applies to each sphere's damageIndividually. 

Fireball (Sp) As a: Full-round action, a cannon golem can 

fire an explosive ball of fire equal to a fireball cast at a 

sorcerer level of half of the.go tern’s Hit Dice. The save DC 

is Strength-based. 

No one is sure who first created a cannon, golem, but 

these constructs proved to be extremely effective at 

bringing down'enemy walls and fortifications. Although 

costly to create, these golems are popular in times of 

war. On occasion^ a golem of this sort becomes sepa¬ 

rated from its creator and wanders aimlessly, seeking to 

fulfill its destructive last orders. 
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Strategies undTuetrcs 
Gannon golems typically are more concerned with 

destroying buildings than Hying things, and if left 

alone will simply level every structure in sight before 

wandering away. If a creature attempts to impede their 

progress, cannon golems respond vio¬ 

lently* using their slam attacks on any¬ 

one within reach and their ranged a Hacks 

against more distant foes, concentrating 

on taking out foes who seem capable of 

inflicting harm. They are aware of the effect 

lire has on them and avoid using their 

fireball attacks if they themselves would 

be caught in their radius. They have 

been known to charge and initiate a 

grapple on any foe who they have trou¬ 

ble striking with their other attacks. 

golems that perceive they 

might soon he destroyed initiate 

their self-destruct. 

A cannon golem's creator can 

command the golem when it is 

within ho feet and can see and 

hear him. If uncommanded, 

a golem usually follows its 

last instructions to the best 

of its ability. The cre¬ 

ator can give the golem 

a simple command to. 

govern its actions in his 

absence, even ordering it 

to obey the commands, of 

another person (who might 

in turn place the golem under 

someone elses command). Reass inning 

control over the golem is as simple as 

commanding it to obey its creator alone. 

A cannon golem is usually seed 

under the control of a spell caster or other 

commander during sieges against large 

wailed cities. Sometimes an evil 

creature gains control of 

one and uses it to terror¬ 

ize and extort smaller 

communities. 

Ecology 

As constructs, cannon 

golems have no need to 

sleep, cat, or breathe. They hold 

no place in the natural order, existing wher¬ 

ever their creator places them. They have no 

natural prey but attack whomever and whatever they 

are directed to by their controller. They do not repro¬ 

duce and have no understanding of how? they w;ere 

created^ They follow only the last order issued to them 

by their master, which typically involves destroying, 

buildings and walls. 

Environment: As constructs, cannon golems can 

exist anywhere. But since they are usually created to 
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aLta.dk strongholds and walled cities, they are rarely 

found in subterranean or underwater environments. 

They are most often found near civilized lands. 

Typical Physical Characteristics: Cannon golems 

usually appear as bipedal creatures, standing about 15 

feet tall and weighing close to 4,000 pounds. Their bod¬ 

ies are made of stout timber and iron, with their chests 

dominated by a protruding muzzle from which they fire 

their projectiles andfitebails. Newly built cannon golems 

are often painted and decorated with' filigree and heral¬ 

dic markings, while older ones bear gouges and shows 

signs of patchwork and repair. 

A cannon golem does not speak or make any vocal 

noise. It has a distinct odor of gunpowder. Its move¬ 

ments seem ponderous and slow, belying its natural 

agility in combat. Its heavy stature causes even most 

sturdy surfaces to shudder with its every step. 

Alignment: Cannon golems are mindless and are thus 

always neutral, having no desires and existing only to 

obey orders. 

IypicuJ Treasure: 

A cannon golem possesses no treasure and does not 

usually have a lair. It is possible that a cannon golem 

that remain sin a single area for a long period of time 

might accumulate treasures scattered about among 

the remains of unfortunate travelers. The scrap from 

a destroyed cannon golem's body can be collected and 

sold, but is usually only worth 1/1,oooth the golem's 

construction cost. 

For Player Characters 

A player character might consider constructing a can¬ 

non gpleni as a guardian or siege weapon, although 

its construction requirements and cost prove pro¬ 

hibitive to all but high-level. PCs. Cannon golems are 

best suited for destruction and do not typically make 

good defenders, 

A cannon golem's body must be :assembled from 

3,000 pounds of pure iron and 1,060 pounds of solid 

hardwood (such as oak). In addition, a small master- 

work cannon costing 1,500 gp must be used as the cen¬ 

tral piece of the golem’s body. The whole of the body 

is infused with alchemical powders and admixtures 

costing at least 7,500 gp. Creating the 'body requires a 

DC 20 Craft (armoTsmithing) check or a DC 20 Craft 

(weapousmithing) check. 

CL 17th; Craft. ..Construct, fireball, major creation, 

meteor swarm, minor creation, fiMfniorph any object, 

caster must be at least 17th level. Price 159,000 gp; 

Cost §4,000 gp + 6,oco XR 

Tan non Golem Lore 

Characters with ranks in Knowledge (arcana) can learn 

more about cannon golems. When a character makes 

a successful skill check, the following lore is revealed, 

including the information from lower DCs. 

Knowledge (arcana) 

DC Result 

This is a Cannon golem, a construct created solely 

for the purpose of destroying fortifications by firing 

large stony projectiles. They usually ignore creatures 

in favor of destroying buildings. 

Cannon golems are immune to most types of 

energy damage. Their wooden parts seem the 

most vulnerable to magical effects. 

j 
MAEDAK 

This bdnq appears lo be a male hii 

ti ml bald head, wearing only a sh 

resemble those of a serpmfs, ami I 

and completely hairless. 

iscuhrjrami 

His cold eye: 

uafly s moo if 

MAEDAR CR4 

Usually LE Medium monstrous humanoid 

Init +2; Senses darkvisioh 60 ft.; Listen +5, Spot+5 

Languages Common, Infernal 

AC 15, touch 12, flat-footed 13 

(+2 Dex, +3' natural) 

bp 39 (6 HD) 

Immune medusa poison, paralysis, petrification (as well as any 

magic intended specifically to inhibit movement; such as 

hold person and stow) 

Fort+4, Rfif+7, Will +6 

Speed 30fit, (6 squares) 

Melee 2 slams 4? melee (Id6+3} 

Base Atk-H$; Grp +9 

Atk Options Combat Expertise, improved Sunder, Power Attack 

Special Actions adamantine strike, ferocity, stone-to flesh (DC 14). 

Abilities Str 16, Dex 14, Con 14, InL 13, Wis 12,'Cha 12 

SQ earth walk, medusa blood, transfer essence 

Feats'Combat Expertise, Improved Sunder, Power Attack, TrackH 

Skills Disguise+5, Hide +7, Listen +5, Moye Silently +7', Spat 

+5, Survival ~6 

Advancement by character class; Favored Class ranger 

Level Adjustment t-4 

Adamantine Strike (Ex) A maedsr's fists are extremely hard 

and can punch ihrough most materials. A rnaedar's slam 

attacks are treated as a da man tine weapons for the purpose 

of overcoming-damage reduction and hardness. 

Ferocity (Ex) A rnaedar is such a tenacious combatant that it 

continues to fight without penalty even while disabled or dying* 
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Strategies and Tactics 

A maedar often enters combat unarmed, slamming oppo¬ 

nents with his powerful fists. To terrify his. opponents, a 

maedar sometimes smashes victims a medusa lias petri¬ 

fied and transforms the remains back into bloody chunks 

.of flesh. When a maedar faces certain death, he may sur¬ 

render his life as a last:resort by becoming a glyptar. If 

confronted by a very powerful enemy, the maedar and his 

mate attempt to flee. 

Kct>Iogy 

Because of the maedar''s rarity, most sages do not know of 

its existence. The reclusive maedar generally remains in 

the lair it shares with, a medusa, guarding die pair 5 hoard 

of food and treasure while his mate hunts, A maedar?s 

stone to flesh power provides food for him and Ills mate; 

he smashes 3ier petrified victims with his 

fists and then transforms them into raw 

flesh, which they both consume. 

Stone to Flesh (Su) Five times per day on a successful melee 

touch attack, a maedar can use stone to flesh as the spell 

(caster level 12th), 

Earth Walk (Su) A maedar can move through stone, dirt, or almost 

any other sort of earth except metal as easily as a fish swims 

through water, A maedar requires a full round of concentration 

to activate or deactivate this power. The maedar moves at its 

normal speed without hindrance, leaving behind no tunnel or 

hole, nor creating any ripple or other signs of its presence. A move 

earth spell cast on an area containing a maedar using its earth 

walk ability flings the maedar back 30 feet, stunning the creature 

for 1 round unless it succeeds on a DC 15 Fortitude save. 

Medusa Blood (Ex) For all special abilities and effects, a maedar is 

considered a medusa. Maedar, for example, can use or create 

medusa weapons and magic items with racially specific medusa 

powers as if they were ordinary medusas. 

Transfer Essence (Su) A maedar that senses its 

Impending death can transfer its life force into the 

surrounding earth and rocks, A maedar can only 

use this ability while in contact with stone, dirt, or 

almost any other sort of earth except metal. This 

act kills the maedar's body but its spirit lives on. The 

maedar’s consciousness drifts through the ground until 

it encounters crystals, such as feldspar or amethyst The 

maedar's spirit then permanently merges with the 

rock crystal, becoming a glyptar(see below), 

Most medusas have no choice but to mate with blinded 

or blindfolded hitman males, as a maedar can be diffi¬ 

cult to find. Such a pairing produces two to six eggs that 

hatch into either human males that turn to stone upon 

the sight ol their tn other or fledgling medusas, Wh.cn 

a medusa is able to find a maedar to mate with, their 

offspring are generally medusas, although a minute per¬ 

centage hom from such a pairing are maedar. 

Although generally antisocial, a maedar sometimes 

cooperates with evil creatures such as kobolds, ores, and 

even devils. A maedar might provide security for such 

The little-known male counterpart to medu- 

sasT rrmedars lack the petrifying gaze of their 

species' females. A maedar can take his pick among avail¬ 

able medusas, but once chosen he mates for life* A mae- 

•dax shows a fierce devotion to his mate and goes to any 

length to assist or avenge hen A maedar can easily restore 

a petrified medusa with his stone to flesh power. A wid¬ 

owed maedar pursues his male's killer relentlessly. 
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creatures, or some other reward for servitude, Maedar 

abhor being forced to serve otheT creatures, and will 

always take revenge tor such an affront. 

Environment: Maedar are most often encountered 

in areas frequented by their medusa mates, primarily 

warm marsh environments* 

Typical Physical Characteristics: A typical maedar is 5 

to 7 feet tall and about the same weight as a human. 

Alignment: Maedar share the same calculating cruelty 

of their mates, making the majority of them lawful evil. 

"typical rheasvjre 

Maedar value jewels and jewelry above all else and can 

typically be found with approximately 800 gp worth of 

gems and a few potions (usually bull's strength and two 

fjoiions of cure light wounds}, 

Maedurs as Characters 
The favored class of a maedar is ranger, Maedar cler¬ 

ics' have access to two of the following domains: Earth, 

Healing, Knowledge, and Protection, Although medusae 

and maedar both respect Skoraeus the Living Rock, they 

do not typically worship any deity in particular. 

C Jyptar 
A glvplar is a tiny crystal infused with the spirit of a mae¬ 

dar* It typically forms below the earth, and cannot free 

itself from being buried Rem oving a glyptar intact from 

the ground allows the maedaris spirit to animate the crys¬ 

tal Able to fly at a speed of 25 feet per round, with perfect 

maneuverability, the glyptar retains the maedafs mental 

ability scores (hit, Wis, ChaJ and memories. 

A glyptar can use animate objects, as the spell (caster level 

20th) at will, on any inorganic object if firmly attached 

to it it has direct control over any object it animates. A 

glyptar set in the hilt or handle of a melee weapon allows 

the weapon to function as if it has the dancing quality, 

allowing the glyptar to make attacks with the weapon 

using the maedar’s base attack bonus and Strength bonu s 

on damage rolls. Setting the crystal in the eye of a stone 

statue allows the -glyptar to animate the statue, A glyptar 

can animate a pari of a larger object (such as a section of 

a wall), although it cannot control an area larger than ig 

feet on a side. When attached lio a magic item the glypLar 

makes Use Magic Device checks to activate the item as 

if it had 10 ranks in that skill (or the maedar's ranks, if 

higher). All of these effects end if the glyptar is removed 

from or removes itself from the item. 

A glyptar retains all of the maedar's powers, except for 

the ability to transfer its essence. It can use its stone to 

Jksh attack and can use this power through any object it 

animates, A glyptar can use its earth walk ability, taking 

any object it animates with it, A glyptar' also has the same 

traits as a construct. It has both darkvision out tope feet 

arid low-light vision. 

A glyptar only cooperates with living beings when it 

chooses Lo do so. It cannot speak but can use an appro¬ 

priate animated object to write out messages in any lan¬ 

guage that the maedar understood. 

Shattering a glyptarrs stone destroys it and frees the 

maedafs spirit to take its place in the afterlife. A glyptar 

has damage reduction 8/adamantine and 5 hit points. 

Maedar Lore 

Characters with ranks in Knowledge (nature) can learn 

more about maedars. When a character makes a success¬ 

ful skill check, the following lore is revealed, including 

the information from lower DCs, 

Knowledge (nature) 

DC Result 

19 A maedar's fists are as hard as adamantine. They 

have numerous earth-ralated powers and can turn a 

medusa's victim back into flesh. 

Note: Often referred to as: memory moss, ohhyiax is lit¬ 

tle more than a small patch of black moss with a unique 

ability. This hazard can steal the memories offhoseryho 

wander too close, including the spells of spell casters, 

and be stow this knowledge to a spawned mossling. This 

moss ling is mobile.-and can cast the spells stolen during 

its creation. Refer to Ihe Memory Hazard sidebar for the 

quali ties of obliviax as a hazard, 

QBLIVIAX MOSSLING CR 1 

Always NE Diminutive plant 

Init +2$ Senses blindsight 60 ft.; Listen +1, Spot +1 

AC 16, touch Id, flat-footed 14 

(t4 size, -r-2 Dex) 

hp 9 (1 HD) 

Immune critical hits, gaze attacks.; illusions, mind-affecting 

effects, paralysis, poison, polymorph, sleep effects, stunning, 

visual effects 

SR 12 

Fort 44, Ref +2, Will +1 
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Speed 20 ft. (4 squares) 

Melee slam -1 (Id2-3) 

Space 2-1/2ft.; Reach 2-1/2 ft. 

Base Atk +0; Grp -IS 

Special Actions stolen spells 

Abilities Sir 5, Dex IS, Con 14, Int 8, WIs 13, Cha IA 

$Q camouflage, plant traits 

Feats Toughness 

Skills Hide+14, Move Silently+6 

Advancement 2-4 HD (Tiny); 5-10 HD (Small) 

Blindsight (Ex) An obJiviax mossllng’s enti re body is .a primitive 

sensory organ that can ascertain prey by scent and vibration 

within 60 feet An abJiviax Is bfind {but has the blindsight 

special quality}, with immunity to gaze attacks, visual effects, 

illusions, and other attack forms that rely on sight 

Stolen Spells (5p) An obliviax moss ling can cast some of the 

spells stolen by its pa rent patch of obliviax whe n it was created. 

Although all the spells are stolen, an obliviax mosslihg can 

only cast spells of a level equal to or lower than its Hit Dice, 

The caster level for a stolen spell is the minimum caster level 

needed to cast the spell, regardless of the original caster’s 

level. The save DCs are Charisma-based. The moss]mg casts 

its stolen spells as if they were spell-like abilities, although 

once it casts a spell, it cannot reuse that spell. If the obliviax 

stole the memories of a spellcaster who does not prepare 

spells, then the remaining spells per day are determined 

randomly from the casters list of spells known. 

Camouflage (Ex) Obliviax mosslings appear like mounds of 

ordinary moss while stationary. Creatures must make a DC 

20 Spot check to notice one before it attacks. Anyone with 

ranks in Knowledge (nature) can use that skill instead of Spot 

to notice the mdssjmg. 

An obliviax continually hungers for the memories of 

intelligent creatures, leading adventurers to call it 

"memory moss.” This moss first evolved by growing 

upon the graves of powerful spellcasteis or the fallen 

towers of besieged wizards. Although obliviaxes can 

gain some sustenance from soil and water, they crave 

the mental energy of living creatures, which give the 

plants vitality and nourishment The sensations of 

what life is like for mobile creatures allow the moss 

to see the world beyond its limited area of influence. 

Strategies and Tactics 
A patch of memory moss tries to steal the memories 

and spells of any intelligent creature it can sense. 

The bane of most spellcasters, an obliviax is selective 

enough to target them first (preferring wizards, then 

clerics, then other spelleasters) before non-spellcast- 

ers. An obliviax targets- a new creature every round 

with its memory theft ability until its attack suc¬ 

ceeds, at which point it reaches satiation and. does 

not attack again for 24 hours. 

If opponents attack an obliviax afixT it has stolen 

spells from a creature, it forms a mo5sling. The moss 

has no other means of defense and is basically help¬ 

less without stolen spells, Obliviaxes are aware of each 

other, but do nothing to aid others of their kind. 

Ecology 

Evil beings sometimes plant obliviax moss-to act as 

guardians or spies, utilizing the secrets they steal. 

Some cults of the demon princess Zuggtmoy have 

reportedly been working with obliviaxes in exchange 

for the pro.mis.e of giving them bodies to move 

around in. An obliviax can be safely transported in a 

lead box to block its powers, as it gladly attacks any 

creature trying to use the moss for its own ends. 

Environment: Ohliviaxes prefer warmer climates 

good balance between wet and dry seasons* 

but cannot abide Loo much water, excessive cold, or 

desert climates. Dbliviax.es most commonly grow 

on tree trunks, high branches* fallen logs, or on 

large piles of rot ten leaves. Rarely, small colonies of 

memory moss grow in poorly lit tunnels or caverns. 

New obliviaxes sprout from spores blown, about by 

the wind or fr om sprigs inadvertently tracked about 

by a mobile creature. Although obliviaxes do not 

require sunlight to grow, th£y do need 

daylight to trigger spore production 

and are therefore not normally found 

in subterranean areas. While more 

- than one obliviax often grows 

w in the same area* they do not 

cooperate with each other in 

any way and compete for the best 

availsble memories. 
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Obllvtax (OR 2)!:pb(ivtaxt or memory moss, feds offthe 
_ 

: A. patch, of ^obliviax can. continuous! 

After successfully reading a creatures thoughts, an obliv- 

iax can immediately ^determine ifthe. creature is a spell- 

caster- This ability function5 like detect svft except that the 

t aura 

On the round following detection, an obliviax can osteal 

the memories of an intelligent creature within bo feet. It 
„14. JTU iZ m car__ 

fj creature must succeed dm a have or lose, all l 

8. recofcction of the last 24 hours, if the target is; a-spetf | 

caster who prepares spells, all prepared spells are lost 

until the target rests to prepare them again. If the target 

target loses all reforming spells per day'until he rests c 

C again. An affected creature takes 161,■points' 
l : 4 "' ' . , wh ,' , 4; 

v%dom-. 

damage, becoming baffled and disoriented, with Ij 

totally.! This, is : a mihd-affecting cornpulsion effect This 

c:ijp|; -csihhdtihei 

similar spells. Obiiviaxes prefer the memories of arcane 

spell casters who prepare speiis above all others. ... 

An obliviax can form a tiny part of Itself into a vague 5 
moss imitation of the creature whose memories It 

most recently stole, forming such a mosslmg takes 

i round. The mosslmg: allows the obliviax to cast any 

spells ft has stolen. This mosslmg never strays farther 

than 30 feet from Its parent moss patch; .After steal in; 

one creatures memories, a patch of obliviax goes i 

raant for'24 hours to digest its meal while Its mcsslmg 
remain* anlnrtdfv 6n defend W ' ’ ■ 

v. 

■ r®8ains a mm ate to defend it. 

Typical Physical Characteristics: A patch, of Obliviaxis 

roughly 4^GOt square and weighs less than 1 pound. 

Alignment: Both parent patches of obliviax and 

mosslings harbor an innate hatred of mobile beings 

and thus are almost always neutral evil. 

For Player Characters 
A exeatur.e can regain its stolen memories, ox. gain 

memories stolen from someone else, by eating the 

obliviax patch that stole them (the patch, not the 

moss ling). As a full-round action, a creature can 

scrape up an obliviax and ingest the entire moss 

while:it is still alive. The eater must succeed on a DC 

15 fortitude save or take id^ points of Constitution 

damage and be sickened for 3d6 minutes. A delay poi¬ 

son or neutralize poison spell removes the effect from 

the sickened creature. Creatures with immunity 

to poison are unaffected and creatures resistant to 

poison receive their normal bonus on their saving 

throw s. If the mossling is killed before the patch is 

eaten, the memories and spells it stole cannot be 

recovered by any means short of a wish or miracle: 

If the eater succeeds on his saving throw, he 

gains all Lhe memories and whatever uncast spells 

the obliviax had remaining. If the eater was not the 

obliviax s victim, he retains the memories and spells 

for 24 hours. Any remaining spells are considered 

temporary bonus spells, and the caster level for a 

stolen spell is the minimum caster level needed to 

cast the spell, regardless of Lhe original casters level. 

In order to successfully cast any of the stolen spells, 

a character must succeed on either a Spell craft check 

or an Intelligence check (DC 16 4 spell level) or the 

spells fizzle away harmlessly when cast. 

ObWiux Lore 
Characters with ranks in Knowledge (nature) can: 

learn more about obliviaxes. When a- character makes 

a successful skill check, the following lore is revealed,; 

including the information from lower DCs, 

Knowledge (nature) 

DC Result 

12 An obliviax is a dangerous plan 

- llBSi 
17 An obliviax can spawn a small plant creature known 

as a mossling that can cast the spells stolen by the 

parent moss. They favor the memories of arcane 

spell casters. These mosslrngs also know the stolen 

memories of their victims. 

SCARECROW CR 3 

Always N Medium construct 

Init +0; Senses all-around vision, darkvision 60 ft,, low-light 

vision; Listen 40, Spot +4 
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Aura unsettling presence(60 ft., DC 12) 

La ngu ages u rt d e rsta nds c reato r's a rd ers 

AC 14, touch 10t flat-footed 14 

(+4 natural) 

hp 47 (5 HD); DR 5/sfashing or bludgeoning 

Immune cold, construct immunities 

Fort+1, Ref +1, Will +1 

Weakness vulnerability to fire 

Speed 20 ft. (4 squares) 

Melee 2 claws +5 each (ld6+2 plus cowering touch) 

Base Atk +3; Grp +5 

Special Actions cowering gaze, cowering touch 

Abilities Str IS, Dex 10, Con —, Int—?,‘Wis 11, Cha 10 

SQ camouflage, construct traits 

Feats — 

Skills Search +4r Spot +4 

Advancement 6-10 HD (Medium); 11-15 HD (Large) 

All-Around Vision (Ex) A scarecrow's rotating head gives ft a +4 

racial bonus on Spot and Search checks, and it can’t be flanked. 

Unsettling Presence (Su) A scarecrow can unsettle foes with 

its mere presence. The ability takes effect automatically 

whenever it attacks. Creatures within a 60-foot radius 

with fewer HD than the scarecrow must succeed on 

a DC 12 Will save or become shaken for 2d6 rounds. A 

•creature that succeeds at this save remains i mmune to the 

scarecrow's unsettling presence for 24 hours. The save DC 

Is Charisma-based, 

Cowering Gaze (Su) Once per round, as a standard action, a 

scarecrow can focus its. gaze oh one creature within 40 feet. 

Any intelligent humanoid that meets the scarecrow's gaze 

must succeed on a DC 12 Will saving throw or cower for 2d4 

rounds^ The save DC is Charisma-based, 

Cowering Touch (Su) If a scarecrow hits with a daw attack, the 

victim must succeed on a DC 12 Will saving throw or cower 

for ld4 rounds. The save DC is Charisma-based. 

Camouflage (Ex) Since an animated scarecrow looks like an 

.ordinary scarecrow when at rest, it takes a DC 20 Spot check 

to notice anything unusual before it attacks. Anyone with 

ranks in Knowledge (arcana) or Knowledge (nature) can use 

one of those skiils instead of Spot to notice the scarecrow. 

Skills A scarecrow has a +4 racial bonus on Search and Spot checks. 

The scarecrow is a. magically created automaton, much 

less .powerful than a golem due to, its simple construction 

methods. A scarecrow obeys its creator without question. 

Strategies andTaetjes 
A scarecrow uses its gaze attack to incapacitate an 

opponent before entering melee. A victim meeting 

its gaze stands and gapes, rooted to the spot, while 

the scarecrow tears it to pieces with its twig and straw 

daws. If a scarecrow faces numerous foes, it tries to 

immobilize opponents with its gaze attack to deal with 

them later, A scarecrow always attacks until destroyed 

or ordered to stop. 

Because of their combustible construction, scare¬ 

crows are- especially susceptible to fire and avoid it 

unless ordered otherwise. 

A scarecrow sometimes lies motionless, often hanging 

in a field like a mundane scare crow. When its creator 

commands (or when foes come near), it springs to life 

and attacks, with its claws. 

Ecology 

Scarecrows are mindless constructs and do not eat, 

sleep, or breathe. Scarecrows exist only to serve their 

creators without regard to their own safety. They obey 

simple instructions from their creators, endlessly fol¬ 

lowing orders if they require no interpretation. 
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Evil clerics who venerate Nerull or vengeful dei¬ 

ties of nature or agriculture most commonly create 

scarecrows as simple guardians or assassins, Druids or 

Farmers who join secretive evil cults use scarecrows to 

terrorize their neighbors. 

Environment: Scarecrows are found anywhere 

humanoids live, especially rural areas. 

Typical Physical Characteristics: A scarecrow is usu¬ 

ally 6 feet tall and weighs 50 pounds. Each scarecrow' 

has a unique appearance, although its body and limbs 

are always made of cut wood (often broomsticks or 

garden stakes) hound together with rope. This frame 

is covered with cloth stuffed with grass or straw. A bul¬ 

bous, hollowed vegetable such as a pumpkin 01 gourd 

serves as the head. Its leg and elbow joints are double- 

jointed, and the head.can rotate in all directions. When 

a scarecrow- uses its gaze attack, the lights in its eyes 

flare menacingly. 

Intentionally creating a conscious scarecrow requires 

urikutfow as an additional construction prerequisite 

and a caster level of 9th. 

Dread Scarecrows 
Necromancers and other practitioners of the black- 

arts sometimes bind an undead spirit to a scarecrow, 

granting it additional powers. A dread scarecrow is a 

quested scarecrow with the following additional abili¬ 

ties: It has resistance to electricity 5, often wields a 

scythe (and gains proficiency with it), and gains the 

curse of pestilence special ability. 

Curse of Pestilence (Su) A dread scarecrow can use 

summon swarm 3/d ay (CL 5th). The swarm only attacks 

its chosen target. 

A dread scarecrow is CR 4. Its alignment is always 

neutral evil and requires summon sivorm as an addi¬ 

tional prerequisite fox construction. 

Typical Treasure 

Scarecrows do not collect treasure, 

For PJuyer Characters 
While few adventurers would consider a scarecrow 

when budding a construct guardian, their low- cost 

and ease of construction make them a common 

choice among icwr-!evel spdlcasters. In addition to the 

following basic construction, a number of common 

variants exist as well. 

Construction 
A scarecrow is built from wood. It also requires 

securing two candles with continual jlame inside 

the pumkin head. The materials cost 5.00 gp. The 

creature's master can assemble the body himself or 

hire someone else to do the job. Creating the body 

requires a DC 15 Craft (weaving) ox a DC 15 Craft 

(woodworking) check. 

.CL 7th; Craft Construct, cause fear, fesser geas, and 

mndin^ Price 5,000 gp; Cost 2,750 gp + 1S0 XR 

Conscious Scarecrows 
Scarecrows are occasionally created, whether purpose¬ 

fully or accidentally, with gourds that grew oh unhal¬ 

lowed ground. Such scarecrows might spontaneously 

gain a fiendish sentience and no longer follow' their 

creators1 commands (unless they choose to do so). Such 

scarecrows stalk the night, hating all humanoids and 

killing any they encounter. 

Conscious scarecrows have an Intelligence- of io and 

gain feats and skills as appropriate to their Hit Dice. 

A typical conscious scarecrow selects Ability Focus 

(cowering touch) and Weapon Focus, (claw) for feats. Its 

alignment is always neutral evil. A conscious scarecrow 

has a Level Adjustment of -1-4 and is CR 4. 

Quested Scarecrows 
Scarecrows can be constructed to slay a specific tar¬ 

get creature. To do so, the clothes worn by the scare¬ 

crow must come from the intended victim (or in the 

case of a non-humanoid, bits of fur, scales, skin, and 

so on) A quested scarecrow focuses Its attacks on 

the intended victim, only attacking others to get to 

the target. Once it has slain its intended victim, the 

scarecrow crumbles into dust. 

A quested scarecrow has the following additional 

special quality: 

Locate Target (Su) A quested scarecrow can hunt its 

programmed victim as if it were continu ously under 

the effects of a locate creature spell, (caster level nth). 

Quested scarecrows require geas/quest rather than 

fes&nr Jeds as a construction prerequisite and a caster 

level of-nth. 

Scarecrow Lore 

Characters with ranks in Knowledge (arcana) can learn 

more about scarecrows. When a character makes a suc¬ 

cessful skill check, the following lore is revealed, includ¬ 

ing the information horn lower DCs. 

Knowledge (arcana) 

DC Res oft 

Both a scarecrow's gaze and touch have 3 power 

that causes victims to ebWer in fegf. 

appear mundane and .can rotate its head fully to see 

Scarecrows sometimes gain consciousness and 

hunt living beings. Others can be crafted with 

special p^ers to track and slay a chosen victim. 
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CHEATUKE CATALOG VI 

, SEEOKOACH 
Scuftf/mj toward you isict sipMTiTi.veff the size of a rat* Aftfiouqh 

if is shaped much //fee it cocferaach, its head ends in a stranqv 

duster of lubes and points. On closer observation, its la]s hit 

mom tiki' sticks, and its body has a barklike appearance. 

SEEDROACH CR 1 

Always N Tiny plant 

Init +2; Senses darkvision 60 ft,, low-fi gilt vision; Listen +0, Spot +3 

AC 16, touch 14, flat-footed 14 

(+2 size, +2 Dex, 4-2 natural) 

hp 14(2 HD) 

Immune plant immunities 

Resist cold 10, electricity 10 

Fort +4, Ref +2, Will +0 

Weakness vulnerable to fire 

Speed 10 ft. (6 squares), climb 20 ft. 

Melee bite +5 (ld4-l plus inject seed) 

Space 2-1/2 ft.; Reach 2-1/2 ft. 

Base Atk cl; Grp -3 

Atk Options inject seed 

Abilities Str 9r Dex 15, Con 12, Int I, Wls 11, Cha 3 

Feats To u g h h ess, We a p o n Fin esses 

Skills Climb +7, Hide +11, Move Silently +3, Spot +3 

Advancement — 

Inject Seed (Ex) The bite of a seed roach carries with it a seed 

that incubates in ffesh. Any creature bitten by a seed roach 

must succeed at a DC 12 Fortitude save or the seed takes 

root. Treat the seed like a disease with an incubation period of 

1 day that deals ld4 points of Dexterity damage each day as 

the seed grows. During this period, the victim grows stiff 

and wooden, his skin gaining a barklike texture. Any 

creature that reaches 0 Dex as a result of the seed 

transform's into a cockroach tree (see below). Two 

successful saving throws in a row kills the seeds. 

The save DC is Constitution based, 

Wh en th e seeds a re growi n g, a rem one disease 

spell halts-their growth, and a DC 20 Heal check 

cuts Them out. Regardless of the result, a Heal 

check made in this manner deals ld4 points of 

damage to the victim. Once the victim has.turned into a 

cockroach tree, o.rily a limited wish, wish, or miracle spell 

.can return him to life.; 

Fort +10, Ref +8, Will +4 

Weakness swarm vulnerabilities, vulnerability to fire 

Speed 30 ft (6 squares), climb 20 ft, 

ftelee swarm (3d6 plus inject seed) 

Space TO ft.; Reach 0 ft. 

Base Atk +10; Grp — 

Atk Options distraction, inject seed 

Abilities Str 9, Dex 15, Con 12, Int l,Wisll,Cha3 

SQ swarm traits 

Feats Ability Focus {inject seed), Improved Initiative, Lightning 

Reflexes, Stealthy, Toughness, Weapon Finesse0 

Skills Climb +7, Hide +15, Listen +2, Move Silently +7, Spot +5 

Advancement — 

Inject Seed (Ex) As above, but the Fortitude save DC to resist is 

20 and the seeds deal Id6 points of Dexterity damage per 

failed save. The save DC is Constitution based 

Distraction (Ex) Fortitude DC 18, nauseated 1 round. The save 

DC is Constitution based. 

Seedro-aches are the mobile reproductive stage of the 

horrible cockroach tree. 

Strategies and Tactics 
Seedroaches do: not possess great tactical abilities. They 

prefer to stalk lone creatures, following them fbr mile's 

in an attempt to isolate and inject prey with 

their deadly seeds. Once a seedroaeh has 

SEEDROACH SWARM CR 7 

Always N Tiny plant (swarm) 

Inrt +6; Senses darkytsitin 60 ft,, low-light vision; 

Listen +2, Spot+5___ 

AC 16, touch 14* flat-footed 14 

(+2size, +2 Dex,+2 natural) 

hp 80 (14 HD) 

Immune plant immunities, swarm immunities 

Resist cold 10, electricity 10; ha If damage from piercing and 

slashing weapons 
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successfully injected a seed, it does not try to escape, 

especially if it can distract its opponents from oilier 

seedroaciies waiting to strike. They fear fire, and flee it 

if possible. 

Sometimes, cockroach trees disgorge whole swarms 

of seedfoaches. When swarming, secdroaches have no 

regard fox their own. safety, engulfing and injecting ail 

living things in their path. 

Ecology 

The cockroach tree is. one of the few plants capable 

of growing in even the most blighted magical waste¬ 

lands. Tt doesn't need water, or even sunlight, to sur¬ 

vive, so long as it holds a reservoir of blood within. 

It giowTs no leaves on its twisted branches, instead 

forming dozens of chattering, twitching seedroaches. 

These seedroaches are disgorged when the tree has 

access to water, sun, or blood (such as that of a crea¬ 

ture killed near its roots). 

A seedroach has a life span of six months after 

being released from its tree and can survive on only 

a minimal amount of water. Few creatures can stand 

to eaL seedroaches, but ghouls seem to appreciate 

their flavor, Seedroaches are not especially particu¬ 

lar about their hosts., although they seem to show a 

peculiar affinity to humanoid victims. When a seed- 

roach bites, it injects a small but rapidly growing 

seed, which swiftly begins converting its host into 

plant matteu By the time the unfortunate creature is 

rendered immobile, it is entirely plant matter except 

for a central hollow, which fills, with the remainder 

of the creature's blood. The new cockroach tree takes 

root and begins to produce seedroadies. Within three 

months, the sapling lias grown seedroach buds, and 

the cycle soon begins anew. 

Seedrcaches are highly controversial creatures among 

druids. Some view them as symbolic of nature's ability 

to survive in the most brutal of conditions, whereas oth¬ 

ers view them as an infectious menace, a corruption of 

the natural order. 

A cockroach tree has hardness 5, 50 hit points, DR 5/ 

slashing* and fire vulnerability, IL is incapable of action 

but at .any time has 2dfi seedroaches that it can unleash 

to defend itself. 

Environment. Cockroach trees are capable of growing 

anywhere, and scedroaches can roam great distances in 

search of hosts. Only the most remote reaches of the 

world are safe from them. Oddly, they seem to avoid areas 

already rich in plant life—few forests harbor cockroach 

trees, but they nre often found in grasslands or savannas. 

Typical Physical Characteristics: A seedroach resem¬ 

bles a cockroach about iS inches long. Its body has the 

appearance ot wood or bark, and strange fibers, grow 

from its shells. A seedroach. weighs about 4 pounds. 

Cockroach trees can grows to up to 40 feet tall. 

Alignment: Scedroaches are imbued with only the 

slightest intelligence—they are incapable of making 

the-moral decisions necessary to have any alignment 

other than neutral. Cockroach trees are completely 

non-intelligenh although it is rumored that some 

still retain memories of their original lives and might 

spare those they once knew. 

Treasure 

Scedroaches are incapable of carrying treasure. Cock¬ 

roach trees, however, sometimes have the remnants of 

the original creature’s possessions—equivalent to 300 

gold pieces—scattered around their roots. 

Seedroach Lore 
Characters with ranks in Knowledge (nature) can learn 

more about see (broaches. When a character makes a 

successful skill check, the following lore is revealed, 

including the information from lower DCs. 

Knowledge (nature) 

DC Result 

16 See dr cache s’carry diseases that can turn those bitten 

by them into a tree. 

ti- : 

cockroach tree,, and a nyone who succumbs to 

their bite risks becoming one.The seeds can be cut 

See d re ac h es so m et f m es fo rm swa rm 5 of 

dozens of individuals, biting and infecting all 

in their path. 

SLUG, GIANT CR 7 

Always N Huge vermin 

Irrlt -1; Senses darkvisioh 60 ft,; Listen +0, Spot +0 

AC 15, touch 7, flat-footed 15 

(-2 size*-! Dex, +& natural) 

hp 114(12 HD); DR 10/slashmg or piercing 

Immune acid, mind affecting.effects 

Fort +13, Ref +| Will +4 

Speed 30 ft (6 squares), burrow 20 ft. 

Melee bite +15 each (2d6+12 plus ld6 add) 

Ranged spit +6 ranged touch (6d6 acid) 
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Space 15 ft.; Reach 10 ft. 

Base Atk +?; Grp +25 

Atk Options acid bite, acid spit 

Abilities Str 26, Dex 8, Con 21, fnt —, Wis 

10, Cha 7 

SQ rubbery form, vermin traits 

Feats — 

Skills Move Silently +7 

Advancement 13-20 HD (Huge); 21- 

36 HD (Gargantuan) 

Acid Bite (Ex) A giant slug's bite deals 

idfi points of add damage in 

addition to any other damage 

It deals. This damage is not 

doubled on a critical hit. 

Add Spit (Ex) Giant slugs can spit 

a ball of caustic saliva with a 

range of 20 feet, as a ranged 

touch attack. This attack deals 

fid6 points, of acid damage on a 

successful hit Clothing and 

armor worn by the target 

of this spit dissolves 

and becomes useless 

Immediately unless the 

item succeeds on a DC 21 

Reflex save, the save DC is 

Constftution-based. 

Rubbery Form (Ex) The body of 

a giant slug is very rubbery, 

allowing It to squeeze 

th rough spaces normally much 

too small for its bulk. A giant slug can move through a space 

10 feet wide without squeezing., A giant sfug can also move 

through a space 5 feet wide by taking the standard penalties 

for squeezing. 

Skills A giant slug has a +8- racial bonus on Move Silently checks. 

Those who frequently travel through swamps and decrepit 

sewers know to be on then guard whenever they cross § 

fresh trail of slime* because a giant slug might have recently 

pxissed by. Known for their voracious appetite and relent¬ 

less-pursuit, giant slugs are dangerous predators. 

Strategies and Tactics 
In combat, a giant slug uses its acid spit as often as pos¬ 

sible upon the nearest opponents. Those who get too 

close or intentionally engage the creature in melee are 

subject to its terrible bite and caustic saliva. 

and full of broad dull teeth. As vicious as their bite is, giant 

slugs are also well known tor their terrible acidic spit, 

which is capable o.t melting nearly any substance. 

Environment Giant slugs bye almost exclusively under¬ 

ground and in swampy settings, only venturing to drier 

country under the most dire circumstances. Giant slugs 

avoid large bodies of salt water at all costs ns such liquid 

can kill them. Even a bucket of salt water is sufficient to 

scare them away (although causing no actual harm). 

Typical Physical Characteristics; The average giant 

slug grows to be nearly 14 feet long, capable of stretching 

out its bulk to' nearly the same height. An adult' giant 

slug weighs about 12,0po-pounds. 

Alignment* Giant slugs are mindless predators whose 

only care is their next me aI making- them neutral. 

Ecology 

Similar to their tiny cousins, giant slugs have long-mottled 

brown and green bodies with a pair of eyestalks on top 

their heads, that stare with an unthinking hunger. Beneath 

their eyestalks is a wide maw, dripping with caustic slime 

lypical Treasure 
Since giant slugs are nomadic and have no use for magic 

items, they, are rarely found with any treasure, alth ough 

canny adventurers might follow their trails to find the 

leavings of past victims. 
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Giant Slug I.ore 
Characters with ranks in Knowledge (nature) can learn 

more about giant slugs. When a character makes a 

successful skill check, the following lore is revealed, 

including the information from lower DCs. 

Knowledge (nature) 

DC Result 

S |jj|| tit sfugsare simjlarfo 1 

save for the corrosive add that drips from their 

f - tferric Th^reMt rey^fs ^ . 

22 Giant si ugs can spit thei r add at nearby foes. This stuff is 

so potent that it can disolve armor tn seconds. 

. submersing One in salt water is fatal. 

SPRING HEEL 
. muscular figure hounds info view, its i tJjgjrigjfiery rye 

toll fippeiimnw 

CR 8 SPRINGHEEL 

Usually CF Medium Fey 

Init -h9; Senses low-light vision; Listen *15, Spot *15 

Aura Frightful presence(30 ft., DC 19) 

Languages Common, Sylvan 

AC 25, touch 19, flat-footed 20; Dodge, Mobility 

(+5 Dexr+4 natural, +4 deflection, +2 armor) 

bp 65:(10 HD); fast healing 3; DR 10/cold iron 

Resist Fire 10 

Fort *10, Ref *16, Will *13; evasion 

Speed 40 ft. (S squares) 

Melee 2 daws *11 (ld6+6) 

Ranged fiery spittle.+10 ranged touch (4d6 fire) 

Base Attack *5; Grp +11 

Atk Options Spring Attack, magic strike, pounce 

Special Actions fiery spittle 

Abilities Sir 22, Dex 20, Con 17, Int 13, Wis 14, Cha 18 

SQ feather fall, great leap, unearthly grace 

Feats Dodge, improved initiative. Mobility, Spring Attack 

Skills Balance +20, Hide *18, Jump +35, Listen +15,. Move 

Silen tly +18, Spot +15, Turn ble +2G 

Advancement by character class; Favored Class rogue 

Level Adjustment +6 

Frightful Presence (Ex) A springhed can inspire terror by 

charging or attacking. Affected creatures become shaken 

for as long as they remain with 30 Feet of the sprmgheeL 

Opponents who make their saves areimmuneto its fri ghtfu I 

presence for 24 hours. The save DC is Charisma-based. 

Evasion (Ex) ffexpqsed to an effect that normally .allows a Reflex 

save for half damage, a-springhed takes no .damage on .a 

successful save. 

Pounce (Ex) When a springhed charges, it can make a full attack. 

Fiery Spittle (Su) Once every ld4 rounds, a springhed can spit 

a globule of blue and white flames at an opponent up to 

120 feet away, A creature struck by fiery spittle must make 

a DC 18 Reflex save or catch on fire. The fire burns for Ld4 

rounds and can be put out with a move action. The save DC 

is Constitution-based. 

Feather Fal I (Su) A sprln ghed takes no da mage from fall in g any 

distance. The springhed loses this ability when immobilized 

or helpless. 

Great Leap (Su) A springhed always makes jump checks as If it 

were running and had the Run feat, enabling it to make long 

jumps without a running start. 

Unearthly Grace (Su) A springhed adds Its Charisma modifier 

as a bonus on saving throws and as a deflection bonus to its 

Armor Class.This bonus is already Included in its statistics. 

Skills A springhed gains a +10 racial bonus on all Jump checks. 

The wicked fey known as springheels are embodi¬ 

ments of the senseless violence that plagues civiliza¬ 

tion. Urban creatures, they prefer to prey on the weak 

and defenseless. 

Strategies and Tactics 
Springheels attack randomly and from surprise if they 

are able. They leap from hiding to affect as many crea¬ 

tures as possible with their frightful presence* then 

pounce on the nearest lightly armored target. Llliey pre¬ 

fer to avoid engaging heavily armed, and armored fb.es 

in melee, instead spewing fiery boluses at them. Spring- 

heels are in constant motion on the battlefield, leaping 

and tumbling from place to place to avoid attacks. They 

fear cold iron weapons and often flee fights against foes 

so armed. Springheels are not reluctant; to retreat, caring 

more for the terror and pain caused by their assaults 

than actually killing foes, 

EcoGgy 
Springheels are as much a part of the natural world as 

any fey* but they form a particularly brutal and malicious 

embodiment. Some druids believe that springheels are 

nature's response to cities, an assault against civiliza¬ 

tion. Although springheels kill without hesitation; they 

do not consume the bodies of their victims* but they 

might mutilate them. Sages theorize that they feed. uot 

on fresh, hut on pain, and terror. 

Most members of the upper classes refuse Lo believe 

that springheels exist, pre I erring to think oftiiem as leg¬ 

ends told by their inferiors to scare each other. Sightings 

are attributed to either drunken pranks dr hysteria, and 

the murders they cause are blamed on more mundane 

killers. The victims of a springheel, of course, believe 

in them, but their tales are all too often dismissed. 

All springheels have a vicious sense of humor, and 

sometimes a springhed will make more public 
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DC Result 

ipringneeis are uroan rey that leap great distances 

and attack people, seemingly at random. They have a 

fiery breath and inspire fear by their very presence. 

Some say that the first springheel was a mad druid 

who gave u p his hu ma mty i n excba nge fo r th e abi J ity 

to punish the sins of civilization, w 

appearances in better parts of town, savoring the panic 

its random attacks cause and the bungling attempts of 

authorities to stop it, 

Springheels are usually solitary creatures, but they 

occasionally form, vicious gangs of up to six individu¬ 

als. Other evil fey such as splinterwaifs and redcaps 

(Monster Mahwal fll) might join in the murderous 

festivities. Female springheels are either rare or very 

secretive—few encounters with these creatures are 

with a female. 

Environment: Springheels are found wherever 

people congregate in large numbers—most often 

in human cities, but dwarven citadels have reported 

attacks by similar creatures. They gravitate toward 

large communities, stalking slums and shantytowns in 

search of meals. They prefer to attack the poor, as their 

plight is more easily ignored and disappearances are 

less frequently questioned. 

Typical Physical Characteristics: A springhecl super¬ 

ficially resembles an athletic human, standing between 

5 and 6 feet tall and weighing 140 pounds. 

Alignment: Springheels are, by their very nature, 

violent and deranged. They are most often chaotic evil, 

although a few particularly cunning and restrained 

individuals might be neutral evil It is even rumored 

that a springheel sometimes decides to play pranks 

on or protect the poor instead of feed on them, 

becoming chaotic neutral or (in extreme situa- > Jr 

tip ns) even chaotic gpod. MM A 

ly pi Cul Treasure 
In addition to their trademark mas¬ 

ter work leather armor, springheels 

collect treasure from their victims, 

preferring items that increase their 

already phenomenal mobility or 

Armor Class. They have standard treasure for a CR S 

creature, roughly 3,400 gp, with most of that value in 

magic items. 

Springheel Lore 
Characters with ranks in Knowledge (local) or Kiiowl- 

edge (nature) can learn more about spfirigheels. 

When a character makes a Successful skill check, Lhe 

following lore is revealed, including the information 

from lower DCs, 

Knowledge (local) 

DC Result 

dpporkpihaf 

24 Th ose stories a re tm e—there-a re n asty m o n s Le rs 

called springheels that hunt people in the 

slums. Some say they can breathe fire. 



m. ■ y 

“Hunger is miseiy; ajull stomach is trouble." 
—Haitian Proverb Souls are the root of all life. Whether mortal laborer* pro¬ 

fane lich, or serene astral deva, nearly all creatures of 

the multiverse possess this animating spark. All, except 

devourers. Lacking such vital animus, these undead 

scour the planes, glutting their impossible hunger in an 

endless blasphemy against all the laws of existence. 

Githyanld life ends in one of three ways: death in combat, 

execution by mandate of cruel racial laws, or sacrifice to 

Vlaakith, their dreaded Lich-Queen, Beyond service and 

glory in battle, there is little future for the servants of the 

githyanld empire. Even 'the most sue cess fill and skilled must 

eventually submit to the '"ultimate honor/' their souk con¬ 

sumed by the lich-Queen to fuel her profane immortality. 

Such is the way of the githyanld-—a bleak, hopeless march to 

glories lew survive to see. Those who rebel arc hunted with 

the utmost prejudice. 

In the sixth century of the last VlaaJdth's rule, a cunning 

warlock named XmfyiiL rose through the ranks of the lich 

Queen's legions. The intense warlord became a hero to his 

people, leading his armies to victory after hollow victory at the 

lich Queer/s whimsy Droves of sycophants flocked to the war- 

lock, and any who survived his rigorous testing gained places 

as his apprentices. Buying Iris armiesr loyalties with the spoils 

of conquered worlds and promises of eternal glory, Xmfyrif s 

legions became more akin to cults of devoted followers. Yet the 
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KNOWLEDGE OF THE DEVOURER 
The following table shows the results of 3 Knowledge (religion) check as it relates 

to devourers. A Knowledge (the planes) check might reveal the same information, 

but the check DCs are always 5 higher. Information about devourers-Is most likely 

to come from a planar scholar, 10remaster, or githyanki. The devourer appears on 

page 58 of the: Monster Manual. 

Knowledge (religion) 

DC Result 

22 The creature you face is a devourer, a powerful undead being from 

26 Devours can drain life force from a distance and can trap and consume a 

creature's very soul. This soul energy fuels a variety of death-related maei- 

cal abilities. 

31 Devourers aTe resi st a nt to magic.and,'-when b.eari'ng an imprisoned souh 

are \mniune to n u m ero us mag 1 ca I effects. 

36 A deyourercan only consume one sou I at a time. As long as a figure appears 

within its ribs, it won't try to devour another. If no such figure is visible, it 

doubtlessly hungers for a new soul to feast upon. 

ambitious general had no care for Ms 

supporters nor his race's great empire, 

only for personal power and complete 

control—goals directly impeded by the 

continued existence of the Lich-Queen 

herself Thus, subtly Xinfyrifs popular¬ 

ity became the seeds of rebellion. 

Yet Vlaaidth was not blind, and the 

ageless queen was intimate with the 

ways of deception and rule. Upon 

returning to Tu'narath afLer the 

purging of a world-spanning illi- 

thid enclave, Xiniyrit was publicly 

beckoned to the Lich-Queen's palace, 

Susurras, to receive the Great Reward, 

the consumption of his very soul—a 

high honor. Graciously accepting, 

the general and an escort of his finest 

apprentices and knights entered the 

Palace of Whispers, intent on murder¬ 

ing the githyanki queen in a bloody 

coup. Just as VIaakith expected. 

The resulting battle devastated 

Xinfyrifs forces, and only by sacrific¬ 

ing the vast majority of Ms troops did 

the warlock and Ms closest apprentices 

manage to escape to the depths of the 

Astral Plane, pursued by the Lick- 

Queen's most zealous champions. The 

renegades' flight took them far and 

lasted six grim years, but finally they 

were captured by Vlaakith's agents, 

their souls stripped and shackled 

within black gems, their bodies left 

to drill in the far-flung reaches of the 

Astral Plane. 

Xinfyrifs rebellion did not end so 

quietly, though. Eventually, the husk 

of die githyanki rebel drifted near a 

color pool of fathomless onyx. Infused 

by astral winds and emanations from 
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the Negative Energy Plane, Xinfyrifs 

soulless, plane-warped form reani¬ 

mated with full memory of his death 

and a hungry emptiness unlike any he 

had ever known. Not folly understand¬ 

ing what had happened, the deathless 

warlock resurrected his apprentices in 

the aura of the black color pool andT 

together, they plotted their revenge and 

an attempt to reclaim then stolen 

souls* Thus, the first devourers 

were born. 

Untold numbers of 

shocked githyanld died 

in the devourers’ assault 

on SusuTius, their souls 

fueling newly discov¬ 

ered and even greater 

powers among the 

undead In the end, 

Vlaakith and Xinfyrit 

did battle over the 

corpses of their fol¬ 

lowers* It is unknown 

who fell, but during this 

decade the current Lich- 

Queen took a vacant throne (the exact 

span of a VlaaMth's reign being pur¬ 

posefully obscured). As Xinfyrit did not 

take control of the githyanld empire, it 

seems unlikely that the newly spawned 

devourer was victorious, though his 

fate remains unknown even to this day* 

What is known Is that several of Xinfy- 

rifs devourer apprentices escaped their 

second attack on the Lich-Queen with¬ 

out their souls, fleeing into the Astral 

Plane, the Ethereal Plane, and beyond. 

Though his coup failed, XinfyxiL's rebel¬ 

lion brought a dreadful realization to the 

githyanki race, a newly-realized choice in 

regards to death: that their lives can end 

in either pain or in horror. 

MMIlFffilili 
As undead creatures, devourers do not 

have a functional physiology and have 

no place within the natural environ¬ 

ment. Although they do not age, sleep, 

or reproduce, they do hunger. Devour- 

ers are literally soulless husks motivated 

by the hate-filled echoes of their living 

memories. All devourers seek to reunite 

with their lost souls, whether that 

essence be held prisoner somewhere 

or has departed to the Outer Planes* 

To fuel their hunt, and any of count¬ 

less insidious schemes they might con¬ 

coct to regain their essences, devourers 

temporarily sate their infamous hunger 

with the stolen souls of other creatures. 

Such souls are consumed, digested, and 

ultimately annihilated, denying their 

victim any form of afterlife. 

Should a devourer ever regain its 

soul or attain proof positive assur¬ 

ance that its soul has been destroyed, 

it is unknown what might occur. Many 

scholars posit that, if a devourer frees 

its captured soul, the abomination 

would simply die, the soul departing 

to the proper Outer Planar realm. Oth¬ 

ers, though, contest that any creature 

tenacious enough to cling to exis¬ 

tence—even without a soul—would 

not be content to pass on and, u port 

completing or finding its quest fruit¬ 

less, would likely succumb to mad¬ 

ness, becoming an even greater terror 

upon the planes. 

Although the first devourers were 

doubtlessly spawned of the githyanld 

race, devonreTs of other races have 

likely formed. The method by which 

devourer* are created remains unclear 

hut seems to rely upon three elements: 

a body killed by the draining of its soul, 

energies from the Negative Energy 

Plane, and a third mysterious animat¬ 

ing force. As the first devourers ani¬ 

mated on the Astral Plane, some source 

there unquestionably provides the req¬ 

uisite vim, perhaps the astral winds, 

influences of countless planar energies, 

or the echoing memories of the dead 

gods floating in the astral depths. The 

ghostly energies of the Ethereal Plane 

and sinister emanations of the Plane of 

Shadow both also make those tran¬ 

sitive planes fertile grounds for 

the creation of devourers. These 

strange energies cause a variety of 

unusual alterations in a devour¬ 

ed physical (and possibly mental) 

state—including hastened desic¬ 

cation, the visible collapsing of 

the. corpse's chest cavity, and an 

increase in size* 

Despite the unusual nature of 

some of the requirements neces¬ 

sary for a devourer s animation, the 

most important is a body with a 

fundamental will to survive, even 

beyond the removal of its soul. As 

these terrible corpses fuel their 

selfish hunts with the destruc¬ 

tion of other living souls* only 

bodies inspired by the thoughts 

and willpower of the most evil indi¬ 

viduals arise as devourers. Hypotheti¬ 

cally, a devourer could also arise from 

a body whose soul was removed and 

has since passed onto the Outer Planes. 

Such a departed soul might be wholly 

unaware of the reanimation of its body. 

Few things are more terrifying than the 

prospect of a soul that’s passed on to its 

eternal reward being hunted by its end¬ 

lessly hungering corpse, 

mow mm 
To understand devourers, one must 

understand their hunger. As the crea¬ 

tures possess no souls, they are victim¬ 

ized by a yearning perhaps no other 

creature in existence understands* 

They are incomplete, and the very lawrs 

of existence implant their unnatural 

animate forms with the fundamental 
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DEVOURER PLOTS 
Devourers are insidious m their methods and plots 

to regain their lost sou is. j 

To Consume a God: Rakis-Ka has come to the ruins j 

df-lti' ancient aboleth. city, Golrsmorga, hoping to 

gain increased insight and power by feasting, upon % 

the essences of one of the aquatic race's ancientr 

unfathomable gods known as the Elder Evils (see "The 

Lightless Depths/' in Dungeon#144). 

Corrupton A bargain with a dark religion left 

Radrazlm the guardian of an unholy rdit known 

as the cauldron ofcorruption (see "Tears for Twilight 

Hollow/' in Dungeon #90). The devourer was 

told the exact location of his soul but is magically 

compelled to guard the cauldron for 10,000 years 

or until it has spawned ten thousand unde^d. Thus, he 

tem pts a ny creatu re who discovers the ca u I dron to 

raise legions of undead servants—not mentioning 

his power to control such horrors. 

Soullessness: An ancient, abandoned 

gi thy an Id fortress is rumored to be a lost 
. .-• . 

storehouse of imprisoned souls and is 

haunted by undead githyanki call kryizoth, 

the result of necromantic experiments by 

the Lich-Queen herself (see "The Lrch 

Queen's Beloved/' in Dungeon #100). 

What's not known is that the devourer 

Drazrammf is the one spreading these 

ruth Of?, iiitent on interrogating and consuming any creature attracted by such 

tales. Although the other resident undeatj are free willed, the devourer hassubju¬ 

gated them into working for it 

Undead Revenge: The devourer OmazVrii has awakened a legion of undead 

heretics and compelled them to attack a nearby temple. As his undead warriors 

deal with the temple's faithful, the devourer scours the catacombs below, seeking 

to corrupt a relic capable of summoning back the souls of the departed. 

drive to correct the grievous wrong. 

Thus, devourers temporarily sate this 

yearning with stolen souls. While 

a devourer suffers no perceivable 

hindrance for not haying a trapped 

essence, the longer one goes without 

a soul to feed on the greater its sen¬ 

sation of hunger grows. A devourer is 

driven to feed within hours of losing a 

trapped essence and is nearly mad with 

hunger in a matter of days. Although 

smart enough to avoid suicidal efforts 

to gamer food, a. starving devourer is 

increasingly willing to tahe risks for a 

worthwhile soul to devour. While they 

can bum the essence of simple beasts 

or even other undead, only the "taste" 

of thinking, living creatures can sate 

their unliving hunger for long. 

As most devourers actively scour 

the planes for their lost souls, these 

undead are nomadic hunters, most 

often encountered on the Transitive 

Planes as they roam from world to 

world. When encountered on the Mate¬ 

rial Plane, they are most commonly 

hunting for souls, searching lor clues 

as to their souls' whereabouts, or in 

Ihe midst of some plot to reveal thdr 

essences' locations. Often being quite 

intelligent, devourers are able to see the 

benefits of allying with living creatures. 

Powerful clerics, sorcerers, and wizards, 

especially those with potent divination 

magic or the ability to question dei¬ 

ties, prove most helpful to devourers, 

as such magic-users might aid in locat¬ 

ing their souls. Alliances with mortal 

spellc asters rarely end well, however, as 

impatient and unstable devourers are 

quick to let their angeT and hunger take 

hold at the slightest delay or failure. As 

such, devourers aie most comfortable 

in the presence of outsiders and other 

undead, creatures whose souls axe fun¬ 

damentally different from those for 

which they hunger. Some githzerai have 

come to surprisingly beneficial agree¬ 

ments with the eldest devourers, pos¬ 

sibly the apprentices ofXinfyrit's rebel¬ 

lion. These monks employ devourers 

as guardians of monasteries in Limbo, 

feeding the undead horrors a steady 

steam of‘souls from captured githyanki 

as they meditatively search for the crea¬ 

tures' lost essences. 

Even when temporarily taking up 

residence somewhere, devourers do not 

surround themselves with symbols of 

death. Indeed, those seeking them are 

less likely to find devourers in a crypt 

than a forest. Devourers want to be where 

the Living axet and thus they avoid places 

shunned by their meals. They most often 

lair near communities or major trade 

routes, luring mortals to secluded places 
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using their ability. Fortunately 

for all living creatures, though, devour- 

ers are not gluttons and are driven ever 

onward by their searches. Thus, unless 

a devouxer believes its soul is hidden 

nearby its incursion is likely short and 

its victims few. 

If forced into battle or facing a vic¬ 

tim more powerful than it expected, a 

devourer with a trapped essence uses its 

spell-like abilities freely confident it can 

trap a new essence as soon as the current 

one is expended. In fact, consuming its 

current essence quickly makes its most 

powerful attack—trap essence—avail - 

able sooner. If it has time to prepare, a 

devourer casts enough spell-like abili¬ 

ties to leave its trapped essence nearly 

depleted. It can use its spectral hand 

ability to deliver both a touch attack, 

such as ghoul touch f and its own energy 

drain, as a single attack. Once a foe 

has been energy drained several Limes 

the devourer moves on to a new target 

unless it needs to feed. A devourer fac¬ 

ing numerous anno red opponents tries 

to catch as many as it can in the area of 

its confimem ability, hoping to reduce 

their effectiveness, hi the aftermath, a 

devourer can “smell" the most power¬ 

ful soul, burning any essence already 

trapped for a more savory meal. 

raniiii 
Typically devourers have no treasure 

because they have no lairs nor do they 

need to linger in one place for long. Any 

treasure a devourer gathers from its vic¬ 

tims is quickly used to pay ofF vile crea¬ 

tures summoned with its lesser planar ally 

spell-like ability. Although devourers 

spend no experience points svhen using 

this ability, they must take 10 minutes to 

use it and pay Lheir summoned ally for 

services as outlined in the spell descrip¬ 

tion, Obviously, a devourer rarely has a 

spare 10 minutes during a combat to call 

for help, but one planning an attack or 

knowing it’s being hunted is a different 

matter, A devourer able to gather as much 

treasure as a monster of its CR typically 

carries could pay one 6 HD planar ally to 

serve in a series of raids taking up to 1a 

days or three 5 HD planar allies to serve 

for a task taking up to 11 hours. 

For multi-day attacks devourers 

typically favor a bearded devil (6 HD) 

to serve as a bodyguard and shock 

trooper, with the devil entering a bat¬ 

tle frenzy to hold stronger foes at bay 

while the devourer consumes a weaker 

target. A devourer seeking to infiltrate 

a town might summon a succubus to 

gather information for it or lure vic¬ 

tims from 'the relative safety of civili¬ 

zation. Alternatively a devourer sim* 

ply needing muscle for a single raid 

most often summons three xill for 11 

hours. While the xill aren't as danger¬ 

ous in combat as the devourer itself] 

their ability to make four attacks a 

round, paralyze, and plane walk allowrs 

them to deal with numerous lesser 

foes (or gang up on one powerful 

enemy), freeing the devourer to focus 

on one victim, 

Devourers also often use other 

undead as allies, especially ghasts and 

wraiths. They work well with ghasts, 

as those unde ad only want to feed 

on the dead and devourers feed on 

the living. Should doing so suit their 

plans, devourers might establish con¬ 

trol over packs of lesser undead with 

control undead. More powerful beings 

sometime employ devourers to act as 

commanders o f le s set undead. 

Devourers rarely ally with one 

another, unless the same event 

spawned them both. Otherwise, their 

goals prove too divergent to weather a 

competitor with the same hunger* 

MlfflllWOII 
Little enough is known about devour¬ 

ers that a DM could give them origins 

more appropriate to a specific cam¬ 

paign. A few possible optional origins 

are outlined belowr. 

Missing Mortality; The transition 

from life to liehdom is fraught with 

peril A powerful sp elk as ter seeking to 

make the transformation into undeath 

unleashes potent magical forces as he 

attempts to transition his soul to a phy¬ 

lactery. Should he lose control of these 

forces, the soul-laden phylactery might 

be flung to some random corner of the 

multfverse, cursing the spell caster to 

an existence as a devouxer. 

Ravenous Genesis: Devourers are 

created when a barghest is killed by 

ghoul fever contracted from a ghast 

The devourer inherits the hunger of 

both creatures, although it remembers 

little of its former life. 

Soul Reapers: A few senior clerics of 

Nerull have access to a ritual that can 

him anyone who died of starvation into 

a devourer, although they refer to these 

undead as soul reapers. The ritual can¬ 

not be performed on the Material Plane, 

resulting in devourers bring native to 

the Astral and Ethereal Planes. 

nui 
Shivra of the gish caste was on.e ofXmfy- 

rifis first apprentices, a sorcerer of great 

skill hut possessed of a deep-rooted fear 

of dying. Hoping to tree herself from 

the Lich-Queen's inevitably fatal edicts, 

the githyanld spellcaster stood with her 

master when he attempted to overthrow' 

VlnakiLh fled with him to escape the 

tyrant's wrath, and ultimately died by 

his side. WhenXinfyrit and his minions 

returned to Susurrus as devourers, it was 

Shivrab mission to locate and confiscate 

the stolen souls of the newly spawned 

devourers. Before their assault was 

turned back by the Lich-Queeris forces, 

Shivra discovered that the Lick-Queen 

had not consumed their souls, but rather 

had sent the black gems to some hidden 

githyanld holding on a back-water Mate¬ 

rial-Planar wrorld. Escaping the Palace 

of Whispers with this information, the 

devourer now hunts the planes seeking 

more clues, both to file location of her 

soul and regarding the survival of her 

master, Xinfyrit, 

SHIVRA CR 15 

Always ME Huge extraplanar undead 

lnit+3; Senses Listen +28, Spot +28; 

darkvlsbn 90 ft. 

Languages Common 

AC 33j touch 7, fiat-footed 33 

(—1 Dexr—2 size, +7 armor, +19 

natural) 

hp 162 (25 HD) 

Immune spell deflection, undead 

im mu nit res 

SR 26 

Fort+8, Ref +9, Will +17 
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Speed 30 ft, (6 squares) 

Melee 2 daws +24 each (2d6+13 and 

energy drain) 

Space 15 ft,; Reach 15 ft. 

Base Atk +12; Grp +33 

Atk Options Combat Expertise, 

Improved Disarm 

Spell-Like Abilities* (CL 22nd; ranged 

touch +9): 

At will—confusion (DC 18), control 

unbend (DC 21), ghoul touch 

(DC 15), lesser planar ally, rqy 

of enfeebkmenty spectra! bond, 

suggestion (DC 17), true seeing 

* Expend one level of trapped essence 

per 5 spell-like abilities used 

Abilities Str 36, Dex 8, Con —, Int IS, 

Wis 16, Cha 18 

Feats Ability Focus (trap essence), Blind- 

Fight, Combat Casting, Combat 

Expertise, Improved Disarm, Improved 

Natural Attack (daw), Lightning 

Reflexes., Weapon Focus (daw) 

Skills Climb +28, Concentration +25, 

Diplomacy+23, Hide-9, Jump +28, 

Knowledge (the planes)+18, Listen 

+28, Move Silently +14r Search +29, 

Spot+25, Use Magic Device+29 

Possessions croppings of armor +5 (as 

bracers of armor+5), ring of blinking, 

ring of force shield 

Energy Drain (Su) Living creatures 

hit by Shivra's daw attack or 

spectral hand ability gain one 

negative level. The DC is 26 

for the Fortitude save to 

remove a negative level. The 

save DC is Charisma-based. 

Trap Essence (Su) Shivra can consume 

an enemy’s life essence. To do so, she 

must forgo her normal melee attacks 

and make a trap essence attack. This 

requires a normal attack roll but deals 

no damage. The affected creature 

must succeed at a DC 28 Fortitude 

save or die immediately. The save DC 

Is Charisma-based. 

A slain creature's essence is 

trapped within Shivra's ribs, and the 

figure takes on that victim's features. 

The trapped essence cannot be raised 

or resurrected, but a limited wish, 

miracle, or w/sh spell frees it, as does 

destroying Shivra, Shivra can only 

hold one essence at a time. 

The trapped essence 

provides Shivra with 

enough power to use 

five spell-like abilities for 

each Hit Die or level of 

the trapped creature. As 

this energy is expended, the 

twisted soul fades away until 

it evaporates completely. The 

trapped essence gains one 

negative level for every five 

times Shivra uses one of her 

spell-like abilities. When 

the essence's number of 

negative levels equals the 

creature's total Hit Dice or 

level, the essence is destroyed. If 

an essence is freed, the restored 

creature must succeed on a DC 28 

Fortitude save for each negative level 

or lose that level permanently. 

Spell-Like Abilities At the start of any 

encounter, the trapped essence 

within Shivra is assumed to have 

5d4+3 levels. 

jpcii uenetiion ineirappea 

essence provides a measure of 

magical protection. If any of the 

following spells are cast at Shivra 

and overcome her spell resistance, 

they affect the imprisoned essence 

instead; banishment, chaos hammer, 

confusion, crushing despair, detect 

thoughts, dispef em!t dominate person, 

fear, geasf quest, holy word, hypnosis, 

imprisonment, magic jar, maze, 

suggestion, trap the souf, or any form 

of charm or compulsion. In many 

cases, this deflection effectively 

neutralizes the spell. Some of these 

effects might eliminate the trapped 

essence, depriving Shivra of her 

spell-like abilities until she cart 

consume another victim, b 
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The Market is Bad 
by James Jacobs and Richard Pert • illustrated by Ben Wootten 

--fl- 
fine company anyway. They sometimes call it 

Redemption, for they say all (pods in the world pass 

through Scuttkeove at some time, and those items 

come to he redeemed try them who can afford them. 

Follow me into the city and feel safe. Trust me and 

I will take you to some fiends who will be happy to 

show vou incredible things. Come travelers, follow 

me into Scuttlecove—the City of Sin. 

—A typical SeutileCove welcome, usually preceding robbery 

Watch your back stranger, and if you have friends 

get them to watch your sides and your front, too. 

This is a dangerous place, which even the pirates 

call Troubletown, Let me be your guide. You can 

trust me! I will not lead you... astray. 

I can show you many magical things and 

wondrous treasures, for all things can be purchased 

in Scuttlecove. Ah things. The pirates have another 

name for this city—one I may repeat in such 
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You'll not find a more das¬ 

tardly haven for violence and 

vice lb ail Scuttlecqve. Despite 

its fearsome reputation and worse 

reality, Scuttle cove does serve a use- 

fid purpose to visitors; the all-encom¬ 

passing market. To endure its cut¬ 

throat leaders, dark-hearted bucca- 

neersr and questionable merchants— 

to say nothing of its truly depraved 

citizens—this article series presents 

you, the player, with the tipsy tricks, 

and tools you need to avoid being 

press-ganged, enslaved, or worse. 

While the pages of Dungeon present 

DMs with the dangerous plots of the 

Savage Tide Adventure Paths myriad 

villains, Dragon offers details and 

options to give you the edge you need 

to survive. Tills month's installment 

offers an overview of Scuttlecove's 

power groups and some of its more 

reputable merchants. 

What Do You Know: 
Scuttlecove 
Scuttlecqve survives in the angry 

embrace of the Pirate Islands, a fes¬ 

tering jungle archipelago on the very 

edge of civilization—a word seldom 

associated with the pirate city itself 

Scuttlecove is* the evil heart of devi- 

aney and smuggling, thievery and 

.greed, the black capital of a dark col¬ 

lection of islands. 

The city was founded by a group 

of godless cannibals who bed perse¬ 

cution for their wicked crimes. They 

found an island nam ed Sekorvia, and 

upon its southern shore they settled 

and founded the city of Scuttlecove, 

Yet today, rumors hold that the city 

of Scuttlecove is in chaos, abandoned 

by its iir-griest leaders for several 

years now. The city has perched on 

the edge of civil war, its rulership the 

unclaimed prize of several bickering 

factions that vie for control. 

Perhaps the most powerful of these 

factions is the Crimson .Fleet, ah 

organization of pirates/whose reach 

extends across the sea. into civilized 

lands to the north. Most of Scuttle- 

ADVENTURE TIE 
This installment of Savage 

Tidings links to the eighth 

episode of the Adventure Path, 

"Serpents of Scuttlecove/' 

presented in Dungeon #146. 

-a--<&- 

“Why do I live in 

Scuttlecove? What 

choice do I have? Good 

blacksmiths are scarce, 

they tell me, which 

is u?h_y they took my 

family. The snake-men 

tell me they are safe, hut 

can you explain why I 

Jieep having nightmares 

about snakes devouring 

live prey?” 

—Sad alas Quprth, ^ 

Blacksmith,The Slurbs 

-S-<^r 

cove's imports come from Crimson 

fleet ships that use the port to sell oif 

stolen cargoes. Yet despite its power, 

the: Crimson Fleet has little Control 

over the city's vices. Other factions 

operate these arenas of sin—-a sinister 

wizard named Kedward Bone reigns 

a dangerous cabal of yuan-ti known 

as the Seventh CoiLTo this are added 

the Monks of Dire Hunger, Agents of 

the ur-priests who ruled Scuttlecove 

until five years ago^ the loss of their 

patrons .have left these sinister tax-col¬ 

lectors and enforcers in a lurch. There 

are even rumors of a group called the 

Protectorate, an organization of reb¬ 

els who work in the shadows of this 

violent city to aid the oppressed and 

■ down-trodden in any way they can. 

For much of the city's history^ the 

ur-priests outlawed the worship 

of deities, Holding themselve s above 

divinity, they' suffered rto show of 

faith in then otherwise lawless city. 

With their disappearance, faith has 

bloomed in Scuttle cove like a ran¬ 

cid flower on a grave. Lepers and 

the homeless offer desperate prayers 

to Inc abides, the god of disease, in 

the city slums and rumors abound 

of small cults of Vecna that meet in 

basements here and there. Rut the 

true faiths of Scuttlecove venerate the 

demon lords and archdevils to whom 

the city's desperate have turned. 

While organizations can quickly 

and easily draw attention, only larger 

than life individuals rise to the sur¬ 

face in such a pkee as Scuttlecove, 

and a fewT names are on the tongues of 

everyone in the city. Kedward Rone is 

the city's drug baron. He has so many 

underlings, minions, and depen¬ 

dants that no one dares openly face 

him for fear of retribution. Despite 

the hundreds of lives he has wrecked 

and destroyed he still lives on, a fig¬ 

ure of fear and loathing. Tyralandi is 

the present owner of the Porphyry 

HouseT the city's most infamous 

brothel. In recent memory, a group of 

brave adventurers revealed the place 

as a den (hr Demogorgon-worship- 

ing yuan-ti.After the adventurers put 

the previous owners to the sword, 

Tyralandi quickly took advantage of 

the vacant building. Humors abound 

about the present owner—some see 

her as a beautiful and benevolent 

charm the lives from her innumer¬ 

able lovers. One thing is for certain 

about Tyralandi: she is a seldom-seen 

enigma at the heart of the pirate city's 

destiny. And finally, there is the brutal 

and notorious leader of the Crimson 

Fleet itself Cold Captain Wyther's 

reputation as a merciless killer and 

heartless taskmaster is likely well- 

deserved-—one does not accidentally 

rise to the top of the most dangerous 

organization of pirates on die sea* 

over the city's drug trade, the city's 

notorious Porphyry House rules pros¬ 

titution, and slavery is the specialty of angel bent on removing the sick¬ 

ness from Scuttlecove, while others 

paint her as a scheming witch able to 



Shabby Dealers and 
Dodgy Goods 
On the face of it, Scuttiecove seems 

like hardly the place fdr thriving 

markets and packed soiiks; daz¬ 

zling warehouses brimming with 

gold and. jewels, or shop 

windows bursting 

with trinkets .and 

curios. Only those 

who can afford 

the hefty daily 

rates at bralaknis 

Emporium gener¬ 

ally trade openly and 

confidently sure that Lhe 

Monks of Dire Hunger deal 

quickly and violently with yio- 

iatious of the codes governing 

one of the only markets in Scuttle- 

cove. In such a vicious place crammed 

with pirates, thieves* cutthroats, and 

thugs* however* the market is poten¬ 

tially very lucrative, and a whole host 

of shifty, dodgy, murderous* wicked, 

and perverted, sellers, not only call 

Scuttiecove home but also make 

enough profit to stay on "For just one 

more year/ In such a place, anything 

can be obtained for a price. If it doesn't 

exist in Scuttiecove, plenty of haughty 

captains willing to thee any danger to 

fulfill your desire welcome your gold 

and promise delivery—if you can 

afford it 

Traders do not, however* offer their 

goods in open markets. They invite 

select customers through friends, 

reluctantly show their wares to those 

who ask enough questions, or might 

be just desperate enough to take per¬ 

sistent strangers into their business 

premises. Generally, however, traders 

in Scuttiecove have a preferred list of 

clients, who serve as brokers for friends 

or wealthy associates. Some traders 

and shadowy merchants make them¬ 

selves relatively easy to find, (Gather 

Information DC 20) and potentially 

serve as useful contacts. Others, how¬ 

ever, have reason to hide and choose 

then customers wisely (Gather Infor¬ 

mation. DC 30 or higher). 

iliIBBSS . 

Ingram Cadgraydian 

The following list of traders does not 

represent the entirety of the city's 

merchants by any means, Scuttiecove 

has a profligacy of invention wh en it 

comes to cruelty lust, and greed* and 

to the items and accoutrements that 

make such vices possible. A visitor 

to Scuttiecove should never forget: 

anything you vvant—anything—is 

available in Scuttiecove.., if you can 

afford it. 

Map locations in the following 

descriptions refer to the poster 

map of Scuttiecove, available in 

Dungeon #146.. 

Ingram C&dgraydkrfs 
Enchantments 
A DC 30 Gather Information check 

reveals that Cadgraydian (CN male 

human wizard S) does business 

within the Paper Lantern House, a 

decaying townhouse that overlooks 

the Plaza of Flanging Ruin (area 12). 

The chambers within the Paper 

Lantern House are crammed 

with objets dart, sculptures* plate 

castings of religious columns, skel¬ 

etons of owl bears, and any man¬ 

ner of other strange paraphernalia. 

Cadgraydian has a rooftop balcony 

over looking the plaza, from which 

he usually toasts the corpses- with 

wine at sunset, 

Cadgraydian is an enormous m a n, 

.a,figure of such astonishing 

girth and height that 

some suggest (but 

never to his face) 

that he has some 

giant in his 

blood,Cadgrayd¬ 

ian is a fearsome 

and imposing indi¬ 

vidual. He likes to talk 

and to us e. hi -i ..girth a nd 

plain-speaking manner 

to.intimidate people. As a 

rule, he only deals with such 

folk as are worthy of his respect. 

Cadgraydian is known for his 

catchphrase: % like to talk plainly. 

I am not some, halfwit who is easily 

offended by plain talk." 

Rumor holds that Cadgraydian 

recently made an enemy of the Sev¬ 

enth Coi! when he came into the 

possession of a sacred yuan-ti item 

called a setptni symbol (Fiend Folio 

19,4) and tried to sell it to an enemy 

of the Coil. As a result, Cadgraydian 

has recently put his considerable 

talents to work at developing meth¬ 

ods to protect himself from the 

snakefolk* creating a unique potion 

to protect himself 

Cadgraydian has utilized his tal¬ 

ents, influenced by the decay and 

terror of Scuttiecove, to create Ms 

own uniquely cruel type of magic. 

His services do not come cheap. 

“Genius,” as he says* "is a rare com¬ 

modity ” He has all the item creation 

feats in. the Player's Handbook and 

creates Items for those he admires at 

standard costs. He also offers the fol¬ 

lowing unique items. 

Snakebite (Alchemical Item) .. 
Snakebite has the taste ofbitler apples 

and an aroma of nutmeg and ginger. 

When consumed, snakebite acts as a 

modified version of de/qy poison and 
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has a duration of I hour. In addition, 

any yuan-Li {or other'snake or snake- 

like creature) who bites a person 

with active snakebite in her veins is 

affected by a poison (ingested; Forti¬ 

tude DC 20; initial xd6 Con, second¬ 

ary ad6 Con), 

Cadgraydian charges 600 gp for a 

vial of snakebite. 

Cadgraydiarfs Welcome Embrace 

(Cursed Item) 

Price (Item Level}? 500 gp (3rd) 

Body Slot: Back 

Caster Level: 5th 

Aura: Moderate (DC 17); conjuration 

Activation: -— 

Weight: 3 lb. 

This fine cloak is made of a deep-hued 

fine wool thatr on close inspection has t?ie 

va^ jiguT&S: of snakes i vouen- within. 

When donned, this cloak changes 

to become a trio of viper swarms 

(Fiend Folio, 172} that instantly attack 

the wearer. The dealt is destroyed 

when the s warms are summoned. 

Prerequisites; Create Wondrous 

Item, summon si warm. 

Cost to Genie: Price 250 gp, 10 XPT1 day. 

Figurine of Wondrous Power 

(Porphyry Snake) 

Price (Item Level): i67qot> gp (14th) 

Body Slot: — (held) 

Caster Level: 5th 

Aura: Faint; (DC 17) 

transmutation 

Activation: Standard (command) 

Weight: 2 lb. 

This dart, ptfTpfofr-red stone winged 

snake is coiled as if ready to strike. 

When activated, the porphyry snake 

becomes a normal winged viper 

(Fokcotten Realms Campaign 

Setting, 309) who obeys your every 

command. The item can: be used 

twice per week for up tp 6 hours per 

use. When 6 hours have passed, when 

you speak the command word again, 

urrif the winged viper is reduced to o 

hit points, the porphyry snake once 

again becomes a tiny statue. 

Prerequisites: Craft Wondrous 

animate objects, summon monster HI 

Cost to Create: 8,000 gp, 

16 days. 

This britf/e strand of dried- seaweed 

hears a fexfure and a slight 

briny smell. 

Insidious Seaweed 

Price (Item Level): 3,200 gp (8th) 

Body Slot: — (held) 

Caster Level: 3rd 

Aura: Faint (DC 26); transmutation 

Activation: Standard 

(command) 

Weight: — 

out the slums, or via a newly con- 

Once per day when you activate the structed secret door in a ruined build- 

insidious seaweed, it quickly grows to ing near the Tall House (area 5). Rior- 

many times its size, duplicating the dam is a pale, jittery man addicted to 

effects of m entangte spell tor 3 min- drugs provided by Kedward Bone— 

utes, centered on you (DC 11). You are now and then he visiLs the dntgiord 

not affected by the entangling plants to offer his advice—the work of 

created by your own insidioas seaweed brewing poison often crosses paths 

as long asyou hold it. If you let go Of with the work of crafting drugs, 

the smu>ecd yon are affected Rumors hold that he may also have 

by its entangling plants as normal links to TVralandi, and that the Por- 

iusidious se&iveed does not heed phyry Mistress landed his latest 

nearby plants to work, as it creates project-^lhe development of several 

.its own. You can end the effect pre- poisons that work particularly well 

maturely by uttering the command on yuan-ti. 

wrord a second rime. 

Prerequisifes: Craft Wondrous Item, Poisons 

entangle, Riordan has distilled several new 

Cost to Qca/e; 1,600 gpr 128 XP, 3 days. kinds of pois ons, som e of which have 

the advantage of only affecting yuan- 

Riordan Darkly, Snake ti and are therefore less risky to use 

Charmer Poisons than Standard poisons. Regardless 

Tire citys slums on the eastern bank of .a poison's effects omnonyuan"ti) 

of the Noyaro River are home to Riordan has given each an evocative 

Riordan (CN male human expert 9) name tied to shakes, 

and his poison-making operation. Skinshedder: Painfully strips por- 

A DC 30 Gather Information check tions of the victim's skin, causing 

reveals this information, as well as flesh to blister as though brunt, 

how to reach Mm directly. Riordan Scalerot: Avile infestation between 

works in secret in a small labors- scales that erupts in ugly sotcs that 

tory built from several intercom sicken the yuan-tk Tiffs poison only 

nected basements accessible only by affects yuamti. 

run-down shacks scattered through- 
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NEW POISONS 
Poison 

sm ■ 
Type Initial Damage Secondary Damage Price 

Ski ns header Injury DC 16 lD6Con 2D6Con 2,000 gp 

Scalerot Injury DC 16 I D6 Dex Sickened* 600 gp 

Scalepox *: injury.DC 16 S ea led rap * * = j§ 0 ^50 gp 

Skinvice Injury D.C-18:-- Paralysis 0 700 gp 

* A yuan-ti failing the save against this poison Is sickened for 2d6 rounds. 

**The round after a failed save, a significant portion of the yuan-ti-5 scales slough away, reducing the creature's 

bonus by ld4. The scales grow back over a period of 24 hours. The process of shedding does not otherwise harm 

& 

Craft DC 

lEsipii 
20 

f - 25 -V . 

25 

natural armor 

the yuan-ti. 

-•& 

Scalepox: Causes scales tt> drop 

ofFt lowering the natural armor 

bonus of the snakefolk. This poison 

only affects yuan-tl 

Skinvice: Hardens skin or scales 

to causes paralysis. 

Morann, The Golem Madam 
A DC 30 Gather Information 

check reveals that the House of 

M ar r 0 wr Gable s, im.ro ddiate ly 

behind Parts is Parts (area 2), 

acts as home and grimy work* 

shop for Morann (N female 

gnome sorcerer 9). A DC 35 

Gather Information, check 

reveals rumors that Morann 

shares a twisted relationship 

with Bhemiis Caldakar, a vendor 

of body parts. 

Morann creates golems under 

the guise of h physician and healer, 

but many people know—or at least 

suspect—her true trade. Presently, 

Morann has five flesh golems held 

behind locked iron doors in her cel-, hoods and the not-quiLe-living sta^: 

lar. Three of these grotes queries are tus of the creatures. 

Morann 

standard flesh golems, although of 

a particularly horrible kind: each 

bears the leering ot twisted face, of 

a madman, the body of a sailor, and 

the clawed hands of a half demon. 

Two special golems, however, are 

created predominantly from yuan¬ 

ti parts she and her secret lover 

Rhemus acquired. These two flesh 

golems move and Operate as stan¬ 

dard flesh golems but look almost 

exactly like yuan-Li (one a purebloodj 

the other a halfblood). A DC 20 Spot 

check reveals the incongruous false- 

Morarm charges 20,000 gp for 

each human-based flesh golem and 

25,000 gp for each of the yuan-ti ver¬ 

sions. The,extra charge she attributes 

to the difficulties in finding parts 

and the obviously superior crafts¬ 

manship of the resulting go lems. 

The va nan Ogam, Perfumer 
Quain's perfumery shop is well 

known, and a DC 20 Gather Informa- 

tion check reveals its location directly 

behind Eralakni's Emporium (area 17}. 

To learn about his use of ophiotoxin, 

you must be on friendly terms with 

the Seventh Coil or Kedward Bone's 

Dealer's Consortium and make a DC 

35 Diplomacy check. 

■White-haired Quain (NT male 

human expert 7) sells perfumes from 

his tiny shop in the shadow of the 

Emporium. He's based many of his 

concoctions on osssra oils—poisons 

created by the yuan-ti that enhance 

their abilities when burnt and act 

as poison to others. His unique 

access to a large number of yuan- 

Li and the oils that they produce,: 

coupled with his expertise 

at mixing concoctions, has 

enabled him to create sew 

eral oils unseen elsewhere. 

Quain created a trio of burn¬ 

able oils that counteract and in 

some cases pervert the effects of 

osssra. He calls these oils ophiotpx- 

ins. When burned in a special holder, 

an ophiotoxin fills a 10 foot square 

area in 3 rounds, continues to bum 

for a further 6 rounds, then dissipates 

1 round after that. A moderate wind 

(11+ mphj, such as from a gust of wind 

spell, disperses the gas in 4 routids, A 

strong wind (21+ mph).disperses the 

gas in 1 round. 

Toxin Holder; The toxin holder 

looks like a brass-topped sunrod that 

holds enough lantern oil to hum 10 

doses of ophiotoxin, but it can hold 

only 1 dose at a time. Refilling the 

toxin holder with ophiotoxin, requires 

a full-round action. The holder does 

not go out if dropped hut can be 

extinguished normally. It costs 20 gp 

and weighs 1 lb. 
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OSSSRA 
Osssra firstsppeared in the Forgotten Realms accessory,Serpeni KrngdDms. 

The rules for osssra are repri nted here for your convenience, 

Osssra smoke confers benefits on all Scaled Ones (yuan-ti) but functions as 

an inhaled poison for all other creatures* In some cases, direct contact with the 

oil in either ignited or unignited-form is necessary to receive-the benefit. 

Yuan-ti typically immerse.small pieces of firewood in osssra oil for ld4 days 

and then burn them to create the smoke. A single vial of oil can treat enough 

wood to fill a 50-foot-square room with smoke 

at least 4 hours. If ignited directly, the 

smoke fills the same area but lasts only 5 

rounds. Once ignited by either method, 

emits a cloud of colored 

smoke that moves outward from 

its source as a spread at the rate 

of 1 foot per round, to a maxi¬ 

mum diameter of 60 feet. Osssra 

smoke is heavily scented, but it does 

cause coughing, choking, or any 

other effect associated with tainted 

or insufficient air. 

Thevanan Quain 

Ophiotoxins: A dose of ophio¬ 

toxin weighs i/ioth lb. It comes 

in a small glass vial with a label 

indicating its specific type. The fol¬ 

io wing ophiotoxins represent the 

most'common oils. 

Bane: The ochre-colored smoke 

created by this oil has the scent of 

camphor. This toxin neutralizes the 

effects of osssra in an area, rendering 

it useless to yuan-ti and negating 

effects of the poison upon others, A 

dose costs 400 gp. 

14 Choker: This thick, acrid 

smoke smells of tax. When 

burned, the oil counteracts the 

effects of osissra and 

reveHts the effects., 

causing them to 

become harmful to 

yuan-ti and ailed. - 

ig the snakefolk 

as though they were 

humans, Yuan-ti in the 

area must save against the 

poison effects of osssra as if 

they were humans and take the 

damage indicated by the particular 

type. All nonyuan-ti are unaffected 

by the reversed osssra's poison 

effect. A dose costs 750 gp. 

O-VSsm Blight: The deep violet 

smoke of this oil has thick bands of 

yellow dancing through it and gives 

off the scent of damp earth and oil. 

The oil has a mutating effect on any 

osssia, reversing the effects of the oil 

to yuan-ti. Oils that would otherwise 

offer bonuses instead offer penalties, 

while those that heal damage deal 

damage to yuan-ti instead. A dose 

costs 1,200 gpt *D 
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The BOARD GAME 

The exciting world of cr> 
Azeroth has come to 

your tabletop! 

World of Ware raft- the Board Game 

pits the Horde ttnd the Alliance head- 

to-head with 16 different heroes and 

over 100 monsters.! The Shadow of 

War expansion hrings new powerst 

talents* and items to your game with 

the addition of over 450 new cards! 

Also available for a very limited timer 

World of Ware raft bronze miniatures! 

Your favorite characters from the 

hoard game - exclusively at rhe 

Fantasy Flight Games online store, 

w\w.FantasvF ligi- itGamesxom 
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Demon cults of the Realms 
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J 
by Eric L. Boyd, with special introduction by Ed Greenwood 

illustrated by Andrew Hou . 

The infinite'layers of the Abyss 

are home to all maimer of 

demons, loumaTas, ohyrifhs, 

tanarVi, and worse. Throughout the 

history of Faerun, foolish mortals 

have dared to summon these crea¬ 

tures of chaos and evil to the Materia] 

Plane in or deT to advance their posi¬ 

tions. Through such summonmgs 

(and, in rare cases, visits to the Abyss), 

mortals have learned of the powerful 

and unique demon lords who rule 

individual layers of the Abyss. 

A small number of mortals are drawn 

to the worship of such lords, venerating 

them as gods and calling on them for 

succor. Although exceptions exist, such 

The Demonomicon 
ofirowife 

Recent issues of Deacon have discussed 

the blasphemous treatise known as the 

Demonomkorr both its unique 

fieruhbEnding spells (Deacon #336) and, 

more extensively, the individual demon 

lords chronicled within. This article 

focuses on the foul worship of Baphomet 

(Deagqn #341) and Dagon (De^gon 

#349), as well as Graz'zt (detailed in 

F/endfsh Codex I), All of the lords of the 

Abyss detailed in fiendish Codex J and 

in the Demonomicon series, except for 

JurbEex, are worshiped in the Realmsithe 

Faceless Lord's cult has been absorbed 

Into the church of Ghaunadatm 

demon lords bach to ancient Narfell, 

although many other cultures have 

their own traditions of demonic wor¬ 

ship as well. The lands surrounding 

die Eastern Reach, in eluding Impiltur, 

Damara, Naxfell, and the Great Dale, 

are collectively known as the Demon- 

lands, for pockets of the Abyss known 

as demoncysts (Cfrflmfntms qfVrtJor and 

ChampW? of Ruin) lie hidden beneath 

the surface of this sprawling region. 

cults rarely Inst more than a generation 

or two, as most are eventually riven by infighting, betrayed 

by their patrons, or destroyed by servants of the true gods. 

Nevertheless they always return anew. 

In the Realms, demon cults axe most prevalent among 

drow, IrumanSj frost giants, lizardfolk, and minotaurs, 

although dCmon-lovers are found within every race and 

culture. Most folk in eastern Faemn trace the worship of 

CULT Of 
BApHOMET 
The Prince of Beasts is the patron of 

baphitaurs (UrtdmZctrle, 82) and mino¬ 

taurs and is venerated by many mem¬ 

bers of those cursed races. Other races 

that sometimes pay Bapliomet honor include giants (usu¬ 

ally hill giants} and ogres. Shrines dedicated to the Prince of 

Beasts have been found in caves beneath tlie Great Gray Land 

of Tli^r, swallowed up by the fens of the Cold field, on hill¬ 

tops amidst the foothills of the Ice Spires, and in the North- 

dark (the region of the Underdark beneath the North), in the 

depths of the maze of tunnels known as the Labyrinth. 
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The Cult of the Labyrinth, larg¬ 

est of Baphomet 5 currently active 

cults, wanders through the count¬ 

less tunnels and rifts of the region 

for which it is named in search of 

prey and sites sacred to the Prince of 

Beasts, Members of the cult believe 

that demons in service to Baphomet 

have hidden shrines to their master 

throughout the region and that by 

seeking such sites they give homage 

to the Prince of Beasts, It is said that 

one such shrine holds a brazen skull 

(Dragon #341}, The ranks of the cult 

are populated by both the true faith¬ 

ful of Baphomet and outcasts from 

many races who' have lost their way 

amid the myriad passageways. The 

cult is brutally controlled by a foul 

zealot who claims to be the offspring 

of the Prince of Beasts and calls 

himself the Gorgotaur. This taurie 

gorgon thrall of Baphomet (see Sav¬ 

age'Species) drives his followers to the 

limits of exhaustion in their devo¬ 

tions and murderous forays. 

The Cult of the Labyrinth regu¬ 

larly attacks Underdark merchants 

seeking to traverse the Northdark, 

including drow from Menzobeiran- 

zan and duergar from Gracklstugh. 

Aa a result, the cult has drawn the ire 

of the churches of Laduguer, Lolth, 

and Vhaeiaun. 

CULT OP DACjGN 
For over twelve millennia, undersea 

kingdoms and empires have risen 

and fallen in the depths of Serbs, 

the aquatic lands beneath the Sea 

of Fallen Stars, largely unknown to 

the surface-dwelling Inhabitants 

of the lands above. All the while,, in 

the abyssal depths of the Trench 

of kapok the obyrith lords known 

as “Those Who Sleep Below" have 

slumbered, their nightmares infect¬ 

ing the dreams of those who swim in 

the Sea of Fallen Stars. 

Eldest of Those Who .Sleep Below 

is Dagon, Prince of Darkened 

Depths. For centuries the 

obyrith demon lord has, plotted to 

obliterate an entire pantheon of aquatic 

gods on the far side of Abeir-Toril in 

hopes of acquiring their divine power. 

Hist, the Prince ofD arkened D epths 

prepared an elaborate and deadly trap, 

setting in motion events beneath the 

surface of the Sea of Fallen Stars that 

would place armies of his servants in 

control'of the undersea depths: Then, 

drawing on long forgotten eldritch 

magics, Dagon restricted the influ¬ 

ence of the deities venerated by the 

sh alarm (see Mo asters of Faerim), who 

dwell in the Sea of Corynacds on the 

far side ofAbeir-Torii West of Marika, 

to the confines of the shalarin home¬ 

land With his trap thus prepared, the 

Prince of Darkened Depths unleashed 

the first of five "wild tides,17 the goal 

of which was to sweep large num¬ 

bers of shalarin into the Sea Of Fallen 

Stars (and out of the Sea of Corynac- 

tis), where they cpuld be destroyed by 

Dagoris readied armies. 

Lord of the Hidden Layer 
Eltab, the “Lord of the Hidden Layer;' Is an ancient and power¬ 

ful demon ford who has wreaked havoc In the eastern reaches 

of Faeriin for centuries. First summoned by Narfdlin 

demon binders in the waning years of the great war 

between Narfell and Raumanthar, Eltab led an 

invasion of Rasheman and ruled that 

several decades after the fall of Narfell. After 

being imprisoned by the Witches of Rashe- 

men and released by crusaders of Myrkul 

over twelve centuries ago, Eltab helped 

establish the theocracy of Eltabranar in the 

Eastern Shaar. He played a pivotal 

in the Battle of Tbazalhar when the Red 

Wizards threw off the yoke of the Mul- 

horandl god-ldng and was then impris¬ 

oned beneath the newly constructed 

Thayan capitol city of Eltabbar when the 

Red Wizards failed to banish him. After 

centuries of imprisonment, Eltab is finally 

free (although he is still bound to remain in 

the Material Plane). The Lord of the Hidden 

layer now plots against his many enemies from 

the bowels of the Narfdlhbuilt Citadel of Conjur¬ 

ers In Impiltur (Dragon #34d). 

Further details on Eltab can be found in 

Cframfj/ons of Ruin. 
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In -in$Q9 dk, the first of the five 

"Wildtide Portals’* opened, sweeping 

a large contingent of shalarin from 

their distant home into the Sea of 

Fallen Stars. Cut off from then dei¬ 

ties, the shalaxin were quicldy set upon 

by forces Dagon had corrupted to Ms 

service. Seventy percent of tlie shalarin 

were quickly killed; and all would have 

died if opponents to Dagon’s will had 

not come to then rescue. This resis¬ 

tance, mostly comprised of meifolk 

arid with their .newly tiansplated shala¬ 

rin allies, fought back against D agon's 

agents, dealing a significant setback to 

the demon lord's plans. 

Despite the defeat of Dagofis min¬ 

ions in the wake of the First Passing, 

his trap continued to operate. Every 720 

years, large numbers of' shaiaxin were 

swept up by afwild tide1' and deposited 

in Serbs, The fifth and final Passing 

unfolded, in the Year of the Unstrung 

Harp (1371 dk), which resulted in a per¬ 

manent portal, between Serbs and the 

Sea of Corynadis. 

In the years since the fifth “wild 

tide/' the shalarin and the new arrivals 

have endeavored to keep: the existence 

of a permanent portal .secret, fearing 

the repercussions if word of its exis¬ 

tence gets out to other folk of Faerun. 

Moreover, to 'the surprise of the Serb¬ 

ian shalarin, in the interval between 

the Fourth Passing and Fifth Pass¬ 

ing, the C.orynac.tMan shalarin all but 

abandoned their ancient deities who 

had grown silent The cult of Dagon is 

now the predominant religion in the 

Sea of Corynactis, and those shalarin 

opposed to its burgeoning influence 

were largely swept up by the Fifth Pass¬ 

ing and deposited in Seros, 

Once the Serdsian shalarin real¬ 

ized the danger, they largely ait off 

travel between the two. communities* 

The cult of Corynactis, as it is known, 

has already taken root among their 

community and its ranks continue to 

grow in secret among their number, 

CULT Of QRAZ’ZT 
D Luring the Time of Troubles, Wau- 

keen the Merchants Friend placed her 

divinity in trust with a fellow*- goddess, 

Lliira, and escaped the Realms to the 

Astral Plane with the aid of a god from 

another world. Once on the Astral 

Plane, she intended to make her way 

back to her realm via the Abyss with 

the purchased aid of Graz’zt. The Dark 

Prince betrayed the Merchant's Friend 

and imprisoned her until she agreed 

to renegotiate. 

The League of Six Rings, better 

known as the League of Six-Figured 

Gentlemen, is rumored to be secretive 

all-male merchant's cabal with ties to 

the upper echelons of Lhe ecclesiastic 

hierarchy in the Church of Waukeen, 

The truth is rather mare sinister. 

.During die thirteen-year* Interdium 

of Waukeen, the time during which 

she was help captive by Grazzf a dark 

cabal known as the Scions of the. Dark 

Prince rose to positions of power 

within Waukeen's church, preparing 

to seize power from the Llh ran-backed 

hierarchy. In the Year of the Unstrung 

Harp (1371 dr), before their plot could 

come to fruition, Waukeen was res¬ 

cued by daring adventurers. 

After the Merchant’s Friend 

reclaimed Hct divinity, Grazzts fol¬ 

lowers changed tactics and recon¬ 

stituted themselves as the League of 

Six Rings, (The name stems from the 

many dark-complexioned tieflmgs 

within their ranks whose only Abys¬ 

sal toit is stir fingers on their left or 

right hand and who often wear six 

rings upon that hand*} Nominally 

the League seeks only to enrich 

,) its members at the expense of 

other merchants and main¬ 

tain close ties with the ecclesi¬ 

astic hierarchy, hut in truth 

this dark brotherhood 

^ is a malignant cancer at 

the hearL of the Church 

of Waukeen that continues to grow in 

power and influence, spreading the 

Harlot’s Coin heresy. 

Harlot's Coin Heresy: Power of 

Faerftn introduced the concept of 

heresies and schisms within the 

many churches of Faerun. The scions 

of the Dark Prince are active believ¬ 

ers in the Harlot’s Coin Heresy, 

Harlot's coin, heretics believe that 

Waukeen has been slowly selling frac¬ 

tions of her divinity (and her virtue) 

to Gtarizt to finance her church and 

that the Dark Prince imprisoned the 

Merchant’s Friend during the Time 

of Troubles for failing to pay her 

debt They also believe that Waukeen 

only won her freedom from Graz’zfs 

Triple Realm hy paying her debt in 

full, tipping the scales so that tire 

Dark Prince now holds the majority 

of her divine mantle. Harlot s Coin, 

heretics have access to the following 

domains: Demonic (Hordes of%^?5S 

38), Knowledge, Temptation (Hordes of 

tiie Abyss 9.0}, and Trade, Their favored 

wreapon is the bastard sword* Cleric 

believers ip this heresy must be cha¬ 

otic evil, neutral evi.l, neutral, or cha¬ 

otic neutral. 

0L0V \Uuidp ERIC L. BOYD 
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DRAGONMARKS 
WAY Op THE SHACKLED BEAST 

try Nicolas Lqgtie * introduction try Keith Baker * illustrated hy Tyler WrilpoU 

M yf tffff AeAoW /Ae 'Mm ffif/ffo AW orfajo # aw fAe jA/faerj aAo jt/ffarefa A/ofanejj 

f y ■ m /ftftt.v.'#/&?*, f/ltif //& Ar/tefafo fnj&fa, AWmfa rma/n fr 

m&or Aofa 4 faome orfafaof 0e jAferj rere faff. Am+faw ffwmffafa-v/tf fat? rmfa/rf, CPar 

0e or fa twafiifw uAojffirofa '7% fa/0 A far sfa'/Zte* 0erg Atf/r /mtff 

tffAer f j$farg&fefrtfair Ha/mior TAor^y fatifa- rmffWf/oAy mfa rrmf/i/faff. Jhfa & 0$ fafa of 

/fjf 0e ofafae j/reoAr aAA ffm&ofafame mfa fact' Zftmf. JZ/faer Hero, Afa/far offao J/faor 

^o/rAfaArfAfao fafaofaif/Ae /frnmmf* *7AA aw a CP/oAfo. /i? jif/farofafar 0o rr/mgf f0o famo- 

firm ffwfamff* orfarAe/j fae Afajm^AW 0ro£w—at/fajSo Aif for/mof* Ao fatm fafAo fi)off 

/Aojfamefaf/rmfJif wor# Awffffffar {e/ffearoe. £>t?f f/Ao J%frAAfa$#Wf* 

m/Afaefaw orfaew-eroA a&am fjo eaff fo fa/fa — ‘TwAor, Awot/ofe cf Howe J/o/j 

11 shifters face the beast within. Some cannot people realize is that many shifters hate lycanthropes 
/% keep it chained and unleash its animal fury on just as passionately as they hate the Silver Flame, as both 

X H.their enemies. Others stare into the fierce vis¬ forces brought suffering and death to their people. 
age of the beast with a cold gaze and learn to channel The chaos of the Purge drew many Aundiarians to the 
their rage into complete martial mastery. This path of Silver Flame, and today the nation is a stronghold of the 
self-cultivation is referred to as the Way of the Shack¬ puritan movement. Where the templars of Thraue had 
led Beast and many shifters train in its secrets, learn" come in search of justice, many of these new converts 
ing to hone their fighting skills through selftcontrol sought vengeance, and the shifters suffered as a result. At 
and a unique system of martial arts focused on their the height of the crusade, fulTmoon hunts across leagues 
shapechanger physiology- and spiritual path. of coun trysi delefthimdredsof mutikt e d shifter corpses 

in their wake. During one such dark hour of fear and 
ORIGINS OF THE WAY OF THE persecution a shifter monk named Zev Jhaxos earned 
SHACKLED BEAST the scrutiny of the Aundairian inquisitors. A patriot 
The purge of lycanthropy lasted fifty years, and it waxed and high-ranking captain hi Shadukax's town garrison, 
and wTaned as any conflict does, for the first few decades with a widespread reputation as an honorable defender 
it was a brutal conflict, with crusaders facing packs of of justice and good, Zev appeared as ordered to present 
werewolves and wereboars, fighting to defend the people himself for trial at die Inquistor’s Crucible in Sigilstar. 
of Anndair from these vicious assaults. But as the Lide Zev stood before a tribunal pfbishpps certain they would 
slowly turned hi the iavor of the Silver Flame, the sur¬ peer into his heart and find nothing untoward within. 
viving lycanthropes grew crafty and cunning. Many laid He wus shocked when they sentenced him to a lengthy 
among shifter communities. This was a war of paranoia term of ^purification f 
and manipulation, as wererats and other cunning lycan- At this particular period of the crusade, a newborn 
thropes turned human and. shifter against one another. faction of Aimdaiiian inquisitors held large numbers 
It’s well known that the conflict left deep scars between of shifters captive in purification camps, where blood¬ 
the Church of the Silver Flame and the shifters; what lew lines and '‘evil beast-like proclivities^ could be purged 
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with intensive re-education (mostly 

consisting of excruciating torture by 

blade, fire, and mind-numbing bar¬ 

rages of enchantment magic). This 

practice was qnicldy condemned by 

FLamekeep, but many shifters suffered 

at the hands of angry Aundairians 

before the camps were destroyed. 

Within one camp, shackled band 

and foot, Zev Jhaxos sought salvation 

from within in order to defeat the ene¬ 

mies around him. Prior to his impris¬ 

onment he practiced the Mironite 

monastic discipline of Thiane, but 

sequestered among his own people 

under such dire persecution he quickly 

realized the shifter race needed its own 

path to enlightenment. Still a devout 

believer in the Silver Flame, he sup¬ 

posed his imprisonment in the purifi¬ 

cation camp was destiny, and his holy 

mission was to free his own people 

from Lbe persecution of false priests 

by creating a new style of martial arts. 

WAY OF THE 5HACK1.ED BEAST TEACHINGS 
What follows-are a few of the fractured remains of Zevjhaxos’s doctrine. 

To unleash the beast within is to lose your soul to fury and make yourself 

a slave, A creature is only free when it understands itself. The beast must 

not be unleashed but rather set free. So it shall be with our people. Our 

salvation lies inward. 

To. break your shackles without, you must shackle the beast within. 

The shackles of our enemy become our weapons against them. Those 

who.seek to bind us do so not out of mastery but out of fear. These 

shackles are a symbol of our people's .power feared by the other races. 

When you shackle the beast within, you tie your soul to it. When you 

and the beast are one the struggle is ended and both you and the beast 

become free at last. 

DOCTRINE OF THE WAY 
Zev Jhaxos's scrawled the walls of his 

dank cell with bis complete doctrine. 

^§5 

n 

but only fragments survived, passed 

down among bis followers. After 

their master's demise, Zev’s senior 

disciples went their separate ways to 

better spread Iris art. These two rea¬ 

sons account for the fractured nature 

of the way's doctrine today. Some fol¬ 

lowers claim Zev was a devout believer 

in the Silver Flame to the dying end, 

while others insist he fled the flame's 

embrace and scorned the church. 

Many sects of the way view the church 

as their nemesis and actively seek its 

v . V 

^ m 

downfall. Others see a higher call¬ 

ing of self-mastery in Zev's teach¬ 

ings. Sadly, various groups within the 

way find themselves in conflict with 

one another today. The idea of his 

martial art being used by shifters to 

shed shifter blood no doubt torments 

Zev Jhaxos’s restless spirit. 

TECHNIQUES OF THE WAY 
The following feats are taught to 

followers of the Way or their allies. 

Fighters can only gain them as 

s®jj§ta 
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fighter bonus feats Lf they have con¬ 

nections with a master of the Way of 

the Shackled Beast. 
i v fc,, ' K sf • :.. 

BEAST STRIKE [GENERAL] 
Your martial training makes full 

use of yglut natural weapons in 

unarmed combat 

Prerequisites: Base attack bonus 

+5, Improved Unarmed Strike, daw 

or slam attack. 

Benefit: When you make an 

unarmed, strike or grapple check to 

deal damage, you may add your claw 

or slam damage to your unarmed 

strike or grapple damage. 

Special: A fighter may select Beast 

Strike as a tighter bonus feat. 

DISRUPTING STRIKE 
[SHIFTER] 
The control yon exercise over your 

beast within allows you control over 

others with the ability to. change 

their shape. 

Prerequisite: Shifter, Improved 

Unarmed Strike, Stunning Fist. 

Benefit: You may expend 

a daily use of your stunning 

fist to disrupt a shapechanger 

and cause it to instantaneously 

revert to its natural form. This 

attack works identically to Stun- 

rung Fist, except if the opponent 

fails its save it reverts to its natural 

form (thus ending a shifter’s shift¬ 

ing) instead of being stunned. 

Spedal: A fighter may select 

Disrupting Strike as a fighter 

bonus feat, 

FEAR NO BINDS [GENERAL] 
Shackles, topes, and binds offer 

impediment to your impressive 

fighting skills. 

Prerequisites: Escape Artist 6 

ranks, Improved Unarmed Strike, 

Benefit Yon suffer no penalties on 

attack rolls made while grappling 

and may make unarmed strike 

attacks when bound with any 

nonmagi cal bindings, be they 

ropes, chains, or shackles. You 

suffer no penalties on attack rolls or 

to Dexterity when entangled. If you 

are targeted by a net attack and defeat 

your opponent's opposed Strength 

check to restrain your movement 

you may instead forcibly pull your 

opponent, moving him anywhere 

within the limit of the trailing rope 

he holds. Your opponent may drop 

his net as a free action to avoid being 

pul le d ab out b y you, 

This feat does not. prevent, any 

movement-slowing effects suffered 

while bound or entangled. 

Special: A fighter may select Fear 

No Binds as a fighter bonus feat. 

fierce: mind [shifter] 
The beast within you knows no fear* 

You may call upon its ferocity to see 

you through your darkest hours. 

Prerequisite: Shifter 
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Benefit: You may expend a daily 

use of your shifting ability to 

ignore any fear effect targeting you. 

If an effect allows a saving throw, 

■ you may attempt your save first and 

use this ability to negate the effect 

if you fail. 

Special: A fighter may select Fierce 

Mind as a fighter bonus feat, 

SH1FTSILVER MASTERV 
[SHIFTER] 
You are wed-trained in wielding 

shifts fiver weapons, maximizing their 

shiftsfiver quality to deadly effect. 

Prerequisite: Shifter, base attack 

bonus HhS, two other shifter feats, 

must have crafted your own shiftsil- 

ver weapon. 

Benefit: Whenever you score a 

critical hit with a shiftsfiver weapon 

you crafted against a creature with 

DR/s fiver, your shiftsfiver weapon 

temporarily turns into liquid sil¬ 

ver, rending flesh from the inside 

out and dealing zdq points of 

Constitution damage. 

Special: A fighter may select 

Shiftsilver Mastery as a fighter 

bonus feat. 

OF THE SHACKLED 
BEAST STYLE 

Way of the Shackled Beast is 

a new' fighting style available to 

shifter monks, A ist-level shifter 

monk (regardless of character level) 

may select the Why of the Shackled 

Beast style, dictating which bonus 

feats she gains at isf and, and 

6th levels. In addition, she gains 

a +2 bonus on Jump checks. 

Finally, if she meets the listed 

prerequisite she gains the listed 

bonus. If the shifter monk hasn't 

yet met the prerequisite she doesn't 

gain the bonus ability, even if she 

meets the prerequisites at 

some later time. 

Shifter monks who 

practice the Way of the 

Shackled Beast utilize the 

ferocity and power inher¬ 

ent in their race. 

1.St-Level Skill Bonus: Jump, 

Iff 
M§ 



ist-Level Feat: Fear No Binds. 

2nd-Level Feat: Beast Strike. 

6th-Level Feat: Disruptive Strike! 

6th-Level Bonus Ability^ You may 

use your flurry of’blows ability at the 

end of a succesful charge. 

Prerequisites: Jump 9 ranks, Two- 

Weapon Fighting. 

NEW EQUIPMENT 
While shifter monks have sculpted 

their bodies and minds into new 

and dangerous forms, so too have 

shifter craftsmen and artificers cre¬ 

ated new tools and alloys to aid their 

monk allies* In addition, shifter 

seers long ago discovered a newr 

kind of minor artifact, the amulet of 

the twelve mobnsz 

AMULET OF THE TWELVE 
MOONS 
A complete version of this potent 

artifact bears twelve precious or semi¬ 

precious stones—'One comesponding 

to each of Ebe cron's moons* The ori¬ 

gin ofthese enigmatic items of power 

remain steeped in debate* Many claim 

the first amulet was created during 

the War of the Mark as a means of 

uniting the fractured dragonmarked 

races* Shifter sages insist that Zev 

Jliaxos or one of his disciples received 

the first such amulet as a gift from Lhe 

gods. Regardless of the amulets' true 

origin t none of the few known exam¬ 

ples today bear all twelve stories. 

Each specific magic stone grants 

you a different magical power, and 

all stones act concurrently upon you 

when you wear the amulet. 

In addition to its gems' many 

gifts, the amulet of the twelve moons 

grants a +2 enhancement bonus on 

all attack and damage rolls made by 

unarmed strikes and natural weap¬ 

ons. With all twelve stones attached, 

this bonus increases to +5, The 

stones of power and the moons they 

represent are as follows. 

ZaTanthyr: A white opal represents 

the midwinter moon indicative of 

powerful storms. Tins stone grants 

you immunity to effects of winds 

and precipitation of all kinds. 

mond symbolizes the late 

winter moon of Olaxu 

It grants a +4 

raent bonus to your 

Wisdom score. 

Therendor: A tur¬ 

quoise stone corresponds 

to the early spring moon. 

You gain tire ability to cast 

either cure serious wounds three 

times per day or mass cure light 

wounds once per day {CL 20th)* 

Eyre: The mid-spring moon is 

represented by a malachite stone* It 

grants a +4 enhancement bonus on 

all Craft checks. 

Dravage: An aquamarine symbol¬ 

izes the late spring moon. You gain 

a +5 bonus on Search and Survival 

checks* II you have druid or ranger 

levels, you gain a +5 bonus on your 

wild empathy checks as well* 

Nymm: A smoky rose quartz cor¬ 

responds to the early summer moon, 

'this stone prevents you from need¬ 

ing to eat or drink and you need only 

sleep 2 hours per day in order to 

gain the restful benefits of a normal 

S hours of sleep* You must wear the 

amulet a week before you gain the 

abilities of this stone* 

Lharvion: A golden yellow topaz 

represents the midsummer moon. 

It grants you a +4 insight bonus on 

Listen and Spot checks. You may 

cast see invisible three times peT day 

(CL 20th). 

Barrakas: As symbolized by a glis¬ 

tening ruby this late summer moon 

grants you tire ability to cast discern 

location once per day {CL 20th)* 

Rhaan; An amber stone corre¬ 

sponds to the early autumn moon. It 

grants you the ability to cast sending 

three times per day (CL 20th). 

Sypheros: The mid autumn moon 

is represented by a moon-shaped 

piece of obsidian* This stone lets you 

cast displacement on yourself three 

times per day (CL 20th)* 

Aryth: A rosy pearl symbolizes tins 

late autumn moon. It grants you the 

ability to dimension door once per day 

/rT:20th); 

Vult: A creamy white piece of 

jade corresponds to the early winter 

moon. It grants a +4 natural armor 

bonus to your AC. 

Strong transmutation; CL 20th; 

Weight 2 lb* 

SH1FTS1LVER 
Forged in the light of the full moon 

by mixing silver, steel, and the blood 

of a willing shifter donor, shift silver 

makes for highly sought-after weap¬ 

ons, Both members of the Way of 

the Shaclded Beast and followers of 

the SilveT Flame seek out shift silver 

weapons. Shift silver is pliable and 

flexible while remaining strong as 

normal steel. Weapons made of this 

material possess a mystical ability 

to find weak points in ami or, skid¬ 

ding along the surface and weaving 

their way into joints or gaps. Shift- 

silver weapons bypass silver dam¬ 

age reduction as a silvered weapon 

and actually deal an extra +2 points 

of damage to creatures with silver 

damage reduction. 

If a- shifter forges her own 

shiftsilver weapon with her own 

blood as a comp one nt, she gains 

a permanent +1 bonus on attack 

rolls with the weapon. Forging 

a shiftsilver weapon is the same 

as forging a masterwork silvered 

weapon, but the work must be 

done under the light of a full 

moon and requires a DC 25 Craft 

(weaponsmithing) check by the 

person crafting it* Shiftsilver 

adds +1,500 gp to the cost of a 

weapon. All shiftsilver weapons axe 

automatically masterwork. tZ 
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SAGE ADVICE by Andy Collins - illustrated by Ho?.* 

sagcadvice@paizo. com. 

Can a character using a two-handed 

weapon (such as a greats word) make an 

off-hand attack with armor spikes? 

Yes, but you'd suffer all the penalties for 

attacking with two weapons (-4 penalty 

on the greatsword attacks and -8 penalty 

on the armor spikes attack or -zj-z if you 

had the 1 Wo-Weapon Fighting feat). 

If a character carrying a shield makes an 

off-hand attack with armor spikes, does 

he retain the shield's bonus to AC? 

Yes. You lose your shield bonus 

to AC if you use the shield to attack, 

but nothing indicates that making an 

attack with armor spikes would do so. 

When does a character with a shield 

lose his shield bonus? Does he get to 

use his shield bonus against all attack¬ 

ers when flanked? What about when 

subjected to a sneak attack? 

Your shield bonus doesn't apply to 

your touch AC, but otherwise it applies 

any time you're able to use it (For 

instance, the Climb skill description 

specifically notes that you can't use a 

shield while climbing.) 

Neither flanking nor making a sneak 

attack automatically allows you to ignore 

the defender's shield bonus to AC. 

Does having proficiency with 

shields make you proficient with 

shield bash attacks? What about 

with a spiked shield? 

Characters proficient with a type of 

shield are also proficient in shield bash 

attacks made with that type of shield. 

Shield spikes are treated as shield bash 

attacks, so the same applies. 

Can you take Weapon focus and simi¬ 

lar feats with the shield? 

Yes, but you should indicate whether 

you're taking the feats with light 

shields or heavy shields. The bonus 

would apply to any shield bash attacks 

you make, including those made with a 

spiked shield. 

A fighter who relies on shield bash 

attacks can certainly take Weapon 

Focus (heavy shield), Weapon Spe¬ 

cialization (heavy shield), and even 

Improved Critical (heavy shield). 

Can you make attacks of opportunity 

with a shield? That is, do I threaten 

squares within my reach while I'm 

wearing a shield? 

Since a light or heavy shield can be 

used as a weapon, you can indeed make 

attacks of opportunity with it just as if 

it were a weapon. The attack would fol¬ 

low the normal rules for a shield bash, 

causing you to lose the shield's bonus 

to AC until your next turn. 

Since sunder cannot be used against 

armor worn by another character, can 

worn armor only be damaged from 

a natural 1 on its saving throw from a 

spell? Are there other methods for dam¬ 

aging armor worn by an opponent? 

There aren't really any mundane 

means of damaging the armor worn by 

an opponent. 

As you point out, worn armor can 

be damaged if its wearer rolls a natu¬ 

ral 1 on a saving throw. There are also 

various special abilities and effects that 

can damage armor (the ever-popu- 

lar rust monster comes to mind), but 

in general, worn armor is safe from 

taking damage in most situations. 

On the Armor for Unusual Creatures 

chart (Player's Handbook, 123), the foot¬ 

note for Tiny and smaller says “Divide 

the armor bonus by 2," Does that include 

any enhancement bonus the armor has? 

It mentions only armor bonuses, not 

shield bonuses, so are shields affected 

by this reduction? 

This footnote applies to the base AC 

bonus provided by a Tiny or smaller 

suit of armoT or shield, but not to any 

enhancement to that bonus. 

A Tiny +2 chain shirt would provide 

a +3 armor bonus to AC (half the chain 

shirt's +4, plus 1 for the enhancement 

bonus). A Tiny buckler wouldn't pro¬ 

vide any shield bonus to AC (half of +1, 

rounded down, is o). 

A magic armor's armor bonus doesn't 

count against touch attacks, but do 

any of its special abilities (such as 

fortification)? 

Yes. 

A character's touch AC doesn't 

include armor bonuses, but there's 

nothing to indicate that an armor's 

other properties don't apply. 

Does heavy fortification negate the 

decapitation effect of a vorpal weapon? 

What about the extra damage a flaming 

burst weapon deals on a crit? 

The fortification property of armor 

or shields negates the extra damage 

from .a critical hit or sneak attack, but 

not any special abilities triggered on a 

critical hit. 
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Heavy fortification won't protect you from a vorpal weapon, 

nor will it guard against the additional flaming burst damage. 

Does ghost touch armor protect against wmithstrike (Spell 
Compendium, 243)? 

No. The ghost touch araior property allows you to add 

the armor's enhancement bonus and armor bonus to AC 

against the attacks of incorporeal creatures, but not all 

touch attacks (as noted in the FAQ), Despite the name of 

the spell, wmithstrike does not turn you into an incorpo¬ 

real creature. 

Can you add a property with a gp value (such as acid resis¬ 

tance) to a shield or suit of armor that already has an effec¬ 

tive bonus of+10 (such as a +5 shield of heavyfortification]? 

As long as the property doesn't push the item's price 

above 200,000 gp (not counting material costs), yes. 

A +£ shield of heavy fortification that gained acid resistance 

would have a base price of 118,000 gp (not counting the 

material costs of the shield itself). You could continue to 

add special abilities with gp costs (undead controlling, fire 

resistance, and so forth), as long as Lhe base price didn't 

exceed 200,000 gp. 

Above 200,000 gp, a magic item becomes an epic magic 

item., and the pricing scheme changes. See the £p£c Level 

Handbook for details. 

Would the damage reduction gained by a barbarian or 

granted by the Armor Specialization feat (Placer's Hand¬ 

book II, 75) stack with the DR from adamantine armor? 

No. Unless the effect specifically states otherwise, dam¬ 

age reduction from different sources never stacks, 

A i3thdevel barbarian with Armor Specials a Lion (medium 

armor) wTho wore an adamantine breastplate would have 

DR 3/— f"rom his class levels, which would override the DR 

2/— gained from the feat and from the armor. 

Does the AC bonus of a buckler stack with that of a dastana 

(Oriental Adventures, 75)? 

Multiple shield bonuses to AC never stack. It doesn't mat¬ 

ter whether the bonuses come from a buckler, a dastana, a 

tower shield, a ring of forceshield, or the shkli ipell—only the 

highest shield bonus to AC applies. 

Does the bonus to AC from Divine Shield (Complete War¬ 

rior, 106) provide its bonus to touch AC? 

SS&; 
Tlie Divine Shield feat states that the bonus "applies to 

the shield's bonus to Armor Class" which indicates that it's 

increasing the shield's shield bonus to AC. Thus, the ben- 

efh wouldn't apply against touch attacks. 

Would the Heavy Armor Optimization feats {Races ofSionet 

141) apply to heavy armors made of mithral? 

No. 
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Mithral heavy armor effectively 

becomes medium armor for all purposes, 

which means that benefits accruing to 

the wearer ofheavy armor wouldn't apply 

when wearing mithral heavy armor. 

When a warforged enhances bis com¬ 

posite plating (Eherron Campaign Setting, 

24) for the first time, does it count as 

already having a +1 armor bonus for the 

purposes of calculating the cost in gold 

(since it already has light fortification)? 

Can the fortification be upgraded on the 

composite plating for the difference in 

cost as well? 

No and no. 

The light fortification possessed by 

the warforgcd is an extraordinary spe¬ 

cial quality, not a magical property. 

Thus, it has no effect on any magical 

enhancement applied to the compos- 

ite plating of the warforged. 

Unfortunately, this also means that it 

doesn't allow the warforged to upgrade 

that fortification. A warforged who wanted 

the medium fortification armor properly' 

on his composite plating would have to 

pay the hill cost (+3 bonus), because its 

benefit doesn't stack with the extraordi¬ 

nary special quality he already has. 

Can armor properties (such as fortifi¬ 

cation or slick) be added to items that 

have do AC bonus, such as a robe? 

No. For example, a wizard can't add 

light fortification to his nonmagical 

robes by paying 1,000 gp (as if it were 

simply a +1 bonus equivalent). 

Of course, the DM could create 

such an item and add it Lo his game. 

Rather than simply using the cost pro- 

vided for the armor property in ques¬ 

tion, he would compare it to items of 

similar power level and character value 

to ensure it’s priced fairly. 

Does a ist-level tiefling wizard have 

proficiency with light armor? Does a 

1st-level aasimar sorcerer have heavy 

armor proficiency? 

No and no. 

The Monster Manual entry for "Out¬ 

sider Type'' states that they are profi¬ 

cient "with whatever type of armor.,, it 

is described as wearing.., outsiders not 

indicated as wearing armor are not pro¬ 

ficient with armor/' 

However, the plane touched entries 

don’t depict normal versions of those 

creatures; instead, they're 1st-level war¬ 

riors (which grants them proficiency 

with light, medium, and heavy armor, 

and with shields). It's impossible to 

guess whether those creatures would 

normally be described as wearing such 

armor, but the Sage leans toward no. 

Are armor spikes counted as a single 

weapon for the purpose of adding 

magical enhancements to them? 

Yes, 

You can have masterwork armor 

spikes for the added cost of 300 gp, and 

you can add a -h enhancement bonus 

to th em for another 2,000 gp. 

What is the cost and Graft DC for an 

adamantine, mithral, or other special- 

material item? And do special materi¬ 

als increase the crafting time? 

The Sage recommends treating any 

item crafted from a special material as 

having two components; the masterwork 

component (150 gp for armor or shield, 

300 gp for a weapon) and ''the rest of 

the item,” which is the item’s total price 

minus the masterwork component. 

The various special materials 

described in the Dungeon Master’s Guide 

don't list any effect on the Craft DC, so 

you should use the normal Craft DCs 

listed for the item. 

In the case of a mithral chain shirt, 

the masterwork component wo uld have 

a price of 150 gp and a Craft DC of 20, 

while “the rest of the item” would have 

a price of 950 gp and a Craft DC of 14, 

Using a special material such as 

adamantine in an item increases die 

crafting time, but only indirectly (since 

the higher price means you probably 

need a lot more sue cess ful Craft checks 

before you finish). In fact, frie Craft rules 

don't handle items of such high value 

very well, and a DM looking to allow ada¬ 

mantine-armor-crafting PCs or NPCs in 

his game may need to augment those 

characters' abilities with magical effects 

or come up with house rules of his own 

to speed the process. 
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CLASS ACTS by Shane O'Connor < illustrated by Julie Dillon 

STRANGULATION 
The special attack of garroting 

first appeared in Song and Silence. 

Attempting Lo sti'angle someone 

is a form of grappling, and follows all 

the normal rules for a grapple, except 

as follows. 

Strangulation doesn't work against 

any creature that does not breathe (such 

as constructs, deathless, elemental^, and 

undead), nor against oozes, plants, ver¬ 

min, incorporeal, or ethereal creatures. 

Your DM might designate other crea¬ 

tures immune to strangulation as well. 

When you are grappling, in addition 

to the other actions you can take (Play¬ 

er's Handbook, 15(5) you may attempt to 

gain a strangle hold on your opponent 

by making a special melee touch attack, 

Ifyou succeed at this special melee touch 

attack, you grab hold of your opponent's 

throat (or slip a garrote around his neck) 

and can begin to strangle him on the 

following round. You do not ignore all 

of your opponent's armor bonus to his 

AC when making this attack, as shown, 

on the accompanying chart. 

To strangle your opponent you must 

win an opposed grapple check every 

round (made in place of an attack). If 

you use only your hands in the stran¬ 

gle attempt (and not a garrote or other 

appropriate weapon)you take a-4 penalty 

on the initial opposed grapple checkout 

not on any subsequent grapple checks) 

and cannot strangle a creature larger 

than, yourself You must use both hands 

to strangle (unless you have a locking 

garrote—see below) and cannot take any 

of the following grapple actions: attack 

your opponent, draw a light weapon, 

pin an opponent, retrieve a spell com¬ 

ponent, or use an opponent's weapon. A 

creature being strangled cannot attempt 

to pin an opponent, take an opponent's 

weapon used to garrote him, speak, or 

take any vocal actions (such as casting a 

spell with a verbal component). 

If you succeed at your 

strangle attempt, your oppo¬ 

nent can no longer breathe 

but can still hold Ms breath 

up to 2 rounds per point 

of Constitution (beginning 

that same round). After this 

period of time, the creature 

must make a DC 10 Constitution 

check to continue holding 

bis breath. The save must 

be repeated each ronnd, 

with the DC increasing 

by +x for each previous 

success. 

When the strangled creature fails 

one of these Constitution checks, he 

begins to suffocate. In the hxst round, 

he falls unconscious (o hit points). In 

the following round, he drops to -1 hit 

points and is dying. On the third round, 

he suffocates. If you stop strangling your 

opponent once he falls unconscious he 



AC VERSUS STRANGULATION 

Armor Type Target's AC Modifier Against Strangulation Attack 

Natural armor Provides normal protection (equal to the bonus of the 

natural armor) 

Fu 11 plate P rovides a +4 armor bo n us 

Leather collar Provides a +4 bonus 

Gorget Provides a +10 bonus 

remains unconscious for ad6 minutes. 

An opponent who drops to -i hit points 

before you release' your strangle hold is 

automatically stable at -l hit points. A 

sLrangled creature may pretend to fill 

uncoil scions by making a successful 

Bluff'check. 

NEW EQUIPMENT 
Strangling using a weapon is known as 

garroting, and the item used is called 

a garrote. Garrotes provide bonuses 

on grapple checks made to strangle, or 

deal the listed damage if'you use the hit 

point strangulation rules. 

Cord: Cord has hardness o, 2 hit 

points, and a break DC ofm 

GoTget: A gorget is a metal collar that 

provides a +io armor bonus against 

strangulation attacks. A gorget has hard¬ 

ness 10 and 5 hit points. It must be cus¬ 

tom-made for its wearer and imposes a 

-4 penalty on checks made to perform 

physical actions over a period of time 

(running, swimming, breath-holding, 

and so on)* A gorget costs 10 gp and 

weighs 5 pounds. 

Leather Collar: This simplified leather 

gorget provides a'+4 arm or bonus against 

strang uLalion attacks. A leather collar 

has hardness 3 and 1 hit point. It must 

he custom-made for its wearer. A leather 

collar imposes a —2 penalty on checks 

made to perform physical actions that 

extend over a period of time* A leather 

collar costs 2 gp and weighs 2 pounds* 

Locking Mechanism: A locking mech¬ 

anism consists of a pair of handles that 

attach to any thin, supple item (such as 

a rope, steel cable, wire, and so on)* The 

handles slide along the gairoting mate¬ 

rial freely, but when brought together 

they can lock in place together. Once 

you secure the garrote you can lock the 

garrote in place with a move action* 

Tills maintains strangling pressure on 

your opponent even after you let go. The 

garroted creature continues to make 

grapple checks (each one opposed by the 

last grapple check you made) until freed 

or unconscious* Unlocking the handles 

from each other is a free action. Adding 

a locking mechanism to a garrote makes 

the garrote an exotic weapon* 

The DC for a Disable Device check 

made to remove a locked garrote is 10 

if the character has Exotic Weapon Pro- 

fieiency (locking garrote) or 25 if she 

HIT POINT 

STRANG ULATI ON 
As- an optional rule, you may have 

strangling deal damage instead of, or 

even in addition to, causing suffoca¬ 

tion, In this case, for each round you 

maintain a.strangle hold you deal id} 

points of nonlethal damage (Small 

creatures deaf id2) plus 1-1/2 times 

your Strength modifier. You can make 

this damage lethal with a -4 penalty 

on your opposed grapple checks, if 

you have the improved Unarmed 

Strike feat, o r if you. use '.a garrote* 

does not Tf someone other than the 

victim makes the attempt, a -5 penalty 

applies unless the garroted character 

is held, unconscious, or otherwise kept 

from moving. A character attempting to 

remove a locked garrote from around his 

own neck takes a -5 penalty for working 

blindly* A character cannot take 10 or 

take 20 on this check unless the creature 

garroted is already dead. Failing a Dis¬ 

able Device check by 5 or more causes 

the victim to lose an additional round's 

worth of air {or deals a round's worth of 

damage, if using those rules). 

Steel Cable: Steel cable has hardness 

8, S hit points, and a break DC of 26. 

Wire: Most wire garrotes come with 

grips at the ends. Using a wire garrote 

without grips or some land of hand 

protection deals id} points of damage 

per round to you. Wire has hardness 4, 

3 hit points, and. a break DC of 24, 2 

GARROTING WEAPONS 

Simple Weapons Cost Strangle Bonus Strangle Dmg (S) Strangle Dmg (M) Weight 
Two-Handed Weapons 

Chain (5 ft.) 15 gp +2 ld4 m lib. 
Cord (5 ft*) 1 sp +1 ld4 ldfi 1/10 lb. 
Rope varies +1 ld3 ld4 varies 
Sling 1 BP +1 ld2 Id 3 01b. 
Steel cable (5 ft*) 60 gp 43 ld6 ld8 lib. 
Wire (5 ft.) 25 gp 43 ld4 id6 0 lb. 

Exotic Weapons 

Two-Handed Weapons 

Bola 5gP +1 ld3 ld4 2 lb* 
Chain, spiked 25 gp +2 ld6 ld8 10 lb. 
Flail, dire 90 gp 42 ld4 ldfi 10 lb* 
Whip !gP Hi ldfi IdS 2 1b. 
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by Tim Hitchcock - illustrated by Julie Dillon CLASS ACTS 

ARCANE 
LABORATORIES 

with unknown fluids form a bizarre 

landscape across a work-worn table. 

This is a typical description of a 

wizard's laboratory—a place set up 

for her to craft magical devices, study 

arcane lore* summon beasts from dis¬ 

tant planes, and do all manner of wiz- 

ardly things. The laboratory serves her 

as a private sanctuary, storage facility, 

and—often—home, A wizard stocks 

her laboratory with the things she 

needs to accomplish her daily tasks, 

but what happens when she focuses on 

more specialized work? 

This article discusses the possibility 

of specialized arcane laboratories, each 

built for a specific purpose and pro¬ 

viding bonuses to such ends. While the 

price of indi vidual labs varies, they all 

cost 50 gp per month to maintain (in 

addition to the costs of replacing any 

expended materials). 

ARCANE DISTILLERY 
An arcane distillery aids spellcasters 

in the precise art of brewing potions, 

alchemical liquids, and other eldritch 

elixirs. A distillery provides the 

most benefit to a character with the 

Brew Potion feat or several ranks in 

Craft {alchemy), 

hi the center of the room, a circu¬ 

lar table of polished granite supports 

a magnificent glass alembic. Dozens 

of glass tubes and pipes traverse the 

chamber in strange zigzagging pat¬ 

terns, all designed to deliver arcane 

compounds with timed precision. 

Some travel to the alembic, others 

lead to or from an array of cauldrons, 

beakers, buckets, and tubs. Measuring 

a range of times, a number of small 

hourglasses rock on brass gimbals. 

Pushed into the corners, numer¬ 

ous carefully labeled barrels of water 

and other fluids await consumption. 

During the pale hours between 

midnight and dawn, the sickly 

moon seeps low into the 

darkened hills. The wizard's candles 

melt into shallow pools of tallow, still 

burning as she pores through count¬ 

less pages of notes within the lonely 

confines of her laboratory. Cluttered 

shelves line her wails and chalked lines 

of mysti c symbols mar a smooth cob¬ 

bled floor. Nearby* jars of unguents, 

strange mechanical derices, and 

crystalline beakers bubbling 
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Several granite washbasins and a metal 

drying rack filled with glass cylinders, 

tubes, and metal utensils for meas¬ 

uring and stirring hang from another 

wall Above a row of sinks, long 

shelves support scores of jars con¬ 

taining compounds, salts, minerals, 

and powders, as wrell as smaller sealed 

glass beakers with a variety of color- 

fill fluids* Mounted near the window, 

rows of long, soil-filled planter boxes 

grow rare herbs. Adjacent shelves 

overflow with tomes containing reci¬ 

pes for potions, cure-alls, ointments, 

tinctures, and various compounds 

both magical and mundane. It also 

holds spellbooks, although the spells 

are limited to those most commonly 

brewed into potions. 

Benefit: The arcane distillery provides 

a +2 competence bonus on any Craft 

check made to create or brew liquids 

or pastes {including nonalchenhcaJ. and 

nonmagicai liquids, such as alcohol) 

and reduces the crafting and brewing 

time by 10%. Building an arcane distill¬ 

ery requires 30 days and 3,000 gp, This 

price does not cover the raw materials 

needed to brew any liquid—mundane, 

alchemical, or magical 

ASTROLOGICAL 
OBSERVATORY 
An astrological observatory aids divin¬ 

ers, oracles, and fortunetellers in the 

observation and interpretation of astro¬ 

logical data. They provide the most 

benefit to diviner specialist wizards and 

those with, raides in Knowledge (geogra¬ 

phy) and Knowledge (nature). 

Unlike other laboratories, an obser¬ 

vatory requires a location conducive 

to viewing the night sky, such as atop 

a high hill or similar area removed 

from the lights and distractions of 

civilization. Comparatively stark, an 

observatory's interior contains only 

those fewr tools necessary for star¬ 

gazing; spyglasses of various sizes, 

sextants, rulers, compasses, and lode- 

stones. All equipment rests neatly on 

large desks over which sprawl doz¬ 

ens of star maps charting constella¬ 

tions from various points of the night 

sky* Round clay storage bins contain 

even more charts and maps, crisply 

rolled onto polished wooden spindles 

and slipped carefully into protective 

cloth sleeves. As a centerpiece, a mas¬ 

sive 10 to 20-foot-long spyglass with 

multiple lenses rocks on a large iron 

brace, allowing an astrologist to aim 

it toward the heavens. The brace sup¬ 

ports the entire weight of the spyglass, 

while a series of cranks and sprockets 

allows an indi vidual to manipulate its 

precise angle and position. Dozens of 

almanacs, atlases, and maps of both 

land and sea cram observatory book¬ 

case sT along with a few rare tomes 

concerning the theory of constella¬ 

tions, fortune-telling, extispicy, rune 

reading, cards, and scrying derices. 

Observatory spellbooks. generally con¬ 

tain divination spells or spells with 

themes concerning the sun, moon, 

stars, or weather. Observatories with 

basements often convert them into 

“night Tooras” by painting them black 

and sealing them so no light can enter. 

A round lantern in the room's center 

allows individuals to enter the room 

safely Once inside, an intricately 

fabricated spherical metal cover low¬ 

ers over the lantern from the ceiling. 

The metal sphere rotates slowly while 

thousands of tiny piercings allow the 

lamplight to escape, creating the effect 

of a starry night sky. 

Benefit: The astrological observa¬ 

tory provides a +2 competence bonus 

on Knowledge (geography) and Knowl¬ 

edge (nature) checks. Furthermore, an 

astrological observatory contains one 

of each focus needed for all common 

divination spells (those from the Play¬ 

er's Handbook and Spell Compendium). 

In addition, divination spells with XP 

costs cast within an astrological obser¬ 

vatory cost 25% less XP. Building an 

astrological observatory requires 120 

days and 40,000 gp. 

CONSTRUCT LAB 
A construct lab's design specifically 

aids spellcasters in the production 

and repair of constructs and pro¬ 

vides the most benefits to characters 

with the Craft Construct feat (Monster 

Manual, 303), 

In the center of the room a thick, 

door-sized slab of basalt rests on a 

rotating base. Steel-cabled pulleys 

and levers allow an operator to shift 

the slab to various angles. Anchored 

into the sides of the table are several 

iron rungs fitted with thick leather 

straps and buckles. Scaffolding rises 

20 feet on either side of the table, 

with cables strung between that sus¬ 

pend six small oil lanterns. Polished 

metal disks as large as dwarves direct 

the lamplight toward the slab table. 

In the fax corner burns a small forge 

with a complete set of smith's tools. 

Near it sits a 30-gallon barrel of water 

and a wooden-wheeled work cabinet 

holding various tools necessary for 

sculpting, woodcarving, and metal¬ 

working. A few mixing bowls, a giant 

mortar and pestle, knives of various 

sizes, scalpels, probes, tweezers, and 

other types of dissection tools clut¬ 

ter another nearby smaller table. 

Mounted to the walls, a long shelf 

holds stray items such as metal pins, 

widgets, jars of alchemical substances, 

containers of body parts, moulds, 

and pieces of various materials such 

as blocks of clay, bars of raw iron, 

and other metals. On another shelf 

rest manuals and blueprints for 

building various types of constructs, 

journals of construct builders, and 

spellbooks. Construct laboratory 

spellbooks contain spells geared 

toward fixing or repairing objects, 

locating rare substances, strength¬ 

ening the hardness or altering spe¬ 

cific properties of materials, and any¬ 

thing tied to the creation, control, or 

summoning of constructs. 

Benefit The construct laboratory 

provides a +2 competence bonus on 

any Craft check made to manufacture 

a construct and reduces the construc¬ 

tion time by 10%. Furthermore, the 

laboratory allows for the repair of up to 

25 points of damage per day, although 

the cost of the repair remains at 50 gp 

per hit point repaired. Building a con¬ 

struct laboratory requires 60 days and 

8,000 gp. This price does not cover the 

raw materials needed to build individ¬ 

ual constructs, k? 
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CLASS ACTS by Amber E. Scott ■ ftJustrttf&d fry Julie Dillon 

ANIMAL COMPANIONS 
An animal companion does not 

gain the normal modifications of an 

advanced creature as detailed in the 

Monster Manual Page 36 of the Player's 

Handbook lists all the changes an ani¬ 

mal companion undergoes as it gains 

Hit Oke,, in addition to the ability 

score increase they gain every four 

HD, According to the official errata, a 

druidrs animal companion remains an 

animal and is not considered a magi¬ 

cal beast. 

Awdkznzd animals cannot serve as 

animal companions. 

Feats: Natural Bond (Complete Adven¬ 

turer); Companion Spell bond {Pfayer's 

Handbook II). 

Prestige Classes: Animal lord, beast- 

master, wild plains outrider (Com¬ 

plete Ad mitwrer); nature's warrior (Com¬ 

plete Warrior). 

WILD SHAPE 
Tiiis ability functions like the alternate 

form special ability (see tire Monster 

Manual), except as noted here. 

Wild shape allows the droid to 

assume the form 

of an animal, ele¬ 

mental,, or plant, 

depending on her 

level. When the druid 

uses wild shape, she 

retains her type and. 

subtype unless the 

form she assumes 

has the aquatic 

This guide employs charts, rules 

clarifications, feat and prestige 

class suggestions, and rtile- 

book references to enhance and ease 

the playability of the druid. For addi¬ 

tional wild shape support, see "Wild 

Shape Guide" in Dragon #348. This 

article references official errata, which 

can be found at wizards.com/dcfault 

asp ?x=dnd/er/20 040125 a. 

DRUID GUIDE 



subtype, in which case she also gains 

the aquatic subtype. Her size changes 

to that of the new form. 

Whenever the druid assumes a new 

form she regains hit points as if she 

had rested for a- night. Any gear worn 

by the druid melds into her new form 

and becomes nonfunctional, even if 

her new form could wear the items. If 

the druid dons items in animal form 

and then resumes her own form, the 

items fall off and land at her feet. 

A druid cannot assume the form of 

a creature with a template. She retains 

all spellcasting abilities, provided she 

can speak intelligibly to cast spells 

with verbal components (parrots do 

not count) or have humanlike hands to 

cast spells with somatic components, 

Feats: Natural Spell (Player's Hand¬ 

book); Blinds e use, Climb Like an 

Ape, Cougar's Vision, Hawk's Vision, 

Improved Flight, Savage Grapple, Scent 

(Complete Adventurer); Boar's Ferocity, 

Cheetah's Speed, Eagle's Wings, Ele¬ 

phant’s Hide, Extra Wild Shape, Fast 

Wild Shape, Grizzly's Claws, Lion's 

Pounce, Oaken Resilience, Serpent's 

Venom, Swum. Like a Fish, Wolverine's 

Rage (Co mpkte D ivi ntr). 

Prestige Classes: Daggerspell shaper, 

master of many forms (Complete Aduerc* 

turer); bligh ter (Complete Divine); nat n r e Js 

DRUID SPELLS 
The animal shades spell functions as the 

alternate form ability in the Monster 

Manual, not like the polymorph spell. 

Aider casting call lightning, a druid can 

call one bolt of lightning every round 

until the end of the spell’s duration. 

The druid does not have to call a bolt of 

lightning each round, but she cannot 

'save up1’ rounds in order to call mill- 

creature with HD equal to no more than 

her caster level, to a maximum of 25, 

Transport via plants is a Conjuration 

(teleport) spell. 

Feats: Combat Casting, Natural Spell, 

Spell Focus, Greater Spell Focus, Spell 

Penetration, Greater Spell Penetration, 

all metamagic feats (Players Handbook); 

all metamagic feats (Complete Dnw). 

Prestige Classes: Hierophant (Dangton 

tiple bolts at one time. Master's Guide); daggerspell shaper (Com- 

When using the shapticftrtmjt spell, plete Adventurer}; blighter, geomancer 

a druid can assume the form of a (Complete Dunne). w 

WILD SHAPE 

Wild 

Druid Shape/ 

Level Day Size and Type of Creature 

5th 1 S or M animal 

6th 2 S or M animal 

7th 3 S'or M animal 

8th 3 S, M, or L animal 

10th 4 S, M, or Lanimal 

11th 4 T, S, Mt or L animal 

12th 4 T, S, M, or L animal or plant 

14th 5 T, S, M, or L animal or plant 

15th 5 T, 5, M, L, or H animal or plant 

16th 5/1 T $, M, L, or H animal or pfant/5, M, or L elemental 

18th 6/2 T S, M, L, or H animal or plant/$,.M. or L elemental 

2Dth 6/3 T, S, M, L, or H animal or plant/S, M, L, or H elemental 

ANIMAL COMPANION ADVANCEMENT 

ATHOUSAND FACES 
Class 

Level 

Bonus 

HD 

Natural 

Armor Adj. 

Str/Dex 

Adj. 

Bonus 

Tricks Special 

A thousand faces is a supernatural abil¬ lst-2nd +0 m +0 1 Link, share spells 
ity that replicates cifsjguise not alter 3rd—5th +2 +2 +1 2 Evasion 

self.This ability is notilliisbry, although 6th—Sth +4 +4 +2 3 Devotion 
it functions within the limitations of 9th—11th +6 +6 +3 4 Multi attack 
the disguise self spell Its physical alter¬ 12th—14th +8 +8 +4 5 ._. 

ations affect the druid's body but not 15th—17th +10 +10 +5 6 Improved evasion 
her clothing or gear. 18th—20th +12 +12 +6 7 — 

INFLUENCING ANIMAL ATTITUDES 

Initial New Attitude (wild empathy DC to achieve) 

Attitude* Hostile Unfriendly Indifferent Friendly Helpful 

50 Hostile Less than 20 20 25 35 

Unfriendly Less than 5 5 15 25 40 
Indifferent — Less than 1 1 15 30 
Friendly — — Less than 1 20 
Helpful — —* — Less than 1 1 
Vhe typical domestic animal starts with an indifferent attitude. The typical wild animal starts with an unfriendly attitude. 
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CLASS ACTS fry Scott I, Gable * illustrated by Julie Dillon 

PSION/WILDER POWERS 

Clairsentience 
ist—Defensive precognition*, destiny dissonance (seer), detect pslon/cs, 

delect teleportation (nomad)*, know direction and location, offen¬ 

sive precognition*, offensive prescience\ precognition (seer), stygian 

discernment, synchronichy* 

2nd—C/aiVvqyant sense (seer), feat leech*, object reeding (seer)*, psionic 

identify, recall agony*t sensitivity to psychic impressions (seer) 

3rd—Danger sense*, escape detection (stor), fate link (seer)\ mental bar¬ 

rier* , psionic dorfcyisron, realized potential, ubiquitous vision 

4th—Anchored navigation (seer)*, aura sight*, detect remote viewing, 

psionic divination, remote viewing (seer), trace teleport* 

5th—Clairtangent hand (seer)*, ethereal agentt power resistancet psionic 

true seeing, second chance (seer) 

6th—Greater precognition (seer), psionic contingency, psychorrrefr/\ remote 

view trap 

7th—Fate of one (seer), psionic moment 0/ prescience, psionic sequester 

Sth—Bend r^a/rty^ hypercognition (seer), recall death 

9th—Metafaculty (seer), reality revision 

Metacreativity 
ist—Astral construct (shaper)*, boltf create sound, crystal shard*, ecto 

protection*, entangling ectoplasm*, psionic grease, psionic minor cre¬ 

ation (shaper) 

2nd—Conceding amorpha, ejystfl/storm\ psionic repair damage (shaper)*, 

swarm of crystals* 

3rd—Dismiss ectoplasm, ectopiasmic cocoon (shaper)*, energy wall, 

greater concealing amorpha (shaper), psionic glyph of warding\ 

psionic keen edge 

4th—Burroudng bonds (shaper)*, ectoplasmic swarm*, psionic 

fabricate (shaper), quintessence (shaper), wall of ectoplasm 

5th—Detain ectoplasm, ectoplasmic shamfrler, hall of crystals 

(shaper)*, incarnate, ps/onic major creation 

Psions can distinguish themselves from fellow 

psionic characters by choosing a specialty. 

Aside from their primary discipline's exclusive 

powers, though, no list of powers by discipline existed 

until now. 

The following list categorizes every psion power 

from Expanded Vsionics Handbook and Complete Psionic 

by discipline. Powers marked with "A” can be aug¬ 

mented. Those powers with a parenthetical name 

after them appear only on the list of powers for that 

type of psion. 
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6th—Crystallize (shaper), greater psionic fabricate (shaper) 

7th—Energy claw*, mass ectoplasmic cocoon (shaper)* 

8th—Astro/ seed (shaper), matter manipulation) psionk 

iron body 

9th—Genesis (shaper), true creation (shaper) 

Psychokinesis 

ist— Centro] fames*, control light, control object (kineticist), 

deflection field, energy arc*, energy ray*, far hand*, force 

screen\ inertial armor* matter agitation, my light* 

2nd—‘Concussion blastA, control air (kineticist)*; contra/ sound, 

energy emanation*, energy missile (kineticist)*, energy 

push*, energy stunA 

3rd—Dispel ps/onfcsAf energy bolt*, energy burst*, energy cone 

(kineticist)*, energy lance*1, energy retortA, eradicate invisi¬ 

bility*', telekinetic boomerang (kineticist)*, telekinetic jorce*, 

tele kinetic thrust* 

4th—Control body ^kineticist)’* energy ball (kineticist)*, energy 

flash*, inertial barrier (kineticist), intellect/ortressA, teleki¬ 

netic maneuver* 

5th—Celest/al conduit*, energy current [kineticist)*, energy nul- 

Uf cation field (kineticist)*, fiendish conduit*, fiery discor- 

poration (kineticist}*, greater stomp*, suppress schism*, 

telekinetic buffer* 

6th—Dispeil/ng buffer (kineticist), energy barrage*, energy nul¬ 

lification field\ nul/ psion/csffeld (kineticist) 

7th— Energy wave*, reddopsi(kineticist) 

Sth—-P$/on/c telekinetic sphere (kineticist) 

9th—Tornado blast (kinetieist)* 

Psychometablism 

1st— Hammer*., psionic endure elements, slow breathing\ 

stone mind*, synesthete, thicken skin (egoist)*, urban strf- 
der*, vigor* 

2nd—Animal affinity (egoist)*, biofeedback*, body equilibrium, 

chameleon (egoist), damp power*, earth walk*, elfsight, 

empathk transfer (egoist)*, psychic scimita^, shore pain, 

specified energy adaptation*, stygian ray, sustenance 

3rd—Body adjustment*, body purification\ ectoplasmic form 

(egoist), forced share pain*, heavy earth\ hustle (egoist), 

mindfire*, touchsight* 

4th—Energy adaptation*, metamorphosis (egoist), planar apo¬ 

theosis*, psychic vampire (egoist) 

5th—Adopt body, cranial deluge*-, leech field*, psionic revivify 

(egoist)*, psychofeedback (egoist), restore extremity (ego¬ 

ist), stygian dominion* 

6th—Breath of the black dragon*, fuse flesh*, mind over energy, 

psionic restoration (egoist), stygian bof£*r suspend life 

7th-—Energy conversion, evade burst*, eyes of the basilisk, fission 

(egoist), oak bodyA 

Sth—Fusion (egoist), planar embrace, shadow body, stygian 

veil, true metabolism 

gth—-Affinity field, assimilate, greater metamorphosis (egoist), 

pain affinity field, stygian conflagration* 

Psyehoportation 

1st—Astral traveler, burst (nomad), eat/all*, deceleration*, dlssh- 

poting touchA,ffoat5 skate 

2nd—Dimension swap (nomad)*, elemental steward*, evade 

attack (nomad)*, larva/ffayers*, psionic knock, psionic levi¬ 

tate, psionic lock, psychoportiue shelter* 

3rd—Astra/ caravan (nomad)*, dimension twister*, time hop* 

4th—Psionic dimension door*, psionic dimensional anchor 

(nomad), psionic dismissal (nomad), psionic fly (nomad), 

psionic freedom of movement, shadow eft* 

5th—Anticipatory strike, baleful teleport (nomad)*, psionic plane 

shiff, psionic teieport (nomad), teleport trigger (nomad), 

tempera/ reiteration (nomad)* 

6th™E£herea7 abduction*, inconstant locationA, psionic ban¬ 

ishment (nomad)*, psionic disintegrate*! psionic overland 

fightf retrieve*, temporal acceleration* 

7th—Decerebrate, divert teieport, dream travel (nomad)*, pla¬ 

nar champion\ psionic ethereal jaunt (nomad), psionic 

phase door 

Sth—Mass time hop (nomad)*, piiunic greater teleport 

9th—Psron/c etbereainess, psionic teleportation circle (nomad), 

time regression (nomad), timeiess body 

Telepathy 

1st—Attraction*, call to mind, conceal thoughts, dejd vu*, demor¬ 

alize*, disciple*, distract, eidetic lock*, empathy*, empty 

mind*, mind thrust*, mind/ink (telepath)*, missive*, primal 

fear*, psionic charm (telepath)*, psionk-daze*, sense link*, 

telempathic projection 

2nd-—A version (telepath)*, bestow power*, brain lock (telepathy 

cloud mind, detect hostile intent, ego whip*, forced sense 

link, id insinuation*, inflict painA, mass missive*, mental 

disruption*, psionk suggestion (telepath)*, psionic tongues, 

read thoughts (telepath), serenity*, thought shield*, zone 

of alertness* 

3rd—Cerebral phantasm\ crisis of breath (telepath)*, exhala¬ 

tion of the bronze dragon*, false sensory input (tele path)*, 

hostile empothic trans/er (telepath)*, mind trap\ psionic 

blast*, psychic containment^ solicit pslcrystal* 

4th—Correspond, death urge*, empathk feedback*, implanted 

suggestion\ mindwipe*, personality parasite, power leech, 

psionic dominate (telepath)*, psionic modify memory (tele- 

path), psychic reformation, schism (telepath), thieving 

mindlink (telepath)* 

5th—Catapsi*, metaconcert (telepath)*, mind probe (telepath), 

psychic crush*, psychotic break*, shatter mind blank, tower 

0/ iron will* 

6th—Aura alteration*, co-opt concentration, mass cloud mind, 

mind switch (telepath)* 

7th—Crisis of life (telepath)*, insanity*, personal mind blank, 

ultra blast* 

Sth—Mind seed (telepath), psionk mind blank 

9th—Apopsi, microcosm*, psychic chkurgery (telepath), true 

mind switch (telepath), urge extermination* *2 
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CLASS AC I 5 by Scott Nod ■ illustrated by Julie Dillon 

ELDRITCH 
WARRIORS 

Many paths to magical power exist—faith in the divine, the study of arcane 

lore, and the awakening of mystic bloodlines, for example. Those who put 

as much energy into combat abilities as magical ones become eldritch 

warriors The following variant class features turn fighters into eldritch warriors. 

ARMORED SAVANT 
You have a mystic connection to your armor. 

Level: ist. 

Replaces: If you select this class feature, you do 

not gain the fighter bonus feat at ist level 

Benefit: At ist level, you show an 

inborn mastery for wearing bulky 

armors in such a way that they do 

not hinder you. You ignore the weight of your 

armor for the purpose of calculating encumbrance 

and your arm or slows you as if it were one category 

lighter than it is {so medium armor does not slowr 

you and heavy armor slowTs you as if it were medium 

armor). In addition, the maximum Dexterity bonus 

for any armor you wear improves by +1 and the arcane 

spell failure chance of any armor you wear is hah'normal. 

This is a supernatural ability. 

BONDED ARMOR 
You form a powerful riLual to tie a particular suit of armor to you. 

Level: Stir 

Replaces: If you select this class feature, you do not gain the 

fighter bonus feat at 8th level. 

Benefit: Starting at 8th level, you can form an eldritch bond with 

a specific suit of armor, proriding you with greater protection. Bonding 

requires you to wear the same specific suit of heavy armor every day for 

at least 30 days (for at least 8 hours per day), followed by a 24-houx-long 

ritual involving 100 gp worth of incense and magical components. 

The act of bonding makes the armor a part of you, allowing you to 

don or remove it as a full-round action. In addition, as long as you 

are aw alee and can move freely, the armor grants yon a +1 insight 

bonus to your Armor Class. While worn, this bonus increases 

by an additional -s-i at 14th and 20th levels (to +2 and +3, 

respectively). This is a supernatural ability. 

ELDRITCH GRACE 
You can sense the subtle warping of reality caused 

by magic. 

Level: 4th, 

Replaces: If you select this class feature, you do not 

gain the fighter bonus feat at 4th level. 



Benefit: Starting at 4th level, eldritch 

insight allows you to move with preter¬ 

natural grace. You gain evasion against 

spells and magical effects as long as you 

are unencumbered or lightly encum¬ 

bered* This is a supernatural ability. 

ELDRITCH JUGGERNAUT 
Heavy armor you wrear protects you 

from more than just physical attacks. 

Level: 18th. 

Replaces: If you select this class fea¬ 

ture j you do not gain the fighter bonus 

feat at 18th level. 

Benefit: Beginning at 18th level* while 

wearing medium or heavy armor you 

gain spell resistance equal to 11 + your 

Hit Dice. This is a supernatural effect 

that does not stack with any other spell 

resistance you have. 

FORTIFICATION 
The armor you wear protects you in 

more ways than in just avoiding harm* 

Level: 10th* 

Replaces: if you select this class fea¬ 

ture, you do not gain the fighter bonus 

feats at 10th, 14th, and 18 th levels* 

Benefit: Beginning at 10th level, 

when you wear heavy armor 'there is a 

25% chance LhaL any critical hit or sneak 

attack scored against you is negated 

and damage is instead rolled normally* 

‘The negation chance increases to 75% 

at 14th level and 100% at 18th level* 

This is a supernatural effecL that does 

not stack with any other fortification 

you have. 

WARRIOR OF AIR 
You possess a link with tire elemental 

power of air, allowing you to move with 

tlie freedom of wind and channel the 

destructive power of'lightning. 

Level: 2nd. 

Replaces: If you select this class fea¬ 

ture, you do n.ot gain the fighter bonus 

feats at 2nd, 6th, 12th, or 20th levels. 

Benefit: You have a connection with 

the element of air, which grants you a 

variety of benefits. 

At 2nd level, you gain electricity 

resistance 5* This increases to electric¬ 

ity resistance ro at 12th level and. elec¬ 

tricity resistance 20 at 2otb. level. 

Starting at 6th level, you gain the 

ability to cast feather fall as a spell¬ 

like ability three times peT day. CasteT 

level equals your fighter level, hi addi¬ 

tion, you deal electricity damage on 

a successful critical hit made with an 

unarmed strike or melee weapon. You 

deal. +id6 points of electricity damage 

at 6tli level, +ad6. electricity damage at 

12th level, and +3d6 electricity damage 

at 20 th level. 

Starting at 12th level, you may cast 

fieedojn of movement as a speh-like abil¬ 

ity once per day. Caster level equals 

vour fighter level. At 20th level, you 

may cast freedom of movement three 

times per day instead. 

WARRIOR OF EARTH 
Your connection to the elemental power 

of earth grants you the erosive abilities 

of acid, the strength of stone, and the 

ability to shape the earth to yonr whim. 

Level: 2nd. 

Replaces: If you select this class fea¬ 

ture, you do not gain the fighter bonus 

feats at 2nd, 6th, rath, or 20th levels. 

Benefit: You have a connection with 

tlie element of earth, which grants you 

a variety of benefits. 

At 2nd level, you gain acid resistance 

5, This increases to acid resistance 10 

at 12th level arid acid resistance 20 at 

20th level. 

Starting at 6fh level, you gain the 

ability to cast magic stone as a spell- 

like ability three times per day, CasteT 

level equals half your fighter level. In 

addition, you deal acid damage on a 

successful critical hit made with an 

unarmed strike or melee weapon* You 

deal +id6 points of acid damage at 6th 

level, +zd6 acid damage at 12th level, 

and +gd6 acid damage at 20th level 

Starting at 12th level, you may cast 

stone shafjtf as a spell-like ability three 

Limes per day* Caster level equals your 

fighter level. At 20th level, you may cast 

stone shape at will instead* 

WARRIOR OF FIRE 
Burning with the passion of elemen¬ 

tal fire, you gain the destructive and 

intimidating power of flame. 

Level: 2nd. 

Replaces: If you select this class fea¬ 

ture, you. do not gain the fighter bonus 

feats at 2nd, 6th, 12th, or 20th levels. 

Benefit: You have a connection with 

the element of fire, which grants you a 

variety of benefits. 

At 2nd level, you gain fire resistance 5* 

This increases to fire resistance 10 at 3,2th 

level and fixe resistance 20 at 20th level* 

Starling at 6th level, you gain the 

ability to cast burning hands as a spell- 

like ability three times per day. Caster 

level equals your fighter level. In addi¬ 

tion, you deal fire damage on a success¬ 

ful critical hit made with an unarmed 

strike or melee weapon. You deal +id6 

points of fire damage at 6th level, +zd6 

fire damage at 12th level, and -Kjd6 fire 

damage at 20th level. 

Starting at 12th level, you may cast 

fre sHe/d (fire only) as a spell-like abil¬ 

ity once per day. Caster level equals your 

fighter level* At 20th level, you may cast 

fire shield three times per day instead* 

WARRIOR OF WATER 
Your connection to the dement of water 

grants you the ability to breathe as a fish 

and to control the chilling power of cold* 

Level: 2nd. 

Replaces: If you select this class fea¬ 

ture, you do not gain the fighter bonus 

feats at 2nd, 6th, nth, or 20th levels* 

Benefit: You have a connection with 

the element of water, which grants you 

a variety of benefits. 

At 2nd level, you gain cold resistance 

5. This increases to cold resistance 10 

at 12th level and cold resistance 20 at 

20th level. 

Starting at 6th level, you gain the abil¬ 

ity to cast obscuring mist as a spell-like 

ability three times' per day* Caster level 

equals your fighter level. In addition, 

you deal cold damage on a success¬ 

ful critical hit made with an unarmed 

strike or melee weapon. You deal +id6 

points of cold damage at 6th level, +zd6 

cold damage at 12th level, and +jd6 cold 

damage at 20th level* 

Starting at 12th level, you may cast 

water breathing as a spell-like ability 

three times per day* Caster level equals 

your fighter level. At 20th level, you may 

cast water bathing at will instead, w 
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COMICS 

by Aaron Williams 
wwiv. nodwick.com 

^ ANNOUNCING ^ 
NODWICK, HIRELING 

ANP INCONSEQUENTIAL 
BEING. ^ 

"" M’LADY OF 
ETERNAL BLIGHT, TEMf 

OF ALL THAT IS WHOLE‘ 
^ SCOURGE OF- 

WITCH- 
QUEEN ASTARTE 
. WILL PO. , " GOOD T 

THING I LEFT 
MY SELF- 

ESTEEM AT 
THE COAT 

v CHECK. ^ 

IX I’M IN A 
GENEROUS 1+000, 

BRING THIS PENITENT FORTH. 
HAVE SOME TORMENTING 

DEVICES READY; I MAY 
XL WANT A WORKOUT. 

. :s 

WHAT DO 
YOU WANT, 
INSECT?^ 

MY POWER, ^ 
ARMIES, AND FAVOR AMONG 

THE DARK GODS ALLOWED ME 
_ THIS FEAT. 

ANP WHAT CASE IS THAT? 

X^ WELL, YOU X. 
/ OUST TOOK OVER \ 

7 EVERYTHING WITHOUT ' 
ANY WARNING. ONE PAY, 
WE WERE PRETTY MUCH 

FREE, IN A FEUDAL KIND 
OF WAY, AND THEN POOF! 

YOU ROLLED IN AND 
OVERTHREW OUR EXISTING 
GOVERNMENT IN FAVOR OF 
v A DICTATORIAL REGIME y 
\ BASED ON FEAR / 

ANP DEATH. / 

X RIGHT, X. 
/BUT THERE WER£\ 
’ NO RUMORS IN THEn 

TAVERNS, NO SIGNS 
AND PORTENTS, NOT 

EVEN AN ESCAPED 
PRISONER FOR THE 
ADVENTURING PUBLIC 

. TO FIND AND MOUNT , 
\ AN EFFORT TO / 
« V STOP YOU. X\ 

SO I GUESS WE HAVE ^ 
TO TOPPLE HER POWER AND REBUILD 
CIVILIZATION OURSELVES. HOW'S THE 

REBELLION COMING, PIFFANY? 

X SHE SAID 
“LAWFUL EVIL ON SOCIAL 
ISSUES, CHAOTIC EVIL ON 

MORAL ONES.” 

r WHAT x 
MAKES YOU THINK 

I’M OBUGATED TO 
DO SUCH A 

X THING? X 
TYPICAL 

POLITICIAN. 
X IN THE PAST X. 

WEEK I’VE SQUIRRELED 
AWAY ENOUGH RATIONS TO MAKE 

DOUGHNUTS FOR OUR FIRST 
SECRET MEETING! ^X X I THOUGHT X 

SINCE YOU WERE 
LAWFUL EVIL, YOU’D 

BE IN FAVOR OF 
SPORTING 

X CHANCES... X 

Having failed 4a conquer myself, 
I hope far an alliance. 
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COMICS 

SHHHH! FURTHER UP 
THE CORRIDOR! 

WHW? 

LOOK! 

Wr FORTY-FIVE. 
!' FORTV-3IX. FORTV- 
it 5EVEW. FORTV- 
1 EIGHT... 

* wiwerv-FouR. 
WIWETV-FIVE. WHETy- 
5IX. MlWETy-5EVEW. 

WHAT DID YOU DO THAT 
FOR? THEY WEREN'T HURTING ANY- 

. THIjjG! THEY WERE JUST TINY. INDETER¬ 
MINATE MONSTERS, RECITING INCREASING 
SEQUENCES OF CONSECUTIVE NUMBERS' 

WELL, YOU KNOW^ 
HOW IT IS WITH ME AND 
^EXPERIENCE POINTS.. 

IT S ALWAYS 
THE LITTLE THINGS 

THAT COUNT... 
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COMICS 

The 

No, I'm 
serious, 
Belkor. 

r Copper ^ 
pieces aren't 

worth the 
k. trouble. 

lp^ Mow the 
~ heck ore we gonna * 
haul all of these copper 
l pieces out of here * 

now? 

Think about 
^ it. All the time and 

effort it would take to ' 
carry those coins out could 
be more productively spent 
delving deeper and fighting 

. tougher monsters that 
|k hoard more valuable 

currency. ^ig: 

"Leave them"? 
OK, what hove you 

done with the real Hafey, 
v and can I have her 

stuff? 

Leave 
them. 

Treasure? 
r Let me assure you, 
copper pieces are nothing 
less than the single most 
l insidious trap ever j 

developed! ^f 

|It's all 
about efficiency, 

If time is money, then 
you have a duty to yourself 
to spend that time locating 
t and retrieving the most . 
gfefr precious treasure, m 

Net to mentis^ hove you ever fried^1 
with copp«^pieces? y.eesl 

./I'll takeSp 
[ one potion, ffl 
\ please. 7. 

I don't 
know, though, 

it's still treasure, 
fev you know? A 

It's just 
an elaborate form 
of delayed revenge 
on the part of the 

his. monsters. ^4 

Im not 
getting eaten over 

Some pile of bqrely- 
. valuable scrap 

metall 

Oh, wait. 
rI just remembered, 
I have to take care of 
same personal issues. 

. I’ll catch up in a 
few rounds, 

P^ Man, I can' t 
believe I almost fell ^ 

into their trap. Sneaky 
. goblins, thinking , 

that I'd... 

r She's putting^ 
those coins into a 

Bag of Holding right 
k now, isn't she? ^ 
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